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I - INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the basic design for the main components of the 
Tokamak system of Tore Supra. As such, it focuses on the engineering problems, and 
refers to last year report on Tore Supra (EUR-CEA-1021) for objectives and experi
mental programme of the apparatus on one hand, and for qualifying tests of the main 
technical solutions on the other hand. 

Designed as a useful complement to JET with the aim of preparing for the 
next phase of the Fusion Programme, important contributions of Tore Supra should be 
brought for : 

, The construction and operation of a Tokamak with superconducting coils 
and their cryogenic cooling ; NbTi is retained but cooled by superfluid 
Helium at 1.8 K and 1 atm, 

. The development of Radio Frequency Heating, 

. Long pulse operation, with main emphasis on impurity dynamics and current 
profile control, partly as an application of the development of R.F, heating 
methods. 

As regards the development work and qualifying tests of the main tecnnical 
solutions, envisaged for Tore Supra design, they are now completed and presented in 
EUR-CEA-FC 1070, an extension of the previous report. 

However, questions, which might have deserved a deeper examination in the 
last report, or which came to attention afterwards, are given special consideration 
in the relevant chapters. They concern specifically : the choice of acceptable values 
for the toroidal field ripples, the capabilities of the poloîdal field system to pro
vide operation at the highest expected beta values and to sustain longer pulse opera
tion (30 s), and in these conditions the capability of the vessel first wall and li-
miters to cope with the expected heat load. 

Additional heating methods for Tore Supra will deserve a new examination, 
probably in 1982, when it will be necessary to make an eventual choice between the 
possible methods and their respective share of power, and to present the basic design 
of their components. Until then, a conceptual design will be pursued for each envi
saged method : fast neutral injection, ion cyciotron and lover hybrid frequency hea
ting ; besides, and most important for these subjects, development work on components 
theoretical and experimental studies get high priority in the on-going programme insi
de the Association Euratom-CEA. 

As related as these heating methods are with the experimental programme of 
Tore Supra, it will be appropriate to discuss these matters simultaneously (eventually 
along with diagnostics). 
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I. SOME TYPICAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT THE CHOICE OF THE TOROIDAL MAGNETIC 
FIELD CONFIGURATION : 

One of Che roost infringing results obtained on the present ohmic heated 

tokamak is the existence of a critical density n above which the plasma disrupts 

abruptly. At the moment the best scaling law giving tv seems to be s 

"5 (cm - 3)» 10 t\*i IB ,cm) using large additionnai hear.ing, mainly fast neutral 
c qR Z e £ f 

injection, this value n" have been exceeded a little bit, but the dépendance with 

the additionnai power is disappointing and not clearly understandable : 

n c — nc,„» il + SÎ I • So wishing to work in a large density range, 

it is safer to use a sufficiently large toroidal magnetic field value. So taking 
— 14 -3 
n = 10 en , R ~ 225 cm, q~3 we obtain BjatA.S T. 

The plasma current will be for q~3 I p~l.7 to 2 HA. The product 

I — ~ 6 MA is sufficient to confine more than 80Z of the a particles created 

by secondary D-T reactions in a pure D plasma, or the a particles created during 
3 

ICRF experiment, H being the mi 

confinement of the a particles. 

3 . . 
ICSF experiment, H being the minority species. So we will be able to study the 

Furthermore in this experiment where large additionnai heating power 

will be used, we want to confine particles with larga perpendicular energy due to 

ion cyclotron resonance heating or lower hybrid frequency heating. Taking 
3 

I ~ 2 MA and considering tile angular canonical momentum R., protons (H ) with 

perpendicular energy larger than 1 HeV will be confined. So passing particles and 

"banana" like particles will not give us a problem, however it is well known that 

we have to consider an other class of particles, the localized particles trapped in 

the small corrugation of the main magnetic field. The value of this corrugation, 

being due to the finite number of the toroidal field coils, is the result of 

conflicting requirements : a large number of coils reduce magnetic energy and corru

gation, but does not allow th* presence of large vacuum parts needed for diagnostics 

and specially for injecting large fast neutrals beams to heat the plasma, if this 

heating method is retained. Mechanical considerations and cost estimates show that 

a better compromise can be achieved with 18 coils instead by 24 coils. 

A few magnetic configurations were studied ; they all consider a 70 cm 

ridius plasma in 4.5 T field. In the first configuration, the ripple depth 

. Bmax-°min 
6 B—rrr 

max mm 
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for a plasma centered at R - 215 cm can be represented by : 

6 (r,0> - 10" 3 exp 5.85 lO - 2 x. exp - 0.54 0 2 (1) 
The coils were centered at R - 215 en and their thickness were 13.5 cm. 

If now we consider the volume where the magnetic field ripple is 
effective, that is where a |sinS| < 1 with a • D M - L - Q\ • >•' includes half of 
the plasma volume at the larger radius R. Considering a parallel neutral beam 

— 13 -3 + 
injection of 100 keV D in a n ~ 7.5 10 cm D plasma, Monte-Carlo type trajec
tories calculations show that 40Z of Che injected particles are lost during their 
energy degradation. Furthermore 1-D calculation show that ripple heat conduction 
limits tbe plasma performance». 

The second configuration, achieved with larger coils (22,5 cm) centered 
at R - 232 cm- give a ripple depth which can be represented by : 

S (r,9) - 3.8 10"* exp (6.21 1 0 - 2 r) exp (- 0.357 0 2) (2) 
The plasma is always centered at R • 215 cm. 

Nov the volume non-effective ripple increases and 1-D calculation of 
fast neutral injection heating, presented at the Con» Conference [1], shows the 
ion heat conduction due to the field ripple to be small. Furthermore this calcu
lation included new ripple conduction coefficients discovered by Samain and Requin 
[2j, the so-called Plateau-Ripple coefficient which is important in the present 
TFR experiment. 

Although physically satisfactory, this magnetic field configuration has 
again been changed in order to increase the poloidal field coils capabilities, 
mainly to accept longer discharge pulse. Thus, for the final configuration, the 
toroidal radius of the B_ coils becomes 244 cm, but R • 225 cm for the plasma. 
Fig. ] shoos the calculations of the equi-ripple surfaces ; the ripple depth can 
be written as : 

S (r.e) - 3.8 10" 4 exp (5.9 lo" 2 rj exp (- 0.27 0 2) (3) 

the next figure shows the new non effective mirror trapping surface which includes 
again a large portion of the plasma volume. 

However, nearly parallel fast neutral injection was again studied 
in the situation : 100 keV D neutrals injected in D plasma whose mean density 
. — 1 3 - 3 ° i s n ~ 7.5 10 cm (that i s in the s i tuation a/ , . ~ 2 . 1 ) . Fig.3 shows the /Am.t.p. 
energy deposition profiles obtained at the beginning of the injection. 
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In a large possible mechanical range of injection angles 17°<0 < 30° She heating 

efficiency has been found to be larger Chan 90Z. This efficiency can again be 

increased if H° neutrals are injected in D plasma which will give a/, _ ~ 1 . 

So numerical simulation with 1 D model code shows that with an injected 

power of 10 MW, ion temperature larger than 6 keV can be reached (fig. 4), ïh's T. 

value is not limited by ion heat conduction which achieves tht neo-classical 
2 -1 

value x- — 300 cm S losses due to tht. ripple heat conduction being 10 t.'mes 

smaller. The main ion heat loss is P., the equipartition power which is transferred 

to the colder electrons who«e el-ac?ron heat conduct! '"̂  (convection) is muc\ larger 

even in the case of the so-called "âicator" dépende ics (fig.5-fig.6). 

So the present magnetic field configuration with its characteristics 

B - 4..5 T. I ~ !.? - 2 MA and <5(r,0) given by (3) 

will allow us to study m good conditions and high density plasma (n~!0 cm ') 

1) many heating methods without being perturbed by bad high energy ions 

confinement. 

2) the dependence of the electron heat conduction (convection) in a large 

range of plasma parameters. 

REFERENCES 

[]] G. Requin et al. 2nd Joint Grenoble-Varerjia International Symposium on Heating in 

Toroidal Plasmas. Como. Sept. 1980 C (55) 4a0. 

[2] G. Requin, A. Samain - Rapport EUR CEA N°10JL1 Mars 1980, 
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II - OVERVIEW ON THE DESIGN 

Qualifying tests of technical solutions proposed for Tore Supra in its 
first conceptual design, presented in 1977, have been performed until this summer 
1980. A large amount of results vas already available and published in november 
1979 (Summarised in EUR-CEA-FC 1020. All these teats have led to confirm the 
basic design options, in which we can now be confident, having a good knowledge 
of their limits. 

I) The toroidal field magnet (9 T maximum field) is built with supercon
ducting coils, using a Nb Ti conductor, a copper matrix with Cu Ni barriers, 
cooled by a superfluid helium bath at 1.8 K and 1 acm. In this case, no convection 
or mass flo» is necessary for cooling, one takes advantage of tbe large heat trans
fer and absorption pri erties of superfluid helium. The winding, made with a 
small monolithic (2.8 x S.6 nm2) conductor, is enclosed in a strong welded steel 
casing, which supports most of the electromagnetic forces and acts as a magnetic 
shield (20 ms time constant) against fast field changes. This casing happens to 
dissipate most of the induced energy losses ; it is therefore separately cooled 
by a supercritical flow of helium at 4.5 K and IS atm. 

All the coil casings are interlocked in order to have the full torus 
behave like a solid block, restraining the centripetal forces by compression 
on the coil aides and the axial torque, coming from the vertical field, by insu
lated shear keys. This design leads to a mechanically strong magnet with low heat 
losses and no difficult support, but at the expense of a very precise machining 
and highly stressed insulators. 

The final design retains 18 circular coils which happen Co be Che best 
solution for convenient access to the plasma and reduced cost. Coils, after winding 
and before being enclosed in their welded heavy case, will be tested pair by 
pair at 1.8 K in a solenoidal field of the same average value as in the torus. 
In case of emergency, the total magnetic energy inside the torus (600 HJ) will **e 
quickly (15 s) dumped into large resistors. 

2) Two vessels provide separate vacuums for the plasma and the toroidal 
magnet. They are linked together in 18 poloidal planes, either by large access 
ports (12 sections) or by large plates which house piping connexions to the inner 
vessel. The two completely welded vessels are built with a high modularity from 
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rigid sectors joined through bellows ; each sector has a double wall, made from 
thin shell sheets linked by a sheet lattice, providing good mechanical strength, 
low weight and very low leak probability. 

The outer vessel, in spite of high resistivity toroidal bellows, forms 
a rigid toroid, restraining in compression and shear forces from atmospheric 
pressure, from thermal expansion of the heeted inner vessel (280°C) or from 
torques induced in the rigid sectors of the inner vessel by major plasma current 
disruptions. 

Two radiation shields, made from two steel sheets and cooled at 80 K by 
an helium flow at IS atm, protect each side of the toroidal magnet against thermal 
radiation from the hot vessels. These shields form again a rigid toroid, with 
18 bolted insulating gaps. 
The complete torus is built from six modules, each one enclosing 3 B_ coils, to 
be assembled on site. After building the toroidal magnet, and making cryogenic 
pipe connexions, the nested torii - radiative shields and vessels - will be 
successively wexoed from inside and outside along poloidal cuts, and on the six 
coaxial supports of tha toroidal magnet. 

Results from experiments on TFR lead to a design of limiters and plasma 
wall, which will allow long discharge pulses, limited only by '.he swing capabi
lity ; they will be cooled by a forced flow of water, a design convenient for more 
than 10 MM constant power deposition. Wall conditionning is a prerequisite ; large 
and specific access ports for high power plasma heating methods are a necessity. 

3) The poloidal field system has been reviewed, in order to increase the 
discharge pulse length up to 30 s and the vertical field value at maximum 
performances. This goal is achieved by havii.^ a system of power supplies directly 
connected to the mains ( = 100 HVA), and by increasing the copper weight and cooling 
capabilities of the FF coils ; this goal has partly led to the 10 cm increase 
of plasma toroidal radius, in comparison to the previous design. 

Besides these changes, the basic choices have remained : an iron core 
magnetic circuit partly saturated, an original DC thyristor breaker, i single 
system of axisymetric coils, outside of the B-coils, to induce plasma current, 
and to insure its stable equilibrium through feedback control of the vertical field 
amplitude and curvature. However, in order to better control the plasma shape at 
large values of B , it appears necessary to control separately the current in one 
more set of coils. 
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4) The cryogenic system is now well documented. Thermal buffers are necessary, 
see fig.2Ch.V)in order Co have Che refrigerators working at almost conscsnc power, 

in spite of the large variations of the power dissipated at low temperature 
inside the magnet during normal pulse operation or in case of a major plasma 
current disruption. The 4uner;:luid liquid volume is by itself Che thermal reservoir ; 
its boiling cold source «ill slightly oscillates in temperature and pressure. For 
the He I circuit, the thermal ballast is filled with liquid helium acting at 

constant volume and the supercritical helium flou from the refrigeration cycle 
links thermally the thick casings Co Che ballast, which absorbs the power spikes. 

A basic design is now available for the three cryosatellites and the 
cryogenic lines ; design choices for the 4.5.K thermal ballast, heat exchanger-
divider, instrumentation,et-c. are actively prepared for a final design in next 
summer. The basic option of having a separate cooling line for each coil has been u 

the coils are thus almost thermally insulated from one another. 

As regards the three refrigerators 80 K, Be I, 4.5 K and He II at 1.8 K, indus
trial studies have assessed the different options mainly for 80 K (nitrogen or 
helium plant) and He II pumping system (room temperature mechanical pumps and/or 
cold turbo-compressor). A choice is expected for next summer, after further 
evaluation. 

5) Even with no tritium use, only with deuterium, a machine like 
Tore Supra will emit large enough 2.4 MeV neutron fluxes to necessitate safety 
measures. A careful study shows that besides the necessary biological protection 
around the machine, useful during discharge vulses, another radiation hazard comes 
from activation of the vessels, which steadily increases in time due to long 

59 period radionuclides (Co -5.2y). Requirement Co maintain personnel access inside 
the vacuum vessel fer changes and repairs throughout Che whole life of the 
machine (as 10 years) will make necessary a concinuous control of the vessel 
activation, and a careful strategy concerning Che number and occurence of D pulses 
with full heating power (a maximum of 6250 allowable with present hypothesis). 
A maximum rate of 70 per 10 H-day of these pulses leads to 1,5 m thick concrete 
wall protection. 

The two following figures show two pololdal cross-sections : 

. oneaeross a port-sector-, there are twelve similar sections, which include 
cryogenic lines connections, 
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the other one along a junction plane between two modules; there are 
six of this sort, they contain the six supports for the magnet, for 
the radiation shields and for the outer vessel. 

Table I : Main Parameters of Tore Supra 

Plasma minor radius a » 0.70 m 
Plasma major radius Ro ™ 2.25 m 
Aspects ratio Ro/a - 3.2 
Vacuum vessel radius (inner - 947.5 urn 

(outer - 1643.5 mm 
Tot .1 vessel+shield weight « 50 t 
Toroidal field coils minor/Major radius - 1.12-1.48/2.44 m 
Superconductor (NbTi+ Cu + CuNi)weight - 45 t 
Total coil weight • 150 t 
Magnetic field B 0(at R„) - 4.5 T 

B M(max) * 9 T 
Plasma current I s 1.7 MA 
Pulse length (max.perf.) T si 30 s every 4 minutes 
Flux swing available (plasma axis) " 21 Wb 
Iron weight - 830 t 
Vertical field value (max at R°) - 0.4 T 
Poloidal field coil weight (Cu) = 56 t 
Poloidal field power supply (rectifier) * 230 MVA 
Cryogenic power at 80 K <± 40 kw 

4.5 K 650 W + 100 l.h - 1 LHe 
1.75 K 300 W 

Outside diameter * 11.5 m 
Total height • 7.2 m 

14 -^ Expected plasma parameters * (.n fl£ 10 cm 3 

[ f i 5i 4 keV with P - 10 MW 
0% 24 0.3-0.5 a 
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III - REALIZATION - PLANNING 
By the middle of 1980, during the preparation of the next French 

fiscal year, the decision was made to start Tore Supra construction phase in 
1981, if Euratom approval were obtained in time. Simultaneously it was decided 
to install, this apparatus at Cadarache, another nuclear Center in the South of 
France, and thus to move there the two present laboratories working in Fusion 
Research, Fontenay-aux-Rosas and Grenoble. 

In order to prepare this construction phase, the Project Team was 
given an increase of staff, and Groups responsible for the main subsystems of 
the machine designated. Thus, from a pure technical point of view, first call for 
tenders for the items on the critical path can be sent out' right at the 
beginning of 1981. In that case, with realistic technical assumptions, it should 
be possible to follow the planning shown and to get the first operation of Tore 
Supra after summer 198S. The time scale is entirely governed by the fabrication 
of toroidal field coils ; in case the time necessary for its tooling can be de
creased, the start of operation for the whole machine will move ahead in time of 
the same amount, no other item being really tight for delivery and installation. 
During 1981, a conceptual design will be performed for all envisaged heating 
methods (fast neutral injection, ion cyclotron and lower hybrid frequency heating); 
after decision in 1982, it should be possible to get these methods operational be
fore the end of 1985, 

J Symbols 
+ + 4 4 Obtain bids 

A Place order 

fMVAW frocure Material + tooling 
1 Fabricate 

• • • • • Testa 

Assemble 

Install 
• Delivery 
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CHAPTER II 

TOROIDAL FIELD COIL'SYSTEM 

I- THE CONDUCTOR : 
I - General ' 

The conductor has been designed to fulfil simultaneously the conflic
ting requirements of reduced AG loss, high stability, and large current density 
in the coil windings. It is a monolithic multifilamentary composite made in a double 
stack process, with a mi:ced matrix of cupronickel and copper, according tu the 
following specifications : 

- Siîe 2.8 x S.6 mm2 

- Twist pitch length SO mm 

- Structure [flj. Ti.Cu.CuNi) Cu ] Cu D m n 
with mxn •<> 110C0 

- Filament diameter 20 ym 

• NbTi 25 
- Volume fraction J Cu 62.5 

2 ( CuNi 12.5 

- Resistivity ratio of 90 
copper 

- Critical current at 4.2 K 1400 A 
and 9 teslas 

In comparison to the one previously designed a.-.4 mentionned in 1979, 
the width of the conductor has been increased by about 10 % for the following 
reasons : 

a) to provide more easiness in winding edge wise the conductor in double 
pancakes, 

b) to help getting the specified critical current for the mass production 
C*> 500 lengths of conductor • 45 tons), 

L 
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c) to increase the stability margin by introducing more copper in the conductor, 

together with the benefit of a reduced temperature of the "hot spot" during a 

quench. 

This is of course at variance with an increased AC loss. However, the 

increased size of the B_ coils and the new position of the coils for the poloidal 

field are such that the amplitudes of the changing fields are noticeably reduced 

and the losses ate globally smaller than the ones estimated previously. 

2 - Stability in charging magnetic fields 

One must keep in mind that the conductor was tested in July 1980 and it 

turned out to be highly stable with respect to rapidly changing fields. 

First the conductor carrying 1400 A in a background field of 9 teslas 

was subjected to both transverse and parallel changing field. With ABj_ » 0.3T 

and AB„ m 0.65T changing in 10 ms, which were the estimated values during a plasma 

disruption. No transition to the normal state could be observed. Then the parameters 

were modified to find out the extreme stability limits. A typical set of values 

is the following : 

9.4 T 

1820 A 

0.95 T in 8 ms 

0.35 T in 10 ms 

From this set of values it can be shown that the temperature reached 

by the conductor behind a spacer is of the order of 3.7 K, when the calculated 

value is 3.8 K. An important conclusion of this test is that the field of 9 teslas 

is not the maximum field at which the magnet can be operated, as far as the AC loss 

is concerned. 

3 - numerical evaluation of the energy loss inside the magnet windings : 

a) Slow increase of field energy 175 kJ 
(up to 9 teslas) 

Background field 

Transport current 

U, 

ÛB, 

b) Full poloidal field cycle 
(up and down) 

22 kJ 
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c) Plasma disruption .if T • 10 ms 22- - ^ 

if T » 20 ms 14-5 kJ 

The maximum amplitudes of the changing fields are now : 

AS» =* 0.5 T, AB^œO.15 T, and T is the time constant of the available 

magnetic shield, provided by the coil casing. 

4 - Testing the conductor during the mass production 

A total weight of 45 tons is to be delivered in the form of about 

500 leugths each of 630 meters. The conductor in the coil is wound in double pan

cake, which results in having only the middle region of the length subjecced to the 

high field (9 Seslas). To quanry all lengths without cutting theconuu<.i.or m the 

middle a seri.s of mechanical and electrical tests are planr'.d. 

Mechanical tests : 

a) During the manufacturing process, full knowledge is required of the history of the 

conductor processing from the ingot composition tp the final compaction : heat 

treatment, drawing, sizing, cutting, cleaning, transportation etc... for each ingot, 

each billet, each length. This is likely the most important point. 

b) After compacting process to the rectangular shape, the conductor is subjected 

to a tension of 150 MPs in order to point out any large crack in the copper. 

c) The geometrical sizes are measured continuously on line during the 

winding on a special wheel where the 630 meters are wound in only one layer. 

d) A device developped by the CEA, using induced eddy currents is able to 

detect changes in the amount of copper, and the pr«sance of voids, bad bonding, fault, 

inclusions or surface defects. 

Tests are now in progress to qualify the method. 
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" Electrical tests ï 

a) At roost temperature, the resistance of 1m of conductor is measured every 

10 meters. This resistance is inversely proportionnai to r.he cross section area 

of the copper. Thus it increases with the local cross section area of Niobium 

Titanium. This method allows to know the amount of Niobium Titanium as a function 

of the position along the wire . Provided that the critical current density is 

constant, the critical current follows the same law. As a result, to figure out the 

critical current at any given position, one has only to measure to critical current 

of a sample taken at one end of the conductor and to multiply by the ratio of the 

cross section area of NbTi. 

A program is underway to fully qualify this attractive method . 

b) At liquid helium temperature : 

Aa yet, we plan to test at least one sample per length of conductor. 

That is 500 samples. 

Short sample holders are made in order to test during the same run S to 

10 samples. Thus, SO to 100 tests are expected, which does not seem to be unreaso

nable. 

The samples will be tested in the 9 teslasfield of the test stand in 

operation at Saclay. Some of them will be tested in a lower field (7.5T) if the 

test stand has to be used for other experiments during the same period. All samples 

measured so far have shown a remarkable linearity of the critical current with the 

field, in the high field region between 5.5 and 10.5 teslas, which justifies the 

method of extrapolating the data above 7.5 teslas up to 9 teslas. 

Moreover, CMCS OHIO i. keep in mind that in the total production only 50 % 
of the lengths must carry 1400A in a 9 teslas field. For the other 50 %, the field 
is smaller due to the ripple of the toroidal field between the coils. 

It is possible also, that after the preliminary tests and after having 

measured a good number of samples, we decide to cut down the number of tests at 

liquid helium temperature. The total production will be delivered in about 12 to 18 

months after the first delivery, in the form of typically 20 lots of 21 lengths. 

In any case, all the tests at room temperature have to be carried out 

on all lengths, but as for the tests at helium temperature, one or two samples per 
lothave to be tested, together with a sample from each of the 25 length- if the first 
lot, the 10th lot, and the 20th lot. This amounts to about 100 samples (instead of 
500), that is to say 10 to 20 runs in the 9 teslas test facility. 
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II - TORUS ASSEMBLY 

The superconducting toroidal field coil assembly has been designed 
to form a vault. The main advantage of a Wilt is to withstand all electromagnetic forces 
by the coils themselves at low temperature (4 K) without the need of heavy links to 
the external structure through the cryostats. This makes aasier the manufacture of 
the radiation shields (at 80 K) and cryostats which may be seen like nested torii.The 
weight of the whole coil assembly will anyway be transmitted to the ground through 
thermally insulated bearings. 

Each of the 18 coils producing the toroidal field is made of a winding 
enclosed in a thin casing which contains Che pressurised superfluid helium bath (1.8 K) 
and a heavy casing thermally insulated from the previous one by insulating polyimid 
alumina chocks. The role of the thick steel casing is 

- to withstand most of the electromagnetic forces produced by the winding. 
- to shield the winding against fast time varying fields yielded by-

disruptions . 

Helium gas channels have been foreseen in this heavy casings in order 
to remove most of the heat released by these rapid field changes at 4 K instead of 
evacuating this large amount of energy at 1.8 R. 

Type 316 UN stainless steel instead of 316 L has been chosen for its 
better mechanical properties at low temperature. 

The coils are electrically insulated from each other but mechanically 
interlocked by insulated shear dowels able to withstand the torque yielded by the 
vertical field. The centripetal forces produced by Che toroidal coil arrangement are 
supported by compression on the sides of the coil casings. 

To get the whole toroidal field coil assembly behaving like a solid 
block, a quite accurate machining will therefore be required. Most of the characteris
tics of the TT coils are given in table I 
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MAJOR TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ÎOROIDAL FIELD COILS 

- Cross section of Che monolithic superconductor 
with transposed Nb Ti filaments 2.8 mm x 5.6 

- Operating current 1.400 A; 
- Current density inside Nb Ti J60 A mm 
- Average current density in the conductor .... 90 A mm~2 
- Average current density in the winding 50 A mm~^ 
- Number of turns per coil 2.028 
- Ninber of double pancakes per coil 26 
- Overall cross section of the s.s. casing .... 360 mm x 350 
- Average coil radius 1.27 m 
- A.T. per coil 2.81 10 6 A 
- Stored magnetic energy 600 HJ 
- Conductor «eight per coil 2.300 kg 
- Total weight of one coil 8.800 kg! 
- Number of coils per module 3 
- Total number of coils 18 

Table I 
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Rigid s.s. casino 

Supercritical 
channels U K) 

PWWmidt Alumina chocks 

Thin i s . casing enclosing 
the superconducting coll at 1,8 K 

Insulating alass «poxy layers 

Gloss tpo»v chocks 

Fig.2.1 SKETCH OF THE TOROIDAL FIELD COIL 
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Fi'g.2.2 Main characteristics of 
a toroidal field coil 
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Fig. 2 3 MECHANICAL STRUCTURE OF A MODULE 
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L Fig.2 A TOROIDAL FIELD COIL CROSS SECTION 
INNER PART 
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Fig. 2-5 TOROIDAL FIELD COIL CROSS SECTION 

OUTER PART 
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III - HEAT REMOVAL OF ENERGY DISSIPATED IN HEAVY CASINGS 

The heavy stainless steel case, in addition to its mechanical role, has 

to shield Che superconducting winding against rapidly varying magnetic fields which 

happen everytime Che poloîdal field is raised or decreased but more especially when 

a major plasma current disruption occurs. 

The race of change of the poloîdal magnetic field in time and apace has 

been investigated in the chapter dealing with the poloîdal field system. 

From numbers got from this chapter, the heat dissipated by Joule effect 

has been calculated in the different parts of the casings and the total amount of 

energy released during a normal run is 150 kJ(vith a time constant " 21 msïfor the 

18 casings and 1 MJ during a plasm* current disruption. Taking into account a 

dwell time of 4 minutes in normal operation and 30 minutes after a disruption, the 

supercritical helium flow rate would be about 100 g s . 

The 18 coils are series connected but between two coils the 4 K super

critical helium duct will have to come back to the 4000 1 thermal ballast and yield 

the heat removed from the coil case to the liquid helium bath contained in the 

AOOOireservoir and operating at constant specific volume. However, Che 4 K super

critical helium loop cooling the casings being provided with only one circulating 

pump, Che total pressure drop muse remain small. This means Chat Che total pressure 

drop must remain about 5o kPa ^ n normal operation and about 250 kPa* during a coo

ling down phase from SO K. 

Therefore Che lay out of the cooling channels (fig. 3.1, 3.2) must have 

been performed in order to minimise the pressure drop in the casing : the channels 

are as much as possible connected in parallel, and to get an efficient thermal 

shielding of the winding : all the channels are located on the inner side of the 

heavy casing. 

The supercritical helium inlet is located on the side covers of the 

casing, from these points the helium flow is divided into'two parts going respecti

vely upwards and downwards and meeting at the point opposite to the inlet, there 

it passes into the inner and outer rings whose channels are connected in parallel. 

Then it comes back close to the inlet and goes to the 4000 1 thermal ballast. 

The channels located on the side covers are widely sized Co reduce as much as 

possible pressure drop. 



Supercritical 
helium 
inlet 

Current leads _ d i _ Y 
1.8Ksuperfluid helium f^s~T 

Supercritical helium -^ 
outlet 

FIG. 3.1 SCHEME OF THE SUPERCRITICAL HELIUM COOLING CHANNcLS 



FIG 3.2 SUPERCRITICAL HELIUM COOLING CHANNEL 
ARRANGEMENT 
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IV - MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

All processes described below will have to be designed to allow a 
production rate of at least 1 coil per month.. 

1 Windirg process 

The design of the toroidal field coil of Tore Supra has taken into 
account the requirements of the pressurized super fluid helium cooling process 
and the dissipation of important losses induced by large magnetic field varia
tions caused by disruptions. These considerations have led to choose a bare 
conductor to get an efficient heat transfer to the superfluid, this conductor is 
small enough (2.8 mm x 5.6 mm) to reduce varying field losses and large enough 
to be used as a monolith to make a mechanically strong winding. 

Double pancake winding instead of layer winding has been chosen 
in order to have all electrical connexions located where bending moment and field 
are weak.Spacers set between pancakes,determine the thickness of cooling channels. 
A 0.3 mm thick pre-imprégnated ribbon laid between turns insures electrical in
sulation and turn to turn bonding. The whole coil, which looks like a kind of 
honeycomb structure, becomes stiff after polymerization. It behaves as a solid 
body provided with a large amount of super fluid helium evenly distributed and 
in close contact with the superconductor. 

The bonding between components plays therefore a major role in 
attaining this objective. Conventional impregnation techniques cannot be used. 
Consequently the solution extensively using epoxy resin pre-impregnaned ribbon, 
which had been worked out and successfully experienced with the model coil will 
be used again. Many bonding tests have already been performed on different confi
gurations and the results are reported in part VI. 

2 Manufacture of the components 

2.1 ~ Suger _çonductcir 

The manufacturing and commissioning of the conductor are reported 
in a dedicated chapter.We just remind here the dimensions and tolerances. 

See paper presented at the 11 n SOFT OXFORD:Manufacture and mechanical Test of a 
"Tore Supra" model coil. 
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Fig.4_1 VIEW OF A SPACER SET BETWEEN 
TWC PANCAKES 
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5 . 6 nnn ± 0 92 mm 

2 . 8 ™ ± 0 02 mm 

0 . 2 5 mm 

0 . 0 2 mm 

115 GPa 

120 GPa 

2 .7 1 0 " 3 

- height 
- width 
- radius of curvature in the 
corners 

- paralellism of sides 
- Young modulus at 300 K 

at 4 K 
- integrated contraction 
coefficient from 300 K to 4 K 

- superconductor will be delivered wound on a reel r*ith a minimum radius of 9.5 m. 

IV..2.2 - £reimgreg*ated_ribbon 

Density, compressibility and bonding effit ncy of several samples 
of this ribbon will be tei ad in conditions very s<-u.ilar t. the manufacturing ones. 

The requested characteristics or th..s preimpregnated ribbon are : 2 Weight 410 g/cm ± 10 g 
Width 2.8 mm ± 0.1 mm 
Thickness 0.32 SUD ± 6.02 mm 

2.3 - Spacers 

Each spacer (see Fig.4-^consists of a 0.2 mm thick preimpregnated 
sheet and 0.7 mm titanium shims bonded on both sides of the former central sheet. 

Titanium has been chosen because of its low integrated thermal 
-3 contraction coefficient 1.5 10 (from 300 K to 4 K). 

After polymerization in a sizing fixture each spacer is electrically 
tested up to 1000 V under a pressure of 1 MPa. 

The tolerance required on the thickness is + 0.05 mm brT t'.ie dif
ferences in reproducibility will not have to exceti 0.05 mat. 

Positioning of titanium shims will be controlled by a jig which 
will refuse those difference of which is greater than 0.1 mm with regard to 
the theoretical position. After curing the titanium ehizis 3re coated with preimprc •-
tape. 

The manufacturing and control processes will have to be designed in 
such a way that the time required to get one spacer does not exceed 1Q rain. 

About 15000 areneeded ôr assembling the 18 coils. 
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2.4 - GHound_insulation_shells 

The ground insulation of the winding is insured by over1aping of 
3x1 mm thick fiber glass epoxy layers as shown in Fig,2.1, 
- the differences in thickness of the shells or bands must be smaller than 0.1 mm 
- the mechanical properties of the material must be:Young modulus in compression 
> 15 GPa integrated thermal contraction in the 300 K - 4 K range < 4 10 J

vEach 
component of the ground insulation will be electrically tested up to 5kV. 

IV. 2,5 - giber glass, epoxy chocks 

Thsse chocks,which are located on inner and outer bores of the 
winding,transmit the forces produced in the coil to the heavy case. These are 
made of fiber glass epoxy (80 % glass) polymerized under high pressure. 

These chocks will be used with lamination parallel to the com
pression, in order to reduce the integrated thermal contraction coefficient 
which must be lower than 3 10 Cfrom 300 K. to 4 K) and also to get a compres
sion Young modulus higher than 40 GPa. 

1.5 mm deep crenellation will be machined on the side of these 
chocks facing the winding in order to improve the electrical insulation between 
pancakes. 

The differences in thickness in radial direction will have to 
be smaller than 0.05 mm. 

2.6 - Pglvimid alumina chocks (K. 601 A1 20-) 

This new insulating material has been especially developed for 
this purpose it has good mechanical properties at low temperature, Its. integrated 

_3 
thermal contraction coefficient from 300 R to 4 K is about 4 10 and its thermal 
conduction coefficient at 4 K is very low in comparison to other materials. 

All characteristics and tes.'s performed on this material are 
reported in part Vl. On these chocks we will have to check : 
- density which must be higher than 2 
- integrated contraction coefficient from 300 K to 4 K < 4 10 

-3 
- uhermal conductivity a t 4 K < y 10 j j > m

- l K

_ l 
- young modulus in compression > 10 CPa 
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.in addition each chock will have to suffer a bending test and a X ray photography 
in order to point out possible hidden crack. 

The differences in height of these chocks will not have to exceed 
0.02 mm. 

- 3 Double pancake manufacture 

The requirement of a short delivery time (1 winding every 3 weeks) 
leads to wind the double pancakes on two separate winding lines. 

The conductor, which has previously been straightened, cleaned, 
measured and prebent is wound on a winding machine outfitted with a series of 
conical rolls which apply and maintain the winding against a heavy flange which 
will be used as a polymerization fixture later on. A 0.32 mm thick preimpregnated 
ribbon is laid between turns insuring electrical insulation and turn to turn 
bonding, A set of rolls apply a radial pressure on the superconductor to force 
the conductor to conform to the mandrel and to compress the preimpregnated 
ribbon. A moderate tension is applied to the conductor in order to keep the 
winding always in compression. 

When the winding of the first pancake is completed, the spacers 
are set up and the second pancake wound on them instead of the previous flange. 

To wind a double pancake without an electrical joint, sufficient 
conductor must first be loosely wound onto a holding reel to wind the second 
pancake ; however a welding procedure is foreseen At half length of supercon
ductor. 

Preimpregnated tapes set between spacers and windings insure 
linking between pancakes. 

After winding is completed, the double pancake is cured in an 
oven with inert atmosphere while it is accurately sized on the winding fixture 
with additional parts designed to control the height and diameters. 

During this step, the turns become bonded together so do the 
pancakes-and the result is an accurately sized, rigid subassembly. 

The double pancakes stacked to form a coil must be manufactured 
with extremely -ight tolerances. It will then be possible to assenble them inside the 
coil case in such a way that the loads will be properly shared. 

Thus the utmost differences between double pancakes must not 
exceed the compressibility of the preimpregnated tape , which is in our case 
0.1 mm. 
- Electrical test will be performed with a pulsed generator up to 10 V/turn. 
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4 - Assembling of double pancakes 

As previously mentioned the winding is an assembly of double pancakes 
which must be carried out so that the accuracy remains within the compressibility of 
one preimpregnated ribbon. For this reason the double pancakes and spacers are 
stacked up in a fixture designed to pre&s the assembly to get accurate height and 
diameters. 

Each double pancakes is connected to the next by soldering a copper 
electrical jumper (the leads and copper jumper being previously tinned). A£"er each 
soldering the conductor is locally held in position with shims coated with preim
pregnated tape. 

The whole assembly is then cured in an oven with an inert atmosphere 
and the haneycamb like winding assembly is the result (temperature gradient must be 
< 20°C) 
- the differences in diameters and in height will have to remain within 0.2 mm. 
- the winding will have to suffer an electrical test up to 10 kV performed with a 
pulsed generator. 
- voltage distribution across Che winding will be measured by feeding the winding 
with I ampere stabilized current. 

5 - Ground insulation 

The ground insulation made of precured fiber glass shells will be 
set up after the glass epoxy chocks are evenly positioned and bonded on inner and 
outer winding. Positions of these chocks will have to be reported on external 
fixture because when the ground insulation is put on the winding ,we don't have 
any other mean to determine the e.-act location of the polyimide alumina chocks 
which will be set later on. 

So before, preimpregnated ribbons are placed on both sides of the 
chocks and between the nested fiber glass shells to bond the assembly together. 

The fixture previsouly used for curing double pancakes assembly will 
be after some arrangements used again for curing the whole winding in same condi
tions . 

Before curing, ground insulation test will be performed up Co 
4 kV. 

After curing and before withdrawing the fixture the same test will 
be performed again and the electrical resistance versus ground measured under 
5 kV DC. 
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Differences in diameters and height will have to be kept within 
0.1 DBO but the tolerance in absolute dimensions may be relaxed up to - 0, + 0,3. 

6 - Thin casing manufacture 

The thin casing is made with 2 mm thick type 316 LN stainless steel. 
It consists of four parts:an outer band, an inner band and two side covers. The 
bands are fabricated by rolling a length o stainless steel into a ring and welded 

together with a 100 % penetration we] . This weld is carefully ground and 
polished to form a smooth surface and ther X ray inspected. The ring is again rolled 
to form the lips needed for welding the whole casing and to give the ring its final 
diameter. 

The side covers are made of 2 mm thick stainless steel discs The 
differences in thickness of the stainless steel sheets must not exceed 0.02 mm. 

7 - Thin casing installation 

The diametjLS of the inner and outer rings will be assessed in 
order to be respectively in compression and in tension. 

Therefore the inner ring must be cooled in a liquid nitrogen bath 
and the outer ring must be heated to I50°C to permit assembling over the winding. This 
is to be done with the coil winding placed on a fixture designed to properly hold 
the coil in relation to the rings. This fixture also holds the side cover in place 
during w Ming* 

So ever preirapregnated ribbon must be set all around the ground 
insulation to compensate small differences. 

The fixture must be designed to take into account the welding process 
and the pressure tests which will be performed after welding to point out possible 
hidden cracks. An electrical test of ten winding versus thin casing will then be 
performed up to 4 kV. Finally this thin c sir.?, will have to be carefully helium leak 
tested. 

After this operation the t\ in casing will be pumped.then sealed, and 
the winding kept under vacuum. 
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8 - Thick casing manufacture 

Like the thin casing, the thick casing is made of four parts : an 
inner band, an outer band and two side covers. The bands are to be machined from 
type 316 UN forged stainless steel rings. The completed side covers contain features 01 
the nose vedge and shear compression panels. They are also manufactured from type 
316 Lty plates. 

Two manufacturing processes are considered to carry out the 4 K. 
helium channels located in the rings : 
- ri• - rings are premachined in order to give the cross-section a curvature which 
will compensate the inhomogeneous withdrawal which occurs after welding of the 
channel covers 
- the channels are machined and their covers welded then the whole ring rolled 
through a set of 3 rolls to straighten the curvature induced by welding. 

The heavy side covers, after welding of its stiffening structures, 
will je straightened before machining its flat side facing the winding. 

Both side covers are attached together to form a .stiffer piece 
and the 4 K helium cooling channels can then be machined on each flat side and the 
channel cover welded. 

From this point any straightening by mechanical means of rings or 
side covers becomes hazardous because the channel cover thickness does not 
permit a great margin. This comes from the fact that an increasing thickness leads 
to more deformation* 

Before assembling all connecting holes of the 4 K cooling channels 
must be plugged and grooves on main axis machined. 

External diameter of inner ring and internal diameter of outer ring 
will be sized to put the winding in compression after hooping. 

External and internal diameters of each ring will be carefully 
measured at a known temperature. 

Tolerances will have to be within : 
-- on cylindricity 0.1 mm 
- on external ring diameter ± 0.2 mm 
- on internal ring diameter r 0.2 mm 
- on height of the rings + 0, - 0.1 (L... 
Tightness cf the 4 K. cooling channels will be carefully tested first by performing 
pressure test up to 5 MPa, then by a helium test. 
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The choice between electron beam welding and TIG welding has not yet 
been assessed. 

All these manufacturing processes of each component require develop
ment works which will have to be carried out during the construction of full size 
mock-up. 

9 - Manufacture of the dismountable test casing 

The test of the superconducting winding described in part Vit needs 
a dismountable heavy casing which consists of two rings and two flat side covers. 

The rings have the same feature as the normal heavy casings but the 
headers of the 4 K cooling channels will be slightly different since each section 
will have of its own. one. 

The four parts of the dismountable casing «ill be attached together 
by bolting instead of welding. 

Before mounting the dismontable casing polyimid • alumina chocks 
(K 601 Al-0.) will have to be installed at the place determined by the external 
fixture which has been used for mounting the glass epoxy chocks. 

However a microfo.il of mylar will be laid under the preimpregnated 
ribbon set on the polyimid alumina chocks external side. So it will be possible 
to withdraw this ribbon after testing and to replace it by a new one for the final 
assembling. 

Â reasonable number of polyimid alumina chocks will be outfitted 
with strain gauges which will be previously calibrated at low temperature. 

The rings and side covers will also be outfitted with strain gauges 
and temperature sensors. 

The procedure for installing the dismountable casing is similar to 
that employed for the thin casing. Tolerances and hooping conditions are similar to 
those of the.thick casing. 

After hooping,the four parts of the test casing are bolted together 
and the fixture can then be withdrawn. 

http://microfo.il
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10 - Final installation of the heavy casing 

After the test of the superconducting winding the discountable 
casing is withdrawn and replaced by the final one following the procedure already 
described. 

Welding process of this heavy casing has not yet been chosen but 
two processes are available : cost consideration will help to make a choice. 

The withdrawals caused by welding and the welding process itself 
will be previously investigated on the full size mockup made with rings and flanges 
already used to assess the manufacturing processes* 

The expected bending of the 70 mm thick external ring is about 0.1 mm 
in the equatorial plane. 

1! - Machining of the coils to form a torus 

Several machining processes are being investigated by different ma
nufacturers. Buti whatever the process which will be finally retained,the precision 
required will be very high : 
a few seconds on the 20° angle or a few 10 mm if we consider dimensions. 

This accuracy on the 20° angle is required not only at the equatorial 
plane but at any horizontal plane. 

However one of the most severe problems to overcome concerns the 
temperature homogeneity during machining and measurement. Temperature must be kept 
within a few °C. 

Compressibility of the 4 mm thick insulating shims located between 
coils could give some flexibility but practically we cannot rely on them because 
they are already heavily loaded. 

However if the machining is carried out carefully inside a hall 
whose temperature is kept even within I0°C, we could compensate these small errors 
either by machiningnhe coils forming half a torus in order to get a flat surface or 
by machining one coil of the last module when the others are already assembled in 
the tJrus hall. 

We have not considered the case where all the modules are premounted 
in the factory because this requires too much time. 

The machining has been foreseen in two steps : 
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1°) machining of the wedged part of Che coil with an angle of 20*. 
For chis purpose the previously machined reference grooves will be used to position 
Che coil on a 20° wedge machined fixture or angle adjustable bearing laid on a ver
tical lathe bed or on the table of a milling machine. 

On Che second side of che coil 3 mm deep and 70 mm wide no.tches 
will be machined Co insert che 4 mm Chick fiber glass epoxy shims which will insure 
electrical insulation between coils. 

Control of the 20° angle will be performed by opcical means or by 
associating a set of two coils in four different ways and in measuring differences 
in parallelism. 

2°) Drilling of shear dowel holes. 
The drilling will be carried out in a dedicated fixture able to 

hold rigidly in an accurate position a set of two coils with the insulating shims 
in between. The machining will end by a careful grinding of the holes in order to 
get perfect circular shapes. 

Additional positioning keys and bolts will help for assembling. 
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V - MECHANICAL CALCULATIONS 

1 - Finite element modélisation 

a) Numerical _% code .used : 

The calculations are performed with the finite element codes of the 

CASTEM SYSTEM created at the CEA (DEMT-SACLAY). The"C0C0"c°de is used to mesh the 

structure and the"BiLBO"code to calculate displacements and stresses ."BILBO" is a 

tnree-dimensional code, which allows to modelize beams, shells and massive elements 

M ÏÏSË!_2Î-hai!-â_ç2U : 

According to the symmetry relative to the torus equatorial plane only 

one half coil has been meshed, and the behaviour of the whole coil system is 

achieved by suitable boundary conditions. 

The resulting mesh is composed of 1263 triangular shells, with 749 nodes 

and 44 isoparametric elements with 20 nodes. The thick casing has been modelized 

as a shell, whereas the winding is represented by massive elements. The connection 

between the winding and its thick casing is made through radial shells which stand 

for the stack of chocks. A perspective view of the mesh is shown in fig. 5.1 . 

c) Meçhaniçal_çharaçteristiçs : 

The main difficulty occuring in the modelization lies in the behaviour 

of the winding because it is far from being isotropic, as it is shown in (Svi). 

Unfortunately, the"BILBO"code doesn't take into account orthotropy so far. 

So we had to choose a mean Young's modulus and a mean Poisson*s coefficient as far 

as the winding is concerned, and to rely on self consistent analytical corrections. 

The stack of chocks was allocated an equivalent module. So, the material proper

ties, introduced into the calculations, were : 

. Stainless steel E - 200 GPa v - 0.3 

. Chocks E - 24 GPa v - 0.3 

. Winding E - 65 GPa v • 0.3 

A new version of the 'BILBd* code, using orthotropic elements, will be 

available in the near future for a complete check. 



Fig. 5.1a MESH OF THE WINDING WITH MASSIVE ELEMENTS 

_l 



Fig.5.1b MESH OF THE CHOCKS WITH SHELL ELEMENTS 

J 
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Fig. 5.1c MESH OF THE THICK CASING 
WITH SHELL ELEMENTS 

L 
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2 - Action of the toroidal field 

a) Boundary_çonditions : 

The nodes located in the vertical planes a » 10° and a = - 10° 
are prescribe to have their displacements inside those planes in order to represent 
the vault made by the coils ; symmetry conditions are imposed on the nodes of the 
equatorial plane. 

The displacement of any point of the winding can be written as a function 
of the node displacements <lf*i'j|J) s 2N;l»i^<")5 Ci where Ni is a pondéra
tion function and Qi the displacement at node i. In order to have a self"consistent 
model, it is necessa.y to represent the load density with the same pondération 
function : 

if-kfjl'^ = ?• N' "/1'V* fc I' l o a d density at node i 

We then express the conservation of energy : 

ty- ///|-"| i\l : 2 F; Q,i f, load at node i 

Thus : f • . m -' »;* (o,^) Mj 0,, H> JjdV 

A computer programme calculates the load density at uach mesh node, then a prepro
cessing modulus calculates the equivalent load F. to enter the "BILBO"code. 

c ) Calculation ia the case of 24 coils : 

A first numerical calculation was performed for the previous version 
of the project design with 24 coils, and presented at the SMIRT conference 
(Berlin 1979). Extrapolation from its results to the present case of 18 ceils is 
given in the next paragraph. 

This calculation used the following parameters • current per coil : 2 MA 
magnetic field at rfdius 2150 mm : 4.5 T - and the 0» Ccross-section is shown 
in fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.2 EQUATORIAL COIL CROSS-SECTION 

(24 Coils) 
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The main results are Che fallowing : 

1) Maldistribution : (fig.5.3) 

. the applied radial force per coil is restrained through compression 

of the inner vault and of the outer wedges «which support 89% and 11% respecti

vely of the total reaction. 

. the vertical force on half a coil is divided between inside Q • 0° 

plane (60Z) and outside 0 • 180° plane (40%) ; the superconductor winding and the 

steel casing support approximately 20% and 80% of the total tension. 

2) Displacements : 

The two vault supports are such that the coil suffers a D shape 

deformation added to a global radial displacement as shown in fig. 5.4. 

Displacements inside the 6 - Ccross-sectioo are given in fig. 5.5. 

3) Stresses_ : 

Distribution of the main relevant stresses are available in fig. 5.6 

to 5.11. Important parameters for the coil design are : 

. maximum tensile stress in the superconductor, due to tension and 

bending ; it occurs in the 6 * 0°plane and amounts to 105 MFa (figures give stresses 

for massive elements). 

. maximum radial pressure on the superconductor and on epoxy 

chocks - 130 «Pa (0 - O'plane). 

. maximum shear stress between turns in one pancake (bending of the 

coil in its plane) - 8.5 HPa (3 - 60° plane). 

. maximum shear stress between two adjacent pancakes (only bonding 

through spacers is available) ; it occurs at the 6 » 0°plane, due to bending of 

the outer ring of the steel casing along the axial coil thickness. Its value 

80 MPa is much too hi|Ji to be accepted, but it is not relevant to the actual coil ; 

it is only due to the wrong modulus retained in the isotropic coût. 

. pressure between two coils inside the vault, wher'i electric insu

lation will be installed ; its maximum 245 HPa occurs in the P - 0°plane and 

depends on the variations imposed around a mean value (16 7 tira) by the outer ring 

lateral bending. The calculated lateral pressure on the winding is again false, 

due to the wrong modulus (10 MPa on the spacers will be a more correct value). 
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d) Results for the actual 18-coils design 

It was not felt worth while to do again the same calculations for the 
IS coils case, using the same isotropic code- . On the contrary, as we have anyway 
to make analytical corrections on the numerical results, it is as good to use 
scaling laws to obtain directly corrected values for parameters associated with 
the actual design. The accuracy so obtained is high enough to point out design 
problems and to wait for results of a more appropriate code, accepting orthotropic 
materials, which will be available in the near future. 

The coil geometry is shown in fig. 2.2. The magnetic field value at 
R - 2250 mm is 4.5 T, so the current per coil amounts to 2.81 MA. The magnetic 
field spatial variations are shown in fig. 5.12. Resulting forces per coil will be 
R x - 13.6 MN and R 2 - 16.7 MN. 

RX . Compression forces between two coils will amount to -— - . = 39 MN r 2 sin ct 
which gives an average pressure in the contact plane lower than in the 24-coils 
case (34 MPa and 5.3 MPa respectively in the inner and outer vault). 

. In the 0 * O*9plane, average tensile stresses inside the steel casing and the 
superconductor winding are distributed according to equal strain, such that -.he 
vertical load F on the casing is 0.77 of 0.6 R„ , i.e. 7.7 MN and a * 115 MPa ; c Z c _ 
the vertical load F on the winding is 0.23 of 0.6 R„ , i.e. 2.3 MN and C g = 72 MPa. 

. In the 0 * 180° plane, the same calculation gives <j - 100 MPa and 
0 * 62 MPa. The tensile stress has been on purpose more evenly distributed along 
the coil perimeter than in the previous 24-coils version. 

. The same distribution of bending moment as previously is assumed, according 
to similar geometry. Scaling factors for the casing inertia and applied forces 
give approximately the same bending stresses as before inside casing (35 MFa), thus 
the maximum steel tensile stress will be 150 MFa. Again, the same amount of bending 
on the superconductor winding, added to the average a , will lead to a maximum 
tensile stress of 3 4 MPa. 

. The associated maximum shear stress between turns will accordingly reach 
2,2 MPa. 
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. In order to calculate the maximum shear stress on the spacers between 

pancakes at 0 « 0* it is necessary to determine how the winding transfers at 0 = 0* 

part of its load to the steel casing» partly ('.-£) through pressure on the outer 

ring, partly £ through lateral friction and shear. The radial pressure P induces 

the lateral bending of the ring and a maximum displacement 6 at its center. 

The lateral friction induces a maximum radial displacement <5 from shear stresses 

inside the winding. Equality of 6 and 6 gives the value of £ (fig.5.13a). 

The first calculation with 24 coils gives p - 37 MPa and e * 0.21, which 

leads to p =• 34 MFa and £ « 0.11 for 18 coils, thus to a maximum pressure on the 

superconductor and epoxy chocks 116 MPa and to a maximum shear stress on spacers 9 MFa, 

. Similarly, mechanical equilibrium of the steel casing near 0 - 0 allows to 

calculate from the last result (p and e) the average pressure between two adjacent 

coils, which is effective mainly at the inner and outer coil rings and distributed 

according to their main toroidal radii, i.e. Tj . *-72 MPa and â =>—127 MPa. 
ci co 

Lateral bending stresses inside the outer ring, coming froo p , are estimated by 

comparison with the 24-coils calculation ; thus the maximum pressure between coil 

cases (and thus on insulators) will reach 0" --223 MPa (fig. 5.13 b). 

Table I recapitulates for the actual IB-coils all the relevant values, associated 

with the toroidal field effects. 
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TABLE I =• TOROIDAL FIELD COILS 

(18 Coils) 

L 

Parameters Value 

Major radius of the coil to-js R (mm) 2440 

Coil mean radius r (mm) I29S . 

Coil height h (mm) 360 
Coil breadth b (mm) 350 
Superconductor cross-section S (mm2) s 31800 

Stainless steel cross-section (plane 0 * 0°) S (mm2) c 66B50 

Stainless steel cross-section (plane 0 * 0°) S (mo 2) c 47484 

Coil current i ;MA) 2.81 

Horizontal force en one coil RJJ (MM) 13,6 

Vertical force across che equatorial plane R z (MN) 16,7 

Lateral force between adjacent coils F L (MM) 39,1 

Average lateral pressure on inner vault F u (MPa) 34 
Average lateral pressure on outer vault P l 0 (MPa) 5,3 
Average tensile stress on the superconductor 

(plane 0 = 0°) 
5 n (MPa) 

U S 
72 

i> .. ., •> ., (plane 0 - 180°) Ô Q (MPa) 
S 

62 

Average tensile stress on the casing (plane 0 = 0°) âg (MPa) 115 

(plane 0 = 0") ô n (MPa) 
U C 

'00 

Max.tensile stress on superconductor (plane 0 = 0°) °S max <»•> 34 

Max.tensile stress on stainless steel °C max ( M P a ) 150 

Average lateral pressure across the outer coil 
ring thickness at 9 = 0 

sz (MPa) - 127 

Maximal lateral pressure on outer coil ring 
at E 0 \ max ( M P a > - 233 

Max. shear stress between turns T r 0 (MPa) 2,2 
Max. shear stress between pancakes T 

rz 
9 
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3 - Action of Che poloidal field 

a) Mesh^and^boundarj^conditions : 

The same mesh as before has been used, but limited of one half coil 
casing ; again scaling laws allow to extrapolate to the actual coils. 

Poloidal field effects are antisymmetric on each side of the torus equa
torial plane, where boundary conditions for calculation should be u - o, v • o 
and 0 - 0 (rotation around 0 ). 

Moreover, displacements of nodes located in contact planes between coils 
should be periodic through a toroidal rotation of ^-£ (N - number of coils). 

N 

b) Load : Several distribution of the poloidal have been investigated ; 
according to chapter IV, the largest load is always obtained when the field 
component transverse to the coil current is taken after a plasma disruption. 
Three cases are shown in fig, 5.14 ; the most demanding one belongs to a circular pla 
because it leads to the largest torque around the z-axis. 5,5 MN.mand a resulting 
force in toroidal direction equal Co 1.9 MN on one half coil. The load is intro
duced inside the"BILBO"code as a pressure on the case flange p • -=-— . 

c) Results : 

The axial torque applied to the complete set of coils is restrained 
through the shear forces which appear between adjacent coils and are supported by 
the shear dowels installed on purpose. It leads to lateral coil bending and torsion. 
One coil out of three, in each machine module (one sixth) between the two port 
sections, has no contact with its neighbouring coils on the outside part ; we may 
assume that, because of its much lower inertia to bending compared to other coils, 
its contribution to axial torque should be supported by its two neighbours, thus 
increasing their loads I 

The most relevant point is Che value of the shear stress which appears 
on spacers between pancakes, when the winding just follows the casing displacements. 
Its maximum arises near the upper and lower outer wedges. Numerical calculation 
results in a maximum toroidal casing displacement equal to t 0.5 mm, for the present 
IB-coils case m both sides of the torus equatorial plane. 

Such a displacement leads to a shear stress inside winding, which can 
be estimated from an embedded beam model. As shown in fig.5.15 ; the maximum shear 
on spacers between pancakes reaches 5.5 MPa, a safe value. 
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VI.MECHANICAL AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS At<l> STRUCTURAL 
SAMPLES OF THE COIL WINDING. 

1 - Introduction 

Mechanical and thermal tests have been performed, at room and cryogenic 
temperatures, on samples of materials used in the coil fabrication, as well as 
on pattern configurations of the winding structure. 

These characteristics have been determined from samples of different 
dimensions and many tests made under tensile, compressive and bending loads. 
All coil materials have been separately tested : superconductor, insulating tapes, 
compound insulating chocks (glass epoxy and alumina polyimid). Table I summarizes 
the results. 

In order to assess the actual behaviour of the very anisotropic coil 
structure, mechanical tests were made on samples in the form of stacks of straight 
copper bars bonded with an insulating tape and including spacers. These tests were 
finally completed on polymerized stacks of circular double pancakes, made according 
to the fabrication process used for the superconducting model coil. 

2 - Characteristics of materials 

Samples in the form of small bars and cylinders were used for the measu
rements and the tests performed on an Instron machine for «ensile loading ; 
an hydraulic jack supported by a window frame was used for the compressive and bending 
tests. 

a) Sugerconductor : 

Fig.6.1 shows a diagram relative to a tensile test of a 3.6 mm . 2.5 nun 
superconductor. Mean values of Young's modulus, yield strength and ultimate tensile 

were 
strength obtained from different samples delivered by two industrial firms. 
The results are reported in table I for 300 K and 80 K as well as the thermal 
contraction from 300 K to 4 K along the conductor (ff) and in the transverse direc
tion (i). 
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b) TherMl_insulating_cjjocks : 

Some developments were needed to obtain unusual characteristics for 
insulating chocks located between the thin an thick casing. They are reported in 
[1] and the composition finally retained, according to a good balance between low 
thermal conductivity from 2 K to 10 K and high compressive strength is a compound 
of alumina powder and polyinid with respectively 657, and 35% in component weigth. 
The results of measurements from 2 K to 300 K show the variation of thermal conduc
tivity for two different densities of the final product, (fig- 6.2). 

Typical results lot compressive loading performed on pieces coming from 
industrial series production are given in fig.6.3 and the mean values obtained from 
different samples reported in table I. Theses samples exhibit a mean value of 

-3 -3 thermal conductivity at 2 K and 4.2 K respectively equal to 2.5 x 10 and 7.10 
I-.HT'K - , as well as a thermal contraction of 4.3 x 10" from 300 K to 4.2 K. 
The density of the samples was 2.3. The same mean value for bending and compressive 
modulus (13 GPa) obtained at 300 K indicates a good homogeneity of the compound, 
and the ultimate compressive strength observed at 4.2 K (540 MPa) corresponds to 
the needed high mechanical strength. 

c\ Glass epoxy chocks 

The glass epoxy chocks located between the winding and the thin casing must 
also exhibic comparable mechanical properties and a thermal contraction as low as 
possible to keep the winding under compression in the thick casing at low temperature 
Some developments in order to obtain both high mechanical strength and low thermal 
contraction (near the stainless-steel one) have been made on glass epoxy compound [2]. 
In fig.6.4are reported the integral thermal contraction of samples (specially elabo
rated or conmercialy available) with different glass contents in the density range 
1.8 to 2.2 ; and along two orthogonal directions parallel and normal to the cross 
ply layers. 

Values of the ultimate compressive strength and Ytvung's modulus for 
glass epoxy samples of different densities are also given fig.6.5and 6 with load 
parallel and normal to the cross ply layers. 
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The material finally retained for the chocks has a density of 2.1. 
Its main average characteristics are reported in table I. Fig.6,3shows a compression 
test ; in addition, it is found that the bending modulus at 300 K is 23.5 GPa and 
the ultimate shear strength 50 MPa. 

The thermal contractions from 300 K to 4.2 K are respectively 3.5 * 10 
and 1.65 x 10 in the two orthogonal directions J- and ft to the cross ply layers ; 
a relative fluctuation of density of 1% induced 10% variation of the thermal 
contraction. , 

3 - Mechanical behaviour of structural coil samples 

The coil winding is a very anisotropic system, in which bonding between 
components plays an essential role. As mentionned in description of the manufacturing 
processes, this bonding is achieved by epoxy preijipregnated tape» introduced before 
curing between two clean metallic surfaces. A measure of bonding efficiency relies 
in the ultimate shear stress value ; its depends on how well the surface becomes 
vetted by epoxy, and thus on pressure d-iring curing. Fig. 6.7 and 6.B show results 
from an average test. Besides ultimate strength, it is important for coil design 
and stress calculation to know the elastic properties of the structural pattern used 
inside winding. Young's moduli in r.he three principal directions {(I and X to the 
conductor) can be calculated from components properties with a good approximation. 
On the contrary, the shear moduli have to be measured : it is almost a property of 
the bonding interfaces. 

For this last purpose, small straight mock-up of winding samples were 
fa'-icated using full scale basic components, such as conductor* spacers and 

same 
preimpregnated ribbons, and the manufacturing methods as for the full size winding. 
Fig 6.9 shows values obtained from tests carried out on. these small mock-up. The 
honeyeomb - like structure of the winding has been tested mainly in the following 
two conditB.T.5 with forces applied rlways normally to the conductor : inside a pancake 
plane (radial forces),transverse to a pancake. In both cases, compression tests have 
been carried out on a separate small mock up because the test bed was limited to 
20 kN. The bending tests were achieved by loading at mid span model beams supported 
on two free bearings. Measurements of beam dt-lection were analyzed through combined 
effects of bending and shear. For thick beams shear can be the most important parameter 
and the more sn when the shear modulus is low. 

The representative beam for this situation is shown in fig. 6.10 but 
tests have been performed for two different spans in order to minimize errors. 
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Resulcs of measurements are shown in fig. 6.11 and 12. The almost linear plot 
of deflection versus length points out the preponderance of the shear effect ; 
in fig.6.12 the contribution of each modulus is shown. The Coulomb's modulus 
deduced from this test is : G. * 2 GPa. It confirms a value, already 
obtained in previous tests carried out on similar be^ms but with forces 
applied in the plane of the pancake in order to mesure G (see fig.6.9). These 
two shear moduli depend mainly on spacer area and bonding. 

On the other hand» the Coulomb's modulus 6 . depends mainly on •• 

bonding between turns ; ic has been deduced from test carried out on another 
representative beam of the winding structura ,in which bending forces were again 
applied in the plane of the pancake but inducing curvature inside .is plane. 
E» which is very close to the Young's modulus of the conductor was therefore 
known, as well as its contribution to the total deflection. The remaining 
part of the deflection was attributed to the Coulomb's modulus. The value 
thus calculated is : G - a - 8 GPa (see fig. 6.9) 

rw 
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VII - COIL TEST 

The B_ coils will be tested during their fabrication just after welding 
of the thin casing. They will be inserted inside a dismount able strong casing 
having prestressed internal and external rings and bolted flanges. A pair of 
coils will be tested simultaneously ; if accepted, they will thereafter return 
back to the fabrication line to be inserted inside the welded case. 

1. Purpose of the tests 

They will concern aeries produced coils, mainly as regards current 
transport properties electric insulation, thermal losses and tightness aspects. 

. Current transport properties : A significant magnetic field of 
6 teslas is obtained on the inner layers when a pair of coils is used at normal 
current. The test will permit to detect conductor defects under significant 
tensile stresses, to measure the electrical resistance of the connexion" between 
pancakes and the conductor resistance at low temperature. Hysteretic and eddy 
current losses will be measured during rapid discharge of the coils energy. 
During these tests, the coil should never quench. 

. Electric insulation : The most critical situation is that of helium 
gas at elevated temperature. From this standpoint the test at room temperature 
and atmospheric pressure in helium is the most meaningful one.Nevertheless cooling 
may induce différente motion of components, thus ground insulation must be 
tested in helium gas at 300 K, at 150K the average temperature reached after a 
coil transition, *nd at about 10 K. Similarly, pulse voltage between pancakes 
and between turns must be applied in the same temperature conditions. 

. Thermal losses : Thermal conduction losses across alumina chocks 
between the thick casing at 4.5 K and the Helium II box are checked. 

. Tightness : The tightness of the thin casing welds 
circuit will be checked by helium detection between the two casings. The test 
is performed at 300 K and around 10 K, under 2 MFa helium gas pressure, and again 
at 1.8 K with the superfluid helium box under 2 MFa pressure. 
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» Compression : Tensile stresses on the steel rings and flanges are 
measured during cooldovn by strain gauges, to check that the coil remains 
under compression. More generally, these tests are oriented to check that coil 
components and coil fabrication agree with the expected quality ; this is a 
last global control at a step during fabrication when assembly is yet reversible, 
before inserting the helium II box inside the welded and machined case. 

2 Description of the experimental set up 

Figure 7.1 shows one possible scheme for the installation. Two coils are 
tested together in vertical position. The set up should be designed to allow 
rapid installation of the coils. The superfluid helium circuits of the two coils 
are independent. The cooldown heat exchangers, the He II heat exchangers, as 
well as the four current leads and the two safety valves are located in a 
satellite, connected to the cryostat by a transfer line. It is planned to insure 
a fully automated operation of tht cryogenic system, in view of the planned coil 
production rate (one pair every six weeks). 

The two tested coils will be cooled by helium gas flowing in series 
through the two thick casing circuits. Cooldown duration is not expected to 
exceed six days including four days to go from 300 K to 100 K ; the weight to 

7.2 be cooled is about 10 tons.figure gives a possible scheme f~ cryogenic system. 
A 10 g/s compressor insures the helium flow, the gas is cooled first through 
a liquid nitrogen bath, afterwards by injection of liquid helium directly into 
the cooling circuit. Liquid helium consumption is shown as a function of time 
in fig.7.3;it amounts to 36 1/h when the superfluid circuit is in operation at 
1,8 K at the end of the sixth day. I view of four days of operation, including 
two at nominal coil current, the teal liquid helium consumption is estimated 
at 6000 liters and liquid nitrogen at 14.000 liters for a 2 coil test run. 
Assuming a current rise time of 30 minutes, the voltage required is 36 V and 
slow coil discharge occurs by voltage reversal. The safety discharge scheme is 
similar to the torus one ; coil windings and protection resistors are series 
connected. A 2 fidischarge resistor per coil insures a time constant of 12 s, with 
a voltage of 2B00 V .across the coil terminal. An otherresistance insures coil 
discharge in 3 minutes. The quench detection systems will be of the same type 
as for the torus, using pressure and differential voltage measurements. 
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3. Coil equipment 

Series produced coils do not include equipment such as heaters, 
temperature measurement, or many voltage taps.However, it is considered thar 
the first prototype coil will be provided with these special equipments, 
located on the cuter surface of the winding. Quench of this coil will be 
initiated to measure its behavior and simulate closely a possible torus quench. 
Following these tests, the Chin casing welds of this prototype coil will .be 
cut and the coil equipment removed. This coil will eventually become the 19 
one, and will be used as a spare. 

4. Test schedule 

Ten runs are planned to test the IB torus coils, plus the prototype 
coil. These runs should be closely time-related to the coil production, and 
follow its rate ; one pair of coil every six weeks. 
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VIII- DISCHARGE OF THE MAGNETIC ENERGY 

I. General 

Effects of a quench must be studied for any superconducting magnet. For 
Tore Supra, the following pointe should be noticed : 

- the torus is made of 18 coils» magnetically coupled ; but thermally 
uncoupled. 

- the stored energy is very large ( w * 600 MJ) 
- there is £ rather small amount of copper in the conductor (copper area/ 

total area * 0.63) for a low nominal current(lo - 1400 A) 
- the thermal exchange with the helium bath during the quench is difficult 

to quantify even after simulation on model coils. 

Xn particular, the propagation of the normal zone during the quench depends 
on many parameters, the values of which vary inside a B_ coil and thus are taken only 
asaverage in model coils. Therefore, coil behaviour during a quench is still calculated 
with some approximation and uncertainty. 

2. General scheme for safety discharge 

The aim is to discharge the stored coil energy according to two different 
sequences : 

* a siow one, which uses a slow decrease of the coil current. This process 
may be done by dumping energy in a resistor, or controlled by the charging power 
supply used as an inverter. A I MW thyristor bridge will allow a 10 minutes full 
current change -as an example. 

- a fast one, in case of a coil quench or an emergency ; a dump resistor is 
put in series with the coils by opening a current breaker as soon as a quench has 
been detected ; it allows a fast discharge of the magnetic energy. 

For several coils in series, there are different ways of connecting the 
dump resistors. The circuit shown in Fig.8.lis recommended for the following reasons: 

i) the whole stored enei-y is dumped (except for the Joule energy dissipated inside 
the quenched coil), 

ii)the same current always flows through all the coils, preventing occurence of 
unbalanced forces. 

iii) the voltages to ground are not cumulative if all the breakers open simulta
neously. 
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In this case, Che maximum voltage Co ground would be - 1.7 kV, if dump 

resistors of 2.5ft are inserted between coils, i.e. H I . . In case, n adjacent 
breakers among M open later, the maximum voltage to ground increases as (Fig. 8.2) : 

M - n (n * 1 I. R I. 
Vmax ~T~ \ 2/ p 

therefore, all breakers have to be mechanically coupled, and capacitance inserted 
in parallel, to take care of the breaking time dispersion. Again for a slow discharge 
only one breaker is opened on a 1.25 Si dump resistor, and the magnet energy is dumped 
in a time T« * 510 s. For a fast discharge all the breakers are opened and T» • 14.2 s. 

3. Thermal behaviour of the coils during a quench 

a) Pessimistic assumption 

As it is difficult to compute the effect of the helium bath around each 
pancake with a reliable model, a possibility is to neglect this thermal exchange, 
as well as the heat, propagation outwards from the quench origin ; this is a very 
pessimistic assumption. Integrating the local heat equation due to the Joule effect : 

p(*) J 2 (t)dt - c <T)dT 

and assuming an exponential current decay: 

J(t)«- J. e"r 

leads to the following determination of Tmax : 

Tmax 
i 

lUUUE 

In this formula, C and p are average values which must take into account each 
component inside the coil windings 

c • Ec. a. , 1 2 _si_ , J 0 1^ 
7 " „- " LS. 

s- and S. being the percentage and the area of each component in the elementary 
winding cell. 

For Tore Supra, the following percentages have been taken into account : 

L 
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Conductor : 22 X Niobium Titanium, 54 Z Copper, 10 % Cupro-Nickel 

Spacer : S % Insulation, 9 % Titanium. 

2 
giving a total area of 18.2 mm . 

The helium contribution is thus totally neglected. Because of the copper 

magnetoresistance three points inside a coil with different magnetic fields have 

been considered : 

B - 0 T û - * 2 10~ 1 0 II m 
-10 

B - 4.5 T p r • 4 10 , u fl m 
-10 

B - 9 T p. • 6 10 fl m at liquid helium temperatures 

The following table gives the time constant needed to reach a given 

maximum temperature : 

T max (K) p . - 2 I 0 ~ 1 0 fim 
t (s) 

p . - 4 10" 1 0 Sim p . - 6 lO" 1 0 Sim 

80 9.0 7.2 6.1 

100 11.2 9.3 8.2 

120 13.3 11.4 10.2 

140 13.0 13.1 12.0 

160 16.5 14.6 13.5 

180 17.8 15.9 14.8 

200 19.0 17.1 16.0 

Practically, there are two limitations for the choice of a short time 

constant : 

- maximum voltage between winding and ground 

- losses inside the superconductor which may drive it to go normal : a consequence 

which may be interesting to avoid usually. 

The dump resistor value (2.5 0. per coil) gives a time constant of 14.2 s 

neglecting the internal resistance of the quenched coil. This value fulfil s the 

above requirements ; according to this criteria, it gives a maximum temperature 

around 150 K, depending on the local field values. 
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b) Extrapolation from the model coil results 

x 
A different approach can be followed through the results obtained 

with the model coil, recently tested. The conductor, winding and cooling system 
of this model coil and of the complete torus are very similar, as well as the 
mean magnetic field. 

An extrapolation can be done as follows j 
- during a quench, the model coil being in series with a larger magnet, an 
average temperature of 60 K was measured inside the pancakes, when the value 

2 of / J dt during this quench gives a temperature around 110 K according to the 
previous hypothesis* 

- assuming i) that for a coil inside the complete torus, the process will be the 
same as for the model coil in its initial phase until helium is 
exhausted. 

ii) that it is then followed by an adiabatic heating, 
We get in this hypothesis a maximum temperature around 100 K when : 

a dump resistor of 2"".5 TÎ per coil is used. 

This extrapolation, taking into account experimental results, gives 
a lower value than the previous estimation for the maximum temperature, but 
certainly a more correc* one. Calculations using a computer program have also 
been done, but the difficulty to take into account correct values for the 
quench propagation velocities leads to the same dispersion in results of 
temperature estimates. Other experiments are again prepared to better simulate 
quench propagation inside a pancake and between pancakes. 

Nevertheless, according to the model which seems the most realistic, 
it is estimated that in case one coil starts to quench, with the proposed 
discharge conditions, a large portion (2/3) of the magnet- energy per coil will 
be dumped into the coil winding material, helium removing only a tenth of it, 
whereas all the other coils will remain superconducting during discharge and dump 
their energy into Che resistors. In casf the total magnet energy would be evenly 

3 3 
dissipated inside the windings, its density (73.5 MJ/m , or 130yj/m of 
conductor) will bring it yp to 110 K. To this temperature corresponds a quite 
safe value of stresses inside the coil (much lower than during magnetic loading), 
thermal expansion of the winding being limited by the casing, which is heated more 
slowly by conduction. 

x R. Aymar et al. : Test of a model coil of Tore Supra - Applied 
Superconductivity Conference, Santa Fé I960. 
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4. Fault conditions 

Different: fault detectors in various parts of the machine will 
automatically induce safety measures* according to different alarm levels. 
Some of them are related to the magnet : 

- fault detectors : temperature and cryogenic power at 1.8 K level, 
HE I liquid levels in cryosatellites and more generally status of the cryogenic 
system are measurements which drive action in decreasing order of emergency. 
Directly on each magnet coil winding or leads, are detectors of shortciicuit inside 
coil or between coil and ground,, current monitor, conventional electric quench 
detector and He II pressure monitor inside the coil thin case (used as a 
different quench detector). 

- safety measures : power uill be supplied and current increased only 
after no-fault signal from all the relevant detectors. At constant B field value, 
essentially t'*>o safety measures are considered in case of emergency : 

. level 1, fast discharge of the magnetic energy into the dumping resistors, 
with high redundancy in commanding the breakers. 

. level 2, slow discharge either into a dumping resistor of smaller value, or 
with the help of the power supply for a less urgent case. 

A coil quench detection uill always lead to level 1 procedure, a short detection 
without quench will on the contrary be handled by discharge through the power 
supply. 



CHAPTER III 

VACUUM VESSELS AND RADIATION SHIELDS 

I - GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The TORE SUPRA vessels consists in three parts, two toroidal vacuum vessels, 
the internal vessel and the external chamber or cryostat, and the SO K radiation 
shields which form and indépendant torus. 

. The internal vessel is the plasma chamber and includes the first wall 
and the limiters. It can be backed up to 280°C. 

. The external chamber is always at room temperature, it supports the 
internal vessel through vertical and horizontal ports. The 18 toroidal field coils 
are located in the annulus space between these two chambers. 

. The BO K, radiation shields are also located in this annulus space and 
provide the thermal insulation of the toroidal field coils. 

The shields sectors form a complete torus with electrically insulated sections. 
This torus is completely indépendant of the vessels for all mechanical and thermal 
requirements. It is self supported by six grounded supports. 

I. The internal and external vessels 

The vacuum vessels are all metal welded structure designed for high vacuum 
requirements. They have circular cross sections. Their structure consists in 18 rigid 
and wedge shaped sectors (fig. I J ) , equal in number to the toroidal field coils, which 
in turn are joined together by 18 bellows to form a torus. 

All forces acting on the vessels are restrained by the rigid sectors, which 
are built with two metal sheets linked together by a sheet lattice : this kind of 
structure has a high bending stiffness, and minimizes electrical conductivity and thus 
electromagnetic forces associated with currents induced by time varying fields ; 
compared to a thick wall vessel, the total weight of such a vessel is decreased by a 
large factor (4 to 5) for the same tensile stress inside metal. 

The material will be stainless steel for the rigid sectors and inter
nal bellows and Inconel 600 for the external bellows,(higher resistivity) and first wall 
components (limiters, shields, armor plates, first sheet of the internal chamber) 
the last choice regards all plasma wall interactions. 
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The vessels and shields are assembled into six modules. One module includes 

besides three B-, coils : two rigid port sectors (fig. 1.2), two half junction 
sectors (fig. 3.3) 

- One port sector (20°) includeÎ one horizontal port and two vertical ports 
joining together rigid sectors of the external and internal chambers, plus one large 
cryogenic (fig. i.4) pipe for helium supply to the toroidal field coils and the 
80"K shields. The rigid sectors are joined together by edge welding to the bellows. 

- One junction sectors (20°) is design with only two vertical stiffened 
structure, linking the two chambers near the junction plane and providing all water 
cooling pipes for the first wail (fig. I.5.). 

Two modules of the vacuum vessels are welded together at the joint plan 
from the inside (inner chamber) and from the outside (outer chamber). In this plane 
are also welded the 80 K shield modules; access for welding being provided by compres
sion of the internal and external bellows. This plane contains also all the mechanical 
supports for the vessels, the SO K shields and the toroidal field coils. The 
raweldable joints are specially designed in order to comply with the requirements 
for dismantling and reassembling two vacuum vessel modules. 

The two walls of each vessel inner and outer, are vacuum tight to control 
eventual leaks, that defines four indépendant vacuum zones : plasma chamber, lattice 
zone of the inner chamber, cryogenic annulus including the toroidal field coils, 
lattice zone of the outer chamber. All welds of the first shell in front of the 
plasma are accessible from the inside for direct inspection and eventual reweiding . 

One sixth of the internal toroidal vacuum chamber has been manufactured as 
a full size model ; it consists in rigid wedged sectors, joined together by bellows. 
Thorough testing of this model, control of deformation and stresses, baking up to 
500°C, thermal cycling, pumping to 7.10-9 Fa (turbomolecular and cryogenic pumping) 
has been achieved and reported partly in /l/ and partly in section III of this 
chapter.All the mechanical calculations and tests are also described in this section. 
Thus, this new technology proposed for the two vacuum chambers, seems completely 
qualified, (fig.I.6). 

2. The radiation shields 

Two toroidal shields are located in the interspace between the internal 
vacuum chamber and the cryostat enclosing the superconducting toroidal magnet and shiel
ding it ' against the hot vacuum vessel thermal radiation. Each shield is polygone 
shaped from 18 wedged sectors of 20° toroidal aperture (description in section II). 
A sector includes two circular cross section cylinders connected together through an 
insulating gap. The cylinders are made of two 3 mm thick sheets rolled and welded 
upon the cooling pipes installed between them. 
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Thus a sector acts a light composite structure with strong mechanical, 
strength. The internal and external shields are moreover strongly linked by the ducts 
surrounding the ports of the internal vacuum chamber fig.I.4 and 1.5. 

3. The first wall and the limiters 
The design of the first wall is laid out for a 

2 
thermal load of 12 MW during 30 s. The total limiter surface area is about 6.5 m , 

2 less than 10 % of the whole inner wall area (80 m ). The fixed limiters are located 
in six planes at the junction between modules. They can absorb more than h0 % 

of the total input power and are actively cooled during plasma operation for discharges 
longer than 5 s. Graphite and inconel are the expected materials for limiter surfaces. 
Two limiter sections are designed with moving sectors for a total input power lower than 
4 Mw during several seconds. During the time between two discharges, the vacuum 
chamber surface and armor plates can also be water-cooled. The inner wall components 
are baked up to 280°C during all conditioning methods, which are discharge cleaning 
DC and RF glow discharge cleaning around antennas and large ports. 

4. Pumping 

The vacuum system is formed by joining six sub-systems with their own 
requirements : Plasma torus - cryogeric torus (where are located the toroidal field 
coils) - inner inter-shells, outer inter-shells, neutral beam lines, and cryosatellites. 

The vacuum pumps installed for the plasma torus chamber will be able to reach 
5.10 Pa as lower limit pressure and 10 Pa as base pressure between two plasma pulses. 
This is achieved with 4 x 3500 1s turbomolecular pumps, located at four port sections, 
and backed by a 1500 l.s turbomolecular pump. Each one wiM be completely isolable from 
overall vacuum system with the help of a large gate valve at upstream, in order to allow 
routine maintenance and control. Neutral injector lines are also completely isolable 
from the plasma chamber by tight p,ate valves. The pumping of the cryogenic torus only 

-3 aims at a basic pressure in the r.inge of 10 Pa, m order to flow cryoliquids into 
their own circuits. The pumping down of the cryogenic torus, of the cryosatellites and 
of the inner and outer inter-shells will be performed by root blower backed by roughing 
pumps. LN- traps are added in order to remove all vapors (mainly water vapor) out 
of résinai atmosphere. The whole wacuum pumping system and gas handling system are 
described in section 5. During cleaning discharge a cryogenic pump at 20CK is used to 
pump, vater and carbone dioxyde impurities with the gate valves closed to decrease 
the deuterium flow in plasma chamber. 

(1) C. Deck, P. Deschamps, Z. Sledziewski, A. Torossian 
A new technology applied to a vacuum chamber module of TORE SUPRA. 
10th SOFT Padova (1978). 
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II - THE 80 K RADIATION SHIELD AND ITS HEAT LOAD DURING OPERATION 

1 - Description 

Two toroidal radiation shields are located in the interspace between the 
internal and external vacuum chamber. They enclose the superconducting magnet ' 
(fig. 2.1) 

They shield thu 4.2 K toroidal field coil casings against the hot vacuum 
vessel thermal radiation. An internal shield is located inside the toroidal winding 
and an external shield surrounds the winding. 

2 - Shield sactor : 

Each shield is polygone shaped, composed of 18 wedged sectors of 20° aper
ture. A sector includes two circular cross section cylinders connected together 
through an insulating gap. The cylinders are made of two 3 mm thick sheets rolled and 
welded upon the cooling pipes installed between them (fig. 2.2.) 

As a consequence a sector acts as a light composite structure with strong 
mechanical resistance. 

The sectors are connected together during the assembly of the device by 
welding, thus making up a rigid torus. The internal and external shields are moreover 
strongly linked by the ducts surrounding the ports of the internal vacuum chamber, 

3 - Insulating gaps 

Several insulating gaps must be inserted in meridian planes to allow pene
tration of the poloidal magnetic field. In order to decrease the shear forces acting 
on the edge of the insulation gaps during plasma disruptions and to avoid current 
loops around the toroidal field coils, an insulating break has been designed on each 
sector of the internal and external shields in front of the coils. 

The induced voltage is thus a few tens of volt per gap. An insulating gap 
(fig.2.3)is composed of an epoxy resin fiberglass compound ring clamped between two 
stainless-steel flanges by 18 insulated bolts. 36 epoxy fiberglass pins, 14 mm in 
diameter, crossing these rings will restrain the vertical forces acting on the gap. 
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For an estimated maximum force of 250kN acting during a plasma disruption these 
pins will work with 8 shear stress lower than 45 MPa. The flanges of the insu
lating gaps will be welded on the stainless steel cylinders during the manufacture 
of the sectors. 

4 - Cooling circuit 

The pipes» in which 80K helium gas flows, will contribute also to the' 
mechanical stiffness of the shields. For this reason, pipes with square cross-
section and cylindrical cooling channel have been chosen. 

The pipes covering an internal and an external shield sector are connected 
in series. To avoid high temperature and pressure differences between the inlet and 
outlet of the circuit, the 18 sectors are supplied in parallel. 

The maximum spacing between two pipes on the sheets is 20 cm in order to 
limit the thermal gradients and the mechanical stresses associated. During the 
baking of the internal vacuum chamber for instance» the thermal radiation power 
transferred to the internal shield is 27 kW and the maximum temperature on the shield 
is 17 K higher than the cooling pipe temperature. 

The length of the cooling duct requires several weldings during assembly 
of the pipes. In the design it was foreseen to realise these weldings easily from 
outside and to allow possibilities to repair with a minimum of disassembly. 

However a few weldings between pipes will be located in inaccessible areas 
and will have to be severely tested during the manufacture. 

The gas pressure in the cooling circuit is 1.5 MPa. For the 200 g/s foreseen 
gas flow, the maximum temperature difference between inlet and outlet will be lower 
than 33 K during conditioning and baking of the internal vacuum vessel. 

5 - Shield supports 

The rigid external and internal shields, connacted together by the ducts 
surrounding the vacuum vessel ports*represent a stiff mechanical solid. This 22 t 
assembly is supported on six ducts linked to the external shield and on the pedestals 
of the superconducting magnet. The cooling circuit of the duct is also used to cool 
the magnet pedestal support. 
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Parameters 

a) Geometrical parameters : 

- Main radias 

- Minor radius 

- Sheet thickness 

- Total thickness of a shield 

- Cooling circuit : 
. Pipe cross-section : square 
. Cooling hole 

External shield 

R - 2447,5mm 

r - 1502,5™ 

e • 3mm 

30 mm 

24 x 24mm 
0 18mm 

Internal shield 

2432,5mm 

1057,5mm 

Length of the cooling pipes 

per internal shield sector CI/IB) 40m 

per external shield sector (1/18) 56m 

per duct 10m 

Total length of the cooling circuit 2km 

b) Thermal parameters : 

- Radiated power absorbed by the shields (stand by operation) 8.4 kW 

- Maximum potter (during conditioning of the vacuum vessel) 33 ktf 

. Helium flou 200 gs 

. Helium pressure 1.5 MPa 

. Pressure drop 26 kPa 

-1 

. Temperature step between inlet and outlet during 
conditioning 33 i: 
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7 - Power radiated from vacuum vessel to shields 

The thermal power radiation from the hot vacuum chambers to the 80 K 
shields depends on the temperature of these chambers. Three main regimes have to 
be considered : 

a) Stand by regime : a supply of power has to be provided for preventing 
external chamber freezing and for keeping the vacuum vessel at room temperature. 

b) Conditioning of the internal vacuum vessel : either during the baking or 
during the first wall cleaning discharges, the temperature of the internal vessel 
rises up to 250°C for several hours or days. The external vacuum vessel is always 
at room temperature. 

c) Plasma operation : during this regime, the vacuum vessel receives a powerful 
-2 heating from the plasma. A 10 MW plasma heating power corresponds to 7 Wcm to the 

vessel wall. 

The internal chamber must be cooled to decrease the heating of the 
chamber wall after several shots. The temperature must be kept lower than 250°C. 
The external vacuum vessel is always at room temperature. 

The following table gives radiated ( > o ), absorbed (< o ) powers and 
fmxes for each vessel for temperatures corresponding to the different regimes. 

Table I * Radiative transfer between toroidal vessels and shields 

Area 
m2 

Temperature 
K 

thermal flux 
W.m-2 (l) 

Thermal 
power kw (1) Regime 

Internal vacuum vessel 80 300 
520 

37.2 
344 

3 
27.5 

Stand-by 
Conditioning 

Internal shield 96 80 - -3 
-27.5 

Stand-by 
Conditioning 

External shield 135 80 - -5.4 All regimes 

External vacuum vessel 
! 

146 | 300 ' 37 
i 

5.4 All regimes j 

(1) - Assumed average hemispherical emissivity for the various surfaces 
Internal vacuum vessel at 520 K z • 0.25 
External or internal vacuum vessel at 300 K £ = 0.2 
Shields 80 K e = 0.12 
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8 - Tests and models : 

a) Thermal tests : 

The calculations corresponding to the results of table I have been made 
assuming that each vessel has an average emissivity. The various emissivities have 
to be checked by tests on models. 

A first verification has been made during the thermal test of the toroidal 
vacuum chamber module of TORUS II. This module (fig.2.4) already described (#) 
represents a full size model of one sixth of the internal vacuum vessel. For this 
test» the vessel was thermally shielded by a 4 cm ceramic fiber blanket (Kerlane), 
covered by a thin aluminium sheet. It was baked under vacuum through a joule heated 
internal liner, by external resistors (fig.2>5)and two power supplies allowed baking 
temperatures up to 300°C and 500°C. 

The main purposes of this test were : 

- the measurement of the temperature differences between the two chambers 
sheets and of the thermal fluxes radiated through the chamber. 

- the determination of the baking and cooling vacuum chamber time constants. 

- the comparison between the measured thermal flux at 240°C with the calculated 
values of table 1. 

The results are given in table 2. 

(*) G. Deck» P. Deschamps, Sledziewski, A. Torossian. 
A new technology applied to a vacuum chamber module of TORUS II, 
10 t h SOFT PADOVA (1978). 
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Tabic 2 

Total heating power dissipated by the model 8.4 KW 29 KW 

. Liner temperature 320'C 570°C 

. Chamber average temperatures 

Internal sheet 280° C 520°C 

External sheet 240°C 460°C 

. Aluminium shield sheet 40°C 130"C 

. Power dissipated through the extremities 
of the module (one sixth) 

1.4 KW 2.2 KW 

. Power dissipated through the toroidal part 
of the module (one sixth) 

S.6 KM 24.8 KW 

. Dissipated power for the complete torus 33.6 KW 148 KW 

Figure 2.6 shows the temperature distribution through the model components 

for two values of the heating power.For p = S.4 KW, the thermal conduction through 

the insulating Kerlane blanket (A = 10 W m °c ) is equal to the radiation heat 

transfer between the internal chamber at 240°C and the 60°K shields with emissivity 

values given in the foot note of table 1. The time constants of the torus chamber 

temperature variations have been measured. 

- rise time (figure2.7)* 5 h to reach 280°C with a heating power of 36 KW. 

1/2 h to reach 280°C with a heating power of 150 KW. 

- decay time - 4 h for the chamber temperature to drop from 280°C 

to 100°C. 

2) Model_for jneasûrement£_2f_£*!££Ê££_2ïïi5£iYi£2• 

Another test will be performed to measure the emissivity and the power 

exchanged between the various surfaces of the vessel at different temperatures. 

In a long cylindrical vacuum vessel dropped in a liquid nitrogen tank 

are located two nested cylinders representing 1 m2 of the shield and of the vacuum 

chamber surface (fig. 2.8}. 
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The external cylinder B is kp.pt at a temperature of 80 K by liquid nitrogen 
cooling and represents the shield surface. The internal cylinder A simulates the 
surface of the vacuum vessel. It can be baked by an internal liner heated by 
resistors. 

The power required on the resistors to maintain the A cylinder at a 
temperature T is „ne power radiated from this A cylinder to the B cylinder at this 
temperature T ; thermal gradients can also be measured on the B cylinder. 

Surface treatments will be tested to decrease the emissivity. 

The du:ign of this model is now in completion. First results are expected 
during the first part o f 1981* 

b) Mechanical models : 

Mechanical tests are planned on a straight model representing the shield 
structure, in order to determine the elasticity modulus of the structure and its 
resistance to bending and fatigue. 

2 ) Full scale model 

The draft of one eighteen of the shields is now completed and its feasabi-
lity will be proved by manufacturing a full size model. 

The main purposes of this model are : 

- the definition of the manafacturing process, 

- the control of geometry after manufacture, 

- tiie control of deformations after welding between two sectors 
during assembly, operation expected on the site, 

- the control of deformations and stresses during the cooling of 
the shield at liquid nitrogen temperature. 

This last test will be carried out under vacuum in the large chamber of 
the MMII device at Fontenay-aux-Roses. 

http://kp.pt
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III - MECHANICAL CALCULATIONS 

I - Mechanical design 

The general lay out of the structure is shown in fig.1.4. 1.5.The two vesse 
are connected by the vertical ports in the case of port-sectors and by vertical 
plates in the case of joint-sectors. The connection of the two vessels at horizontal 
ports is made through bellows. This structure results in an increased stiffness 
of the system,all forces being withstood by the outer vessel» In order to restrain 
both centripetal forces due to atmospheric pressure and twisting forces due to 
eddy currents a double system of keys is located on each side of the vertical port 
over the bellows between two rigid sectors ; in such a way the external vessel 
constitutes a completely rigid torold. The weight of. the inner vessel (including 
limitera) is thus transmitted to the o-iter one through the vertical ports and 
plates. 

In order to strengthen the outer vessel, reinforcements, made by shells 
of 3 mm thickness are added in its inner part where the bending moment is maximum. 
In the bolted regions of the keys, 7 mm thick sheets are added on both inner and outer 
walls. 

Mechanical tests of the thin walled structure with lattices have been 
made on straight models (fig 3.1a)* Displacement and stress measurements have 
proved a good resistance to bending and fatigue. The calculated and measured 
stresses are in good agreement and the fatigue test shows a weld failure after 
4 

10 cycles» but only when the stress value was equal to the metal yield strength. 
Buckling of the structure is obtained for a stress value in compressed regions of 
500 M Pa which is the ultimate tensile strength of the model materia]. 

Another straight model was used for thermal tests (fig lib)- The inner 
shell was heated by infrared power and the stiffened outer shell cooled with 
water. 

Results show that temperature difference of 200* C between the two shells 
is allowable without any failure in the welded lattice. A great care was taken to 
design the lattice and to obtain a good flexibility of the braces, useful during the 
thermal cycling due to baking. 
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2 - Analytical calculations of the external vessel 

a) Modelization 

TORUS 

r 
V 

~***~ / n 1 
II 
A 

ft a 10° 

Fig. 3.2 VESSEL AXIS 

Mc * - H1 Re 

CO IS A " - N N E C T I O N 

WITH STIFFNESS K 

BELLOW'*; BREADTH 

To achieve the mechanical design of the outer vessel, an analytical cal
culation w,-?s performed which gives stresses and displacements and allows easy 
changes of parameters. 

The load studied was the atmospheric pressure p on the vessel, and fig 3,2 
shows the geometry and reaction forces. 

L 
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The Piuilibrium equations are : 

R A i Ru-* R a =• 2 p Rr ^ d . 

Re -. | p r* f jo( 

1 A T ^ 6 + tfc t r ( R A - R a - Re *in #„ -t R, cos * 0 ) = 0 

At a point P the ele ..its of reduction M, N, T are : 

M [9) = HA t R*r (4-ros 9) - p r ' ^ r f [ R (4-0*9)+ r <?Aim>] 

+ Y [ - R e t - l « ; * 8 z - * • * o) + r R i f C o s 5 o - f o S * ) + H t l 

+ Y [ R e Si* * - #* < • * * ] 

^ T ( e ) - - R A s i « 9 + p r ^ [ Rs.%, <? + c ( 0 r . * 0 - r A ><? ) ] 

- Y [Re f.s B -» R x * « # ^ 

v iWc ' I f : 1 0 '>* <9 < 0 . 

'The e l a s t i c fcnergy of the s t ruc ture can be expressed by : 

r w 

The solution of the problem is obtained with the boundary conditions 
at point A l à? - & a^~ ^ dz - 0 

• 1 * = ° 

this allov7S to determine the unknown completely 
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L 

The knowledge of M, N, T gives the stresses : 

The method of Castigliono is then used to calculate the displacements at every 
point. 

The whole solution of the problem has been carried out with a computer 
program, which gives as output tables of stresses and displacements and draws curves 
as function of the d angle. Its great flexibility allowed to investigate different 
designs for the vessel, such as geometry, reinforcement, support, etc — 

b) Results 

The program was first used to find the best, position for the vessel 
support. Several angles were tested : &9- 5o°, V S % $ 0 % ^0°,-Wo",*$$*, HS©«. 
Bending stresses are displayed in fig. 3.3a, displacements in fig.3.3.b. . In the case 
where the wall thickness is supposed to be everywhere 4 mm, with no vertical support 
(K=0) but just a radial one, it appears clearly that the best point to locate the 
vessel support would be at 90*. The existence of ports and plates at this location 
prevents us from using this solution. With one radial support at © = 104° it was 
necessary to improve the stiffness of the vessel in its more stressed part i.e. the 
inner one. Fig,3.4a shows the distribution of bending and compression stresses with 
and without vertical vessel support. It appears that if the vertical support lowers 
the bending stress for & " 180°, it increases it for & - 75° where the compressive 
stress has about the same value. So it was decided to avoid the use of a vertical 
support. The maximum displacement in this case is 2.33 mm (fig.3.4b). 

c) Conclusion 

The analytical calculations have shown the necessity to reinforce strongly 
the inner part of the outer vessel to lower the bending stresses. In order co 

increase the cross section moment of inertia, the thickness of the vessel was set up 
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Fig.3.3b OUTER VESSEL DISPLACEMENTS 
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Fig.3J.a BENDING AND 

COMPRESSIVE STRESSES ON THE 
OUTER VESSEL UNDER ATMOSPHERIC 
PRESSURE 

* without vertical bracing 

X with vertical bracing 

BENDING STRESS 
(INTERNAL WALL) 

ZONE WITH STIFFENING PLATES 
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THICKNESS OF THE STIFFENING PLATES : 7 mm 
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to 75 mm . So vertical support was retained for the vessel, but two radial supports 

on each side of a vertical port, made by inserting bolted keys between two adjacent 

rigid sector?, over the bellows. These keys will thus resist compression and shear 

forces, in such a way that the vessel will constitute a completely rigid toroïd. 

3 - Finite element modelizacion 

3.1. Numerical codes used 

The vacuum vessel has to resist to the external atmosphere pressure, to the 

thermal effects and to the electromagnetic forces. The mechanical analysis is performed 

with a system of numerical nodes created in the "Département des Etudes Mécaniques et 

Thermiques " at Saclay. The "COCO" code is used to mesh the vacuum rigid sectors with 

ports and.bellows, using triangular plane shell elements for the modelization of the 

double wall chamber. The "TSICO" code is a 3D program which pennies calculations of 

static, dynamic and buckling problems, resulting in stresses and deformations. 

3.2. Comparison between two meshes of lattices 

In order to simplify the modelization of the vacuum rigid sectors, an 

investigation has been performed about the most convenient mesh for lattices between 

the two internal and external vessel walls. 

a - First investigation 

The real structure has been meshed with as large an accuracy as possible, 

and compared to a simplified model, shown in Fig. 3.5 .The aim of this calculation 

was to define the value of Young's modulus for the lattices of the simplified structure 

such that the bending stiffness should be the same for the two structures. The load 

is a pressure of 0.1 MPa on the upper wall. The displacements and bending stresses 

of the walls in the middle of the structure are reported in the following table : 

L 

STRUCTURE 
MESHED 

LATTICE 
YOUNG'S 
MODULUS 
(GPa) 

DISPLACEMENTS 
(mm) 

HALL 
BENDING STRESSES 

(SlPa) 

REAL 196 1-TU 3T 

SIMPLIFIED 196 0.56 12 

SIMPLIFIED 8 1.65 36, 
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With a 8 GPa Young's Modulus for lattices, the bending stiffness of the 
simplified structure is almost the same as the real structure one, which has a 
Young's modulus 196 GPa. 

b - Test on_a_model_ring 

In order to certify the validity of this first calculation, a second 
investigation has been performed, which consists in the comparison betveen the stiff
nesses of an actual model ring shown in fig 3.6,and of a ring, meshed according 
to the simplified structure just described. 

The load is carried out with a jack which applies a radial force of 
17-5 kN. 

The numerical results for displacements along the applied force (A) and 
perpendicular to it (B), are summarized in the following table : 

STHUCTUSES 6 A (mm) 5 g (mm) Young's Modulus 
of lattices 

Measured on the 
actual ring 2.96 a.22 19é GPa 

Calculated with 
the meshed ring 1.T9 0.79 196 GPa 

Calculated with 
the meshed ring 2.9 1.75 8 GPa 

3.3. Final choice for the modélisation 

It comes out from the two calculations» that for a good representation of 
the actual bending stiffness, the value of roung'd Modulus for the lattice simplified 
structure nust be equal to 8 GPa. (With a ;Young*s modulus of the walls = 196 GPa). 

For the following investigations-performed on a model of the internal vessel, 
the simplified mesh lattices reduce by TOSS the number of elements, in comparison vith 
the accurate one. 



Loading P= 0.1 MPa Laoding P=0.1 MPa 

i i t n n m t i T HJH Ht H lAH 

77mm 

770mm 

Thicknesses : walls and lattices = 3mm 
Young's Modulus walls: 196GPa 

lattices: 196 GPa 

REAL STRUCTURE MESH 

770 mm 

Thicknesses : walls and lattices =3 mm 
Young's Modulus walls: 196GPo 
Tested values for lattices : 196 GPa 

10 GPa 
8 GPa 

SIMPLIFIED STRUCTURE MESH 

FIG 3.5 

thicknesses : walls : 3mm 
lattices :3mm 

Young's Modulus:walls E=196GPa 
lattices E=196GPa 

width of the ring : 200 mm 

TEST ON A MODEL RING 

thicknesses : walls : 3mm 
lattices :3mm 

Young's Modulus : walls E=196 GPa 
Lattices E= 8 GPa 

CALCULATION OF A MESHED RING 

FIG 3.6 
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4 # - Tests and calculations performed on a model of the internal vessel 

4.1 - Loads investigated 
For the rigid port sector the most important loading results from : 
- Atmospheric pressure : P «O.lMPa 
- Temperature difference during baking between the inner wall (Ti » SOO^C) 
and the outer wall (lb • 26o°C) of the vessel 

- Vertical stiffness of the external vessel during baking simulated by 
a force of 10 000 H applied on each vertical vessel Torts. 
(During baking, the temperature of external vessel walls is near 30°C). 

4.2 ~ Mesh of the model 
Due to symmetry only one fourth of the rigid port sector has been meshed. 

The modélisation vith "COCO" code of the sector vails, lattices and ports is carried 
out using triangular plane shell elements-

The bellows is meshed as a shell which has values of inertia and stiffness 
equivalent to theBe obtained with the 2D code "REVOMODE" used for the calculations of 
stresses and deformations inside bellows. 

For each investigated loading, the finite element calculation is compared 
with a test made on the internal vessel model, where measure of stresses and displace
ments has been carried out under the same boundary conditions. 

The connection between the vertical ports and external vessel is taken 
into account by a support in the OX direction (shown in Fig. 3.8 ). 

4.3 ~ Material properties 
- Metal : Inconel 600 
- Young's modulus : walls, ports and bellows : 196 GPa 

Lattices : 8 uPa 
- Poisson coeff : 0.3 
- Dilatation coeff : a = 11». 10~ 6 °C~1 

- Thicknesses : Walls and lattices = 3 mm 
Ports : 6 and 10 mm 
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MODEL PORT-SECTOR 
MAXIMUM VON MISES STRESSES (MPa) 
Load : atmospheric pressure ft =0.1 MPa 

on the outer wall. 
a : finite element calculation 

0 : measured on the model 
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MODEL PORT-SECTOR 

Load : atmospheric pressure P0 =0.1 MPa 
+ 300CC baking (AT= 40*3 between 

inner and outer walls ) 

Displocements:(mm ) 
5 : finite element calculation 
O : measured on the model 

-SUPPORT 
reaction : 10.1 kN 
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Outarwall 
N (T=260"C) 
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MODEL PORT-SECTOR 

Maximum load : atmospheric pressure 
P=Q1MPa 
+baking(300°C) 
+vertical stiffness of external 
vessel during baking 

Displacements : ( mm ) 
5 : finite element calculation 
\S\ : measured on the model 
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4.4 ~ Results 

Structural behaviour under the three loading cases are reported in 

fig. 3. 8a,b,c,d. 

Displacements 

The deformation of the port sector with the maximum load shows that there 

is a good enough agreement between calculation and measurements carried out on .he model 

These values of displacements have led to define the necessary space between internal 

vacuum vessel and radiation shield on the actual TORE SUPRA design. 

Stress - analysis 

For the atmospheric pressure loading case» the relative disagreement between 

calculated and measured stresses is explained owing to the fact that the measurements on 

the model are very local andean be influenced by lattices welds. The maximum VON MISES 

calculated stresses are lower than 65 HFa. This value can be compared to 200 MPa 

which is the yield strength for InccneZ600. 

5 - Effect of plasma disruption OP internal chamber 

5.1" ïS§i_2^-â-SSÊêi-ÏSii£ÏS 

The aim of that test was to reproduce the behaviour of the bellows, placed 

between two rig: sectors of the internal vacuum vessel when shear forces are 

applied resulting from a sudden disruption of the plasma current» The simulation 

test is performed as described in fig 3.9. 

The measured displacement permit to calculate the bellows shearing 

stiffness (K) which will be re-introluced in the following investigation 

F 175 IP 3 . ,9 1 0 3 ff/nm 
5 9.25 

5,2 - Model_p_ort33eçtor_dynamic calculations 

The effect of disruption on the internal vessel has been investigated 

with "TRICO" finite element code» using the same mesh as described for static 

calculations. 

Material properties and thicknesses ire unaltered and limiters, presently 

attached to the vessel, are taken 'Into account by the adjunction of additional masses 

(Uoo k.g for one Port-Sector). The whole mass for one fourth of a rigid sector is 

193 kg. 

~1 
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• Bound 

The load distribution on the vessel port-sector which is shown in Fig. 3.10 
leads to consider XOY and XOi as planes of antisymmetry. 

The conditions imposed to the nodes of these planes are : 

( 3x - 0 
XOY 

( «X « 0 
[ <5y » 0 
( fa « 0 

xoz \ fy = o 
( 6î =* 0 

Due to antisymmetry, only one fourth of the sector is meshed. 

The external vessel and stiffness of bellows are taken into account 
in boundary conditions, 

. Analysis Procedure 

The dynamic response of the vacuum vessel is obtained through two steps 
of calculation. 

At first mass and stiffness matrixes are calculated which pemit to obtain 
natural frequencies and corresponding modes. 

Following the resonance frequencies analysis of the port sector, the 
second step of the calculation consists in the superposition of the ribration modes 
excited by the loading.To each mode, the program assigns a factor of contribution ai, 
depending on the load frequency spectruo, and adds it to the loading , the mass and 
stiffness matrixes for the calculation of the dynamic response of the structure. 

Natural frequencies of the rigid port sector 

MODE NATURAL FREQUENCIES (H z) C0BTKIBUTI0N FACTOR 

1 3U.16 0.35 
2 T3.UT 7.35 
3 ioo. u 5.05 
H 117.65 - 10 

The loading which is shown in Figo.llcorresponds to a fast plasma disruption 
(2 ms) . The maximum load value of 1000 kN is distributed as described in fig. 3. 12. 
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. Displacement and stresses 

Without damping coefficient - which is a conservative case - the temporal 

behaviour of displacements has a sinusoidal shape, with a period of 15.2 milliseconds. 

Fig. 3.12 shows that the maximum displacements are obtained at one fourth of the 

period (3.8 ms) ie 1.8 ms after the end of dynamic loading. This is due to the rigid 

sector inertia under the influence of a rapidly varying load. The maximum displacements 

are observed at the edge of the rigid sector in the junction plane : fig. 3.11; 

The non-symnetricalbehaviour of the vessel structure in deformation is due to the 

larger stiffness and inertia of the outer torus zone which impose opposed displacements 

to the inner torus zone. The maximum stresses, located at the root of the vertical 

port, on the outer wall, are lower than 200 MPa. 

6. Calculations on the actual vessel<design 

The aim of these calculations is to verify the right behaviour of internal 

and external vessels under different static loads. At first the investigation is 

performed on a rigid port sector of the vacuum vessels. 

6.1, Meshj>f_thej22E£_5e£S2E 

The type of modélisation is the same as the one used for static and dynamic 

calculations on the model port-sector. The symmetry of geometry and loading has 

permitted to mesh only one fourth of the structure. The cryogenic supply cylindrical 

pipe has been considered as symmetrical with regard to the equatorial plan XOY. 

This hypothesis constitutes an unfavourable assumption. The modélisation of the two 

vessels, show in Fig. 3,13, has taken into account Che actual geometry of the ports 

and their connections with the inner and outer walls of the chambers. Bellows have 

been meshed as shells with equivalent inertia and radial stiffness. Material mechanical 

properties are indicated in fig. 3.14 a, b, c, which gives also perspective views of 

the used mesh. 

6.2. lïïiSËâEZ-SSHliHÎSSS 

The fig. 3.15 shows the boundary conditions of symmetry that are applied 

to the nodes which belong to YOX and XOZ planes. The nodes of the external vessel 

edge which are located under the sectors parting joint keys, have permitted dis

placements only inside the poloidal plane. 
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MATERIAL: 316 L Young's modulus : 200 GPd 
Dilatation coeK : 173 Vf* V 
Poisson oosff.:0.3 

TOR f- SECTOR : PERSPECTIVE VIEW 
AND MATERIAL PROPERTES 
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Boundary conditions in the planes : 

XOY 
«Px=0 <Px=0 
>PY=0 XOZ 6 Y = 0 
5 2 = 0 *z=0 

Position of the insulated keys 
Boundary conditions on displacements : 

A y = Ax.tg10° 
*Pz= 0 

Connection zone between 
vessel and vertical port 

3 
EXTERNAL VESSEL 
LAY OUT OF HALF RIGID PORT-SECTOR MODELIZATION 
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First lood : atmospheric pressure 

on the externat vessel 

Resultant forces 
Fx — - 8 7 m 
F Y — - 4 1 kN 
F z — -H0kN 
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Second load : atmospheric pressure 

on the external vessel 

and into internal vessel 

Resultant forces 
Fx — - 5 4 kN 
F Y — - 8 kN 
F z — - 5 7 kN 
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Third load : atmospheric pressure 

on the external vessel 

+ baking 

Resultant forces 
Fx — -87WM 
F Y - ~ -U\ kN 
F z — -TlOkN 
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6.3 - Static loads 

Three loading cases have been investigated : 

Case 1 - Atmospheric pressure on the external vessel 
Case 2 - Atmospheric pressure on the external vessel and into the internal 

vessel (vacuum between the two chambers) 
Case 3 ~ Atmospheric pressure on the external vessel and temperature 

difference during baking between the internal and external vessels. 

The nodes which are located at the keys have displacements values of 1 mm 
at the exterior key and O.k mm at the interior key. 

For the three loading cases, the behaviours of the chambers have been 
summarizes in Fig.3.16 a,b,c vhere we can see that maximum displacement is obtained 
under the first load (atmospheric pressure on external vessel), t_t the horizontal 
port location (ôx • 6 mm). 

In the third loading case - Pressure + Baking - the expansion of the internal 
vessel is transmitted to the external one throu-gh the vertical ports. 

6.5 - Compression loads on the keys 

The maximum resultant forces are obtained-for the first and third loadings : 

F x = - 87 kN 

Fv = - M kN 

These fovces are restrained by compression of the two keys, in each farting joint 
between t*o adjacent sectors. 

Key supports have been calculated under compression and shear (from disruption) 
loads and sized in consequence-

L 
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Representation of loads on key supports 

R,=200kN 

R c : Compression rtoction 
R 0 : Disruption rtoction 

Mlow* 
S.7 Stress analysis 

For each loading case, stresses distribution have been obtained for the four 
types of walls : 

IV - m ; Internal Vessel - Inner Hall 
IV - OH : Internal Vessel - Outer Hall 
IV - IB i External Vessel - Inner Wall 
IV - OH : External Vessel - Outer Hall 

Two stress distributions are shown in Fig. 3 17,a,b and 3.18 a,b for 1st and 
3rd loading cases. In the third loading case, the free expansion of the internal chamber is 
limited by the vertical stiffness of the external chamber, which leads to maximum stresses 
values of 110 MPa. The largest stress»* jn external vessel walls are located at the 
horizontal port and key supports,, where reinforced zones permit to lower stress values. 

L 
6.8 ~ Ĵ ffijSS-9 J^-F^^iSSS 
In the near future, several investigations will be done about internal 

and externe" vessels» as : 

- Effect of disruption on a rigid port sector 
- Scatic and dynamic loads on a junction sector 
- Behaviour oC a rigid sector under its own weight. 
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IV - ASSEMBLY AND TEST CONTROL 

The complete torus is built from six modules (numbered 1 to 6), each 

including 3 B„ coils (out of 18) and 2 port sections A and B. Assembling o£ the 

six modules will be done on site, starting from a large number of parts, mainly 

from the two radiation shields and the two vacuum vessels which 

ace manufactured with a high degree of modularity (this calls 

for a specific numbering of pieces). Test-control will be done at each step oi" 

assembly at factory and on site ; a special attention is paid to leak proof 

tests either on afterwards inacessible parts, or on subassemblies (in which all 

welds can be repaired) in order to reduce as much as possible the complexity 

and time spent for leak testing at the end the complete torus assembly. 

- External and internal radiation shields (RE and RI respectively) are 

delivered on site as 2 X 18 modules (one in front of each B coil) each of them 

including a bolted insulating part joint). Geometrical control of module«radio

graphic control of all welded pipes corrections, and leak tests will be done 

before delivery. 

- External and internal vacuum vessels will arrive on site as modv.lar 

sectors, each of them already leak-tested (rooms between the two sheets of each 

wall can be separately evacuated). For the plasma chamber, 12 sectors including 

ports and 2 x 6 junction sectors will be available . All these parts are identified 

according to the vessel external dr internal (CE or CI), to the module number, to 

the port or junction (A, B or J), an index a or b is added eventually to discriminate 

antisymmecrical parts adjacent to a port or junction. Example are thus CI 2 A, 

CE IBa, CE 3Jb. 

Î. Assembling of on* module 

Each module will be assembled, hung from its special mounting J1*» 

fig. 4.1 and 4.2. . The 3 B_ coils will be bolted together, after inserting the 

radial shear keys and the electrical insulation. Sectors of radiation shield and 

vessels will be successively pcsitionned around the coils, with geometrical refe

rence to them - Poloidal welds between sectors of the same vessel, weld*n^ of ports 

and plates,which insure connection between the two vessels.will be successively made 

Fig. 4.3 and 4 show schematically assembling of the first module (MD 01) from all 

parts which are successively moved towards the first reference element, a port 

sector of Che plasma chamber (CI 1A). 33 different operations have been identified 

including a leak test of the module, achieved by pumping the annular volume 

between the two vessels, closed by special auxiliary taps with Viton seals* Three 

months will be necessary to assemble and test each module. 
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2. Machine assembly 

After having put onto the machine support the lower horizontal magnetic 
yokes» the lower extension of the iron core, and the lower PF coil B and C, the six 
mounting jigs, supporting the six modules, will be moved in the torus hall and 
placed around the lover iron extension, partly supported by it, in order to make 
the torus. The adjusting screws and the sliding frames of each jig will allow to 
move the B coils to build the vault ; a compression ring and six hydraulic jacks 
(fig. 4.5) will push radially (6 x 1 HN) on B_ coils at partition planes between 
modules, in order to get them into their right positions before bolting them 
tighly. A rigid toroid is thus obtained, which is laid down on its six supports. 
The six mounting jigs are removed from torus hall. Afterwards, welding together 
of the six modules of the radiative shields is achieved from inside and outside 
through access provided by compression of in front vessel bellows ; another rigid 
toroid is thus obtained, which is welded on the previous six supports. Connexions 
of cryogenic pipes, welding of the bellows at the junctions between modules of the 
internal and external vessels, final closure of the outer vessel ports, adjustment 
of keys between outer vessel modules are successively done ; again, another toroid 
is obtained, which is again welded on the same six supports. The complete assembly 
is now self supporting, and references to the B coils can be removed. 

Cryogenic connexions to' the satellites can be made, as well as start 
of pumping and les', detection oil the annulus interspace between the two vessels. 
When achieved, mounting of the remaining parts of the basic machine can follow : 
upper poloidal field coils, and upper parts of the magnetic circuit, etc. 

it is estimated that four to six months will be spent for assembling 
the torus as described. 
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V - VACUUM AND GAS HANDLING SYSTEMS 

A - Vaauunt pumping system 

Introduction 

The aim of vacuum pumping system of TORE SUPRA» is to provide low pres
sure vacuum, according co ultra high vacuum standards, and many facilities to 
plasma experimental programme. 

Equipments selected will have a functional lifetime of ten years and 
will be able to work continuously 10 000 hours without failure and without impor
tant maintenance. 

Control and monitoring of the vacuum pumping system (VPS) will be accom
plished through central computers and mini terminal computer. 

The overall configuration of the vacuum system is shown in Fig.5.! 
One can see that it is built by joining seven sub--systems : 
I - Plasma TORUS 
2 - Cryogenic TORUS 
3 - Inner inter-snells 
4 - Out inter-shells 
5 - Cryo-Satellite, three lines 
6 - Neutral beam, three lines 
7 - Diagnostics, n lines. 

The VPS is planned to operate according to requiremeats of each sub
system. 

A - 1 - Plasira TORUS 

Vacuum pumps settled for this sub-system of TORE-SUPRA will be able 
to reach : 3.10 Pa (Pascal), as lower lirait pressure, and a amount of heavy 

—8 impurities not higher than : 2 x 10 Pa. 

To get those two performances, very low outgassing materials and 
vacuum pumps with very low backstceaming of hydrocarbons will be selected. 
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Improvement in cleanliness of the plasma first wall, will be contributed by heating 
this wall up to 300°C and by discharge cleaning. 

The pumping capabilities on plasma chamber and on its peripheral Sub-
Systems as» Neutral Beam lines will be set in order to get a negative pressure 
gradient between them. Thereby , the flux of impurities from peripheral Sub- * 
Systems towards plasma chamber becomes smaller. 

Further requirements will be achieved to complete the VPS, so as : 

. 10 Fa as base pressure between two plasma shots. 
-3 

. 10 Pa as highest pressure during bakeout operation. 

. 0.13 to 0.2 Fa as Standby pressure during discharge cleaning with variable 
fuelling gas throuthput. 

- The inner sheet of the inner inter-Shells will be the FIRST PLASMA WALL TORUS, 
which is heated both b- a ne:work of (pressurized hot water) pipes and electric 
current inductively coupled. This configuration present an out gassing surface 

2 2 2 
of 150 m ; adding to 35 m as pipe surfaces and 15 m as protective plates 
and plasma limiters surfaces, that gives an overall outgassing surface of : 

- The total volume of the plasma chamber and diagnostics boxes is : 46 m . 

_g ^ — I —2 
- The average outgassing rate is set as : 3.10 Pa.m .s .m . 

This value is drawn from TFR 600 results. This is a very low level as 
overall outgassing rate in a large tokamak machine and it is uneasy to get lower 
figure. 

Providing 14 m s as high vacuum pumping rate means a pumping speed 
* t-y ,«-3 3 -1 -2 per unit area of : /«.lu m .s .m 

So, according to upper outgassing race, that leads to : 4.3.10~' Pa, 
3 - 1 3 - 1 

a? routine base pressure. Sharing 14 m .s , into two parts of 7 m .s each 
3 -1 

and connecting this spted in series with a conductance of 30 m .s , tne pump 
down constant in plasma chamber is : 4 seconds. 

For those upper figures, Neutral Beam lines are not taken into account. 
Let's suppose now each line will be alike JET'S prototype NBL, then it will have : 

n 
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3 2 -1 

10 m as volume and 50 m as outgassing surface. Setting 3500 Is as pumping, 

speed par line, 4.10 Pa is obtained as base pressure and a pump down constant 

of 2.85 seconds. So, one states that the condition of negative gradient of pres

sure is got with conventional pumping. 

- In order to increase pumping efficiency on heavy gas impurities, particularly, 

masses 18, 19, 20 and 28 during cleaning discharges and than to lower expendi

ture of fuelling gas, TORE-SUPRA will be provided with cryo-condensation pump, 

cooled at 20°K, noting that thiô facility provides no trapping on hydrogen or 

its isotopes. 

This cryo-pump will be specially designed to be connected 8 hours long 

i vacuu 

heated at 300°C. 

on a large vacuum vessel of 46 m brought up to 0.2 Pa as stand pressure and 

-2 -2 
This means a heat power of 20 W.m on its 2ÛK surface, and 300 W,m 

on its 77K shield. 

A gate valve of 400 mm aperture will isolate the cryo-pump from the 

um chamber. Pumping 

times higher for water vapor. 

main vacuum chamber. Pumping speed 5000 Is" for nitrogen will be at least three 

- In short, the VPS will provide two main features : - ultra high vacuum stan-

'i.ird in routine operation and - fast pump down from atmosphere. 

The DHV standard, will be performed with a pumping line achieving a 

high compression ratio (10 for H- and 10 for N„). In return, this line only 
3 - 1 

has 2.73 Pa.m .s as maximum throughput of air at 0.13 Pa. 

The fast pump down will be performed with a pumping line having a 

very high air throughput, reaching up 3.10 Pa.m .s at start, when plasma 

chamber is at 10 Pa. [The maximum compression ratios reached by this line are 

only 10 6 for H, and 1 0 1 6 for H, ] . 

This fast pumping foreline set is designed to perform any fast pum

ping sequences met on TORE-SUPRA overall vacuum system. 

The VPS is shown schematically in Fig. 5.2. 

. High vacuum pumps will be turbnmolecular pumps. Each pump will be completely 
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isolable from overall vacuum system with the help of a large gate valve at 
upstream, having 400 mm as aperture and at exhaust by a 100 mm aperturs valve. 
This configuration allows easy routine maintenance, oil replacement or the change 
of a defective pump without bringing the Plasma Torus at atmosphere. By the same 
way, the number of spare-parts may be smaller. Each pump will be supplied by an 
electric solid-state frequency converter. 

The degree of availability of a pump coupled with its own converter is 
evaluated at 95 % per year in continuous service. Considering the total equip
ment of this type in conrinuous operation, it is likely to expect one possible 
fault every two years. On the other hand, the large upstream valves are the means 
by which it will be possible to adjust the flux of fuelling gas during discharge 
cleaning putting one or two or any number of pumps into operation. 

-9 This type of turbomolecular pump provided for 5.10 Pa as ultimate 
pressure and 5.10 Fa as hydrocarbon backstreaming trace-Hydrogen compression 
ratio is rated at 10 . Bake out temperature is up to 150°C. 

. Roots blowers selected are manufactured with separation of the rotor from the 
driving motor. This design avoids using of any rotary rubber seal : air leak are 
less probable and reliability higher. The maxiu.un speed of 550 Is is reached 
at 10 Pa as inlet pressure. 

. Roughing pumps are double stage vane pumps. Their performances are per unit : 
75 Is as pumping speed lasting from 10 Pa to 1 Pa, and the lower pressure 
reached is 2.1C Pa. 

This set of four roughing pumps is designed to get a maximum flexibility 
in use. In order to get a maximum and various pumping sequences met on TORE-SUPRA 
overall vacuum system. 

• v a l y & s t a*l valves are gate valves, manufactured according to ultra high vacuum 
standard. Motions are performed through bellows. Valves are electro-pneumatically 
and remotely controlled. Only the gate seal is VITON Oring seal. This choice, 
instead of metal seal, is made to get higher reliability on this essential compo
nent. The outgassing of VITON is not an inconvenience for valves located from the 
exhaust of the main turbomolecular pumps Co the inlet of roughing pumps. But for 
the 400 mm aperture valves, the outgassing flux directly goes into the vacuum 
chamber and increases the limit pressure up to 5.10 Pa, which is only one tenth 
of the limit pressure without VITON' Oring. Bakeout temperature is up to 150oC. 
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. Cold traps, colded down at - 70°C, w'll help to get 10 Pa and 10~ Pa as 
vapor pressure for roughing pump oil. 

The UHV is a routine process only applied to Plasma TORUS and wiU 
perform any operations needed to plasma experiment, to bakeout sequences or to 
discharge cleaning operations. This process keeps in operation the main turbo-
molecular pumps, a série turbomoleoular pump rated at 1500 Is , one cold trap 
and two roughing vane pumps. 

The fast pumping process is used to evacuate vacuum chamber of any 
Sub-System from atmosphere to 10 Pa. This process involved one roots blower 
or two roots blower in parallel consequently backed by two cr four roughing 
pumps. 

Curves in following pages point out more details about vacuum and pum
ping performances, see figure 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9. 

A - 2 - Cryogenic TORUS 

It contains superconducting B_ coils, SOK radiation shield Hel and 
Hell pipes. The pumping of this Sub-System only aims to get a secondary pressure 

-3 in the range of 10 Pa, m order to flow cryo-fluids into their own circuits. 
When filling is over, the cryogenic TORUS is sealed up and ultra low pressure will 
be kept on by cryo-pumping effect. 

The evacuation of the cryogenic TORUS will be performed by Roots blowers 
backed by roughing vane pomps, the whole forming the fast pumping process des
cribed in Fig.5.10, A 1500 Is turbomolecular pump is added to decrease the 

-" 3 -1 
pressure under 0.1 Pa and to pump eventual small He leaks (1.5.10 Pa.m .s ). 

A - 3 - Inner and Outer INTER-SHELLS 

Inner and Outer Inter-Shells include a large number of small separated 
rooms : 24 in Inner Inter-Shell, 36 in Outer Inter-Shell, Each room is evacuated 
separately by a pipe. To easier the layout of pipes, it was decided to gather 
the whole piping into six groups of 10 pipes, ending at six vacuum gate valves. 
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—3 . 
À pressure in the range of 10 Fa can be achieved into Inner and Outer 

Inter-Shells. The same pumping set previously described to evacuate the cryogenic 
TORUS is used to evacuate these two Sub-Systems. Pumping needn't operate conti-
nuously here. Uhen pressure of 10 Fa is reached, the gate valves seal up circuits. 
Wether the pressure increases above a pre-determined level in one of the six 
groups of rooms, then pumping will be back on the leaky room and leak testing 
will start on. See figure 5.10. 

A - 4 - Cryo-SATELLITES 

There are three cryo-Sacellites attached Co TORE-SUPRA but with sepa
rate vacuum. See figure 5.11. 

The pressure needed in a cryo-Satellite is in the range of 10 /10~ 
Fa. Each apparatus will be provided with its own pumping set, in order to allow 
separate tests. 

Each includes a 1500 Is turbomolecular pump, backed by a roughirs 
double stage vane pump, of 50 Is . The base pressure reached by mechanical pumps 

-5 _4 
will be 10 Pa. This pump line will be able also to maintain pressure at 10 
Fa inside cyro Satellite vaccum chamber, even in case of an helium leak of 

-4 3 -1 1.5.10 Pa.m .s . 

A - 5 - Control and Monitoring 

The overall vacuum system, composed of the previously described seven 
Sub-Systems will be ruled by vacuum staff through computers. However, Co prevent 
computers down time, some manual commands will enable staff to keep several 
vacuum components under control. 

Computers will je implemented with data as : physical parameters, valve 
position, machine in-out power and specific softwares will achieve automatic 
processing-modes, and will compute the evolution of fourteen partial pressures 
during transient phase. 

Large alpha-numeric Synoptic permanently issue background information 
from the whole vacuum system. 
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A - 6 - Pressure measurement and leak detection 

This item will deal with total and partial pressure measurements as 
well as with leak detection. 

The total pressure span is shared into four ranges and proper instru
ments are selected to get desired outputs. So, these following measurement heads 
will be used : 

. from 10 to 100 Fa pressure sensor based on strain gauges sticked on a sensi
tive pare will be used. Their accuracy is Lower Chan 0.1 %, 

. from ID to I Fa Firani's gauge or thermo-couple gauge. 

. from 10 to 10 Fa Penning'a gauge or special hot cathode gauge. 

. from \0~ to 10 Pa Bayard-Alpert's gauge. 

Measurement points will be implanted in right spots throughout vacuum 
system, by essentially all inlet pressure of vacuum pumps will be recorded to 
enable computing of pumping performances. 

Ouadrvpole mass spectrometer attached at plasma TORUS will issue Infor* 
mation about the purity of residual atmosphere and so will be used as helium or 
argon or any other probe gas detector. Outputs from mass spectrometer will feed 
computers in order to compute real partial pressures and real gas concentrations. 

Leak instrumentation will use a set including an ultra high vacuum 
chamber on which can together operate a turbomolecular pump and/or a Al-Zr getter 
Cartridge pump. This lasc device is used to sweep ouc hydrogen and its isotopes 
when residual the gases Co be analysed are saturated with deuterium, in order 

4 
to be able to single out He as a tracer. 

4 Probe gases used for detection can be picked up by a classical He leak 
meter when He is a tracer, for other gases a quadrupole analyser is on. With this 

-13 3 -1 instrumentation, a leak of 5.10 ?a.m .s is detectable. See figure 5.12. 

The leak detection unit will be set close Co fore pumps. Piezoelectric 
valves and remote large flow valves enable easy leak detection operations, even 
when Che leaking device pressure is in the high range. Leak detection will be made 
partly automatically, on machine components which are not easy to reach hand-on 
che tracer gas will be flown over through preinstalled pipes. 
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B - Gas handling system 

B - 1 - Introduction 

The essential purpose of the gas handling system of TORE-SUPRA, is to 
inject high purity gases into the plasma vacuum Torus in order to perform five 
main functions : 
. To build up the plasma density 
, To boost the plasma density 
. To maintain the density during the current flat-top 
. To slow down plasma-wall interactions 
. To clean up the first wall by cleaning discharges. 

Parameters which influence the gas handling system, are : 
. Plasma vacuum Torus volume 46 m 
. Plasma volume 25 m 

3 -1 . Variable pumping speed n x 3.5 m s 
ri - I, 2, 3, 4 is the number of turbomolecular pumps in operation 

. Plasma discharge length 10 - 30 s 

Supplied gases are provided with - I ppm of impurity content. For hydro
gen and deuterium, impurity content is lower than 5 pom. But it was measured in 
TFR 600 that the main part of impurities contained in plasma fuelling gas comes 
from Torus first wall release, and another smaller part comes from an air mono
layer released into pure gas from pipes, pressure regulator and valves walls, 
although these components were carefully outgased before use. So, it was usually 
measured 1000 ppm as concentration of impurities in plasma fuelling gas just 
before firing the discharge. 

The gas handling system is built with five sub-systems : 
. Injection set 
. Gas box 
. Piping 
. Gas analyser 
. Pumping unit. 

The system will be built in stainless steel, only TIG welding assembly 
and metal seal will be used. All the system will be bakeable up to 400°C by electric 
wire heater. 
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The gas handling system (GHS) will be monitored by a mini peripheral 
computer which will be used in order : 
. To control automatically the running of the GHS 
. To program the fuel gas inlet 
. To compute the gas balance versus time during a discharge 
. To display information following a data listing. 

Figures are calculated for Tore Supra discharges, according to results 
and data drawn out from plasma experiments in TFR 600 [ Ref : Carrai sh Conference 
on Plasma-surface interactions 21-25 April 1980] : 

_2 - Build UD_phase : the needed pressure is in the range from 2.6 to 5.3 10 Pa 
3 in real pressure of hydrogen. As the plasma Torus volume is 46 m , U. or D~ gas 3 * ' amounts to 2.44 Pa m . Considering that the filling duration is 200 ms, Chen the 

3 -1 -3 gas throughput is 12.2 Pa m s atoms m ; Meantime, gas evacuated through the 
3 - 1 3 

14 m s turbomolecular pumping only reaches 0.07 Pa m . 

"* Density^boo^çingJ&âgg : i c w a s noted that in TFR 600 with S < 1 (S : first 
wall recycling rate), 50 % of atoms injected over the early 300 ms are trapped on 
limiter surfaces, previous measurements allow to estimate 10" atoms m as gas 
layer density covering the limiter surface. Starting from these figures, Che 

2 2 J 3 
6 m limiter surface in TORE-SUPRA, will trap 6.10 atoms or 12.3 Pa m of 3 -1 injected molecules. As gas input, that leads to set at 41 Pa m s the level 
provided by a set of mechanical injecting valves, pneumatically driven. 

2 0 — 3 3 - 1 
To boost the plasma density up 10 atoms m within 200 ms, 1.3 Pa m s as 3 gp^ rate are required to fuel 1 m TFR 600's plasma. In the same way, to fuel 

3 3 --I 
25 m TORE-SUPRA plasma, 33 Pa m s of gas are needed. For this very sequence 
a mechanical large throughput valve, synchronized with several piezoelectric 
valves, will be used. The mechanical valve will deliver an average amount of gas, 
then piezoelectric valves will accurately adjust the gas inlet during the plas
ma evolution. 

3 The amount of gas used for that last sequence reaches 19 Pa m ; at a plasma 
disruption, this quantity of gas will bring the vacuum chamber pressure up to 
0.42 Pa. 

- Currant flat top : after 500 ms and 3 =» 1, in order to balance the turbomole
cular pumping effect and to maintain the pressure in plasma-wall interspace at 

-2 a constant value close to 5.3 10 Pa, gas is injected in continuous mode at a 
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rate of 0.75 Fa m s during 10 to 30 s. To slow down plasma-wall interactions, 
gas might be fed into the limiter shadow at a rate from one to several times 
higher than necessary one to achieve the plateau regime. 

- To clean the fisrt wall up, the best processing will be picked out in order to 
consume the smallest gas amount according to the highest efficiency of oxygen 
removing. Variable pumping speed will be available, as well as a cryocondensatiôn 
pump to evacuate out-put water vapor at a rate close to 15 m s 

3 —I During a cleaning discharge process, with full pumping speed, i.e. K m s and 
with filling of the plasma Torus at 0.27 Pa, the gas consummed for an hour amounts 
to 100 Slh (standard liter per hour). If deuterium is used as working gas, ob
viously the running cost becomes high. 

Plasma Gas Gas 
Sequences density 

-3 atoms m 
throughput 
° 3 -1 Pa m s 

Consumption 
Pa m 

Build up 0 - 200 ms 24.I0 1 8 12.2 2.44 
Limiter crapping 200 - 500 ms 10 1 9/10 2 0 41 * 12.3 * 
Density boosting 
Plateau regime 

200 -
0.4 -

400 ms 
10 s 

1 * 10 2 0 

! , 1 0 2 0 

33 * * 
0.75 

6.7 * 
7.50* 

0.4 - 30 s 1 H 10 2 0 0.75 22.50 
Discharge cleaning 1 h 10 , 9/10 2 0 3.8 13 700 

Looking at the upper table, we notice that the highest gas throughput 
is 75 Pa m s and the highest gas consumption is 41.50 Pa m . Thus, to 
achieve this large flow fast mechanical valves, synchronized with piezoelectric 
valves, are needed knowing that each piezolectric valve scarcely flows above 
IT. 3-1 1 Pa m s 

B - 2 - Method for gas, injection 

In order to bring the vacuum chamber very fast from a base pressure 
-5 _2 

10 Pa up to operating pressure 5.30 10 Pa within a few milliseconds, a gas 
load will be discharges directly into the vacuum chamber through a mechanical 
valve, and a piezoelectric valve rightly programmed will match the turbomolecular 
pumping (Fig. 5.13). 
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For density boosting sequences, two similar lines will be set up wich 
3 3 

different volumes of gas load, 250 cm and 135 cm respectively. 

For cleaning discharges, four piezoelectric valves will be set up, in , 

order to compensate the turbomolecular pumping. 

For current flat-top> valves previously used for performing cleaning 

discharges «ill be used, to feedback the plasma density. 

B - 3 Hardware of GHS 

According to the schema shown in Fig. 5,1A 

~ the injection set is composed of : 

. electronicaly programmable valves which can follow : 

i) square pulses with voltage and timing adjustable, 

ii) ramp pulses with variable amplitude and sign. 

iii) a feedback control of any pressure parameter : n electron average 

density - ÛH horizontal displacement - I plasma current. 

At plasma disruption, these injecting valves are automatically cut-off. 

. an isolating valve allows the replacement of a faulty programmable valve, 

without bringing the vacuum chamber up to atmospheric pressure. 

. a gauge pressure operating accurately from 10* Pa to 50 Pa (without burning 

filaments out in active gases). The output of this gauge is recorded to com

puters in order to compute the gas throughput versus time during a plasma 

shot. 

. a calibrated conductance : a necessary element for Che computation of gas 

throughput. 

- Gas_box : the gas box shown in Fig.5.15 is composed of : 

. A 5 1 gas tank» bakeable up to 400°C, acts as a buffer volume» to adjust and 

regulate gas pressure at required value, and to ease calculation of the total 

amount of gas consumed for a given sequence. 

. a Bourdon's manometer, and a vacuum gauge. 

L 
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. a pressure sensor to drive the electronic pressure regulator and to feed 

the computers with pressure data. 

. P is an electric valve driven by the electronic pressure regulator to 

scale down the tank pressure and used also to pufi a small sample of gas 

from tank, toward analyser in order to verify the purity of load gas» just 

before using it. 

. P is an electric valve driven by the electronic pressure re^ dater to 

scale up the tank pressure. 

. Two electro pneumatic large flow valves to fast evacuation of tank and 

mechanical pressure regulator after any gr.s charge. These valves are made 

to high vacuum standard, only the gate seal is in VITON for high reliability 

and long lifetime. 

. An electronic pressure regulator (Fig.5,16) permit? to adjust the gas working 

pressure from 0 to 10 Pa. An electronic set regulates the real pressure 

in tank around the adjustable value with errors lower than ± 100 Pa. Such a 

device is completed and has worked satisfactorily for several months in our 

laboratory. 

- Piging : The whole piping is made according to high standard vacuum techniques, 

that means in stainless sceel, TIG welding and aluminium sealing. The whole 

pipe length is bakeable up to 400°C with electric wire heater. 

~ A gas analyser is mounted to deal with gas sampling spectra of puffes coming 

from any tank. The GÂ is recorded in computer in order to perform routine con

trol and outputs are displayed on screen an partial pressures and concentration 

rates. 

" è^EHBP ̂ nË,ffl h ? *-s c o mPûsed of a 250 mm aperture gate valve (gate seal is in 

VITON) and a turbomolecular pump of 1500 Is baked by a double sta^e roughing 

vane pump of 50 Is 
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VI - FIRST WALL AND LIMITERS 

I) Introduction 

The first wall is designed for a thermal load of 12 MW during 30 s. The 
2 

limiters represent less than 10 % of the whole inner wall surface (5.6 to 6.5 m 
2 compared to 80 m ) . They absorb more than 50 % of the total input power and are 

actively cooled during plasma discharge longer than 5 seconds. Between two dis
charges the vacuum chamber surface and armour plates can be also water cooled. The 
inner wall components are baked up to 280°cafter an opening to atmosphere and 
during all conditioning operation. The baking of the internal chamber is achieved 
by Joule heating (50 Hz toroidal current induced in bellow sections). The large 
time constant of this chamber (4 hours) permits classical discharge cleaning 
(1 discharge every 3 s.) with high and low electron temperature when the wall 
is at the expected temperature. Nevertheless the internal chamber can also be 
baked by the discharge cleaning operation with high repetition rate (1 Hz). The 
best choicefor the surface of the inner wall will be Inconel 600, a material highly 
tested in TFR 600. If activation problems due to impurity content (mainly Co) 
are important, the inner sheet will be in classical stainless steel ; best limi
ters and armour plates will be made with high nickel content alloys. Graphite can 
also be used for limiter sections if the good behaviour of isotropic graphite 
(5890 PT) and the low level of methane formation observed presently in TFR 600 can 
be extrapolated to long duration discharges. 

2) Design criteria for limitera and inner wall 

Many data about the scrape off layer -vre required for Che design of the 
limiters. 

- power balance between radiation, charge exchange and conduction-convection losses 
respectively on the inner wall and on the limiters. 

- thickness of the scrape-off layer and distrilution of che power fluxes on the 
limiter surfaces. 

- correlations between the MHD turbulence (m = 1 and m • 2 modes) and the power 
going the limiters. 

- space and time thermal flux distribution due to current disruption. 
- plasma characteristics of the boundary layer and recycling properties of the 

limiter material. 
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All these points are studied in TFR 600 and results are summarized in 
the next sections. Their conclusions are applied to the experimental plasma para
meters expected in TORE SUPRA. 

a) Power balance 

The power balance can be written as follows 
PIN " P

Q
 + PAM> * PCC + P R + PCX <6-"> 

where IN, ft, ADD, CC, R, CX denote input, ohmic, additional heating power, con
duction-convection, radiation and charge exchange losses. 

- P_„ + P_ is measured by bolometric methods [ 1 ] 
- Pp C is obtained from infrared thermography of limiter, guard ring and liner wall* 

Two typical results are summarized in Table VI,I for the following plasma 
characteristics. 

% " 1 2 . 0 1 4 c , 
Z eff" 1 1 - 1 25 
T -
e 

1 - 1 5 keV 
T, - 0 6 - 1 keV 

Case Â is obtained with 460 fcW of RF heating [2 I and case B with 700 kW 
of neutral injection f3] , 

The distance between the wall and the limiter varies between 4 and 9 cm. 
The materials of the first wall is Inconel. 

L 
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TABLE VI. 1 

POWER BALANCE DATA IN TFR 600 

Working gas 

Toroidal field T 

Plasma current (KA) 

Additional heating 
system 

CASE A CASE B 

Working gas 

Toroidal field T 

Plasma current (KA) 

Additional heating 
system 

n 2 + 0.2 H 2 

4.4 

240 

2°CI 

D 2 + H 2 

4.2 

300 

Neutral injection 

PIN k W 

Pfl 

P 

ADD 
Pcx + P

R 

pcc 
. Limiter 

. 6 guard rings 

. Liner 
PCX + PR 

Before 

Heating 

End of 

Heating 

Before 

Heating 

End of 

Heating 

PIN k W 

Pfl 

P 

ADD 
Pcx + P

R 

pcc 
. Limiter 

. 6 guard rings 

. Liner 
PCX + PR 

460 

460 

0 

190 

0.4 

0.6 

790 

340 

460 

280 

0.35 

0.65 

600 

600 

0 

400 

210 

130 

60 

20 

0.35 

0.65 

1150 

450 

700 

600 

600 

410 

130 

60 

0.5 

0.5 

PIN 
pcc 

PIN 

460 

460 

0 

190 

0.4 

0.6 

790 

340 

460 

280 

0.35 

0.65 

600 

600 

0 

400 

210 

130 

60 

20 

0.35 

0.65 

1150 

450 

700 

600 

600 

410 

130 

60 

0.5 

0.5 

One can observe that the data verify the relation (6-1) 

and that 

0.35 < 

ccx R 
< 0.5 

IN 

L 

CC 
0.5 < < 0.65 

PIN 

P-j. + P_ are mainly absorbed by the wall and P__ is deposited on the limiter and 

guard ring surfaces when Che d û tance between Che wall and the limiter is larger 

than Che scrape-off layer width as it is in TFR (\„ < 1 cm). 
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P- H - 12 MW give for the largest thermal loads : 

. Heat power on limiter P c c - 0.65 P I N * 8 MW 

. Heat power on inner wall P c x + P R - 0.5 P I N - 6 Mtf. 

This thermal loading produces mean thermal flux values of 
-2 2 

*fiT * 150 W cm for limiter surface (= 6 m ) and of 
— -2 2 <P„ • 7.5 W cm for the inner wall (= 80 m ) . W 

b) Power Ldeoogi tignjirofi le _and ,sg.rage-off_la^e r_ thicknesa 

The lay out of the internal Inconel limiter section in TFR is presented 
in Fig. 6.1. The time evolution of the surface temperatures of the limiter, guard 
ring and liner during a discharge corresponding to the case B are given in Fig. 6.2 
which represents the infrared detector signals. 

At the end of the neutral injection pulse, the maximum temperatures are : 
1100° limiter (22 cm) - 330°C guard ring (23 cm) - 230°C for the liner (26 cm). 

The distribution of the temperature on the limiter surface is strongly 
inhomogeneous along the toroidal direction due to the angles of the limiter shape 
(Fig. 6.3). The temperature distribution is more uniform in the poioidal direction. 
The maximum thermal flux <fi- is plotted versus time in Fig. 6.4. It increases up to 

-2 — 
2600 W cm at the end of neutral injection. The space average valus* •? ^f the 
thermal flux is given by f. * 0.5 V L> The same neutral injection conditions per
formed one month later give only for <p- a maximum value of 1600 W cm (Fig. 6.5). 
During this period the shape of the limiter had been modified by melting due to 
plasma current disruption and increased neutral injection power (up to 1.3 MW) 
(Fig. 6.6). The geometry of the limiter is "self adjusting". This result shows the 
importance of the limiter shape, in order to obtain an uniform thermal flux deposi
tion. The temperature measurement of the limiter, the guard ring and the liner give 
the radial decay length of the power deposition. It is shown in Fig. 6.7. The 
scrape-off layer thickness is L = 1 an during normal plasma conditions (without 
strong MHD activity). For the experimental conditions of case B, the horizontal 
plasma position is shifted towards the inner limiter by more than X. and thus the 
power deposition is larger on the inner limiter sector than for the outer sector. 
The thermal load of the inner limiter decreases when the plasma is moved towards 
the outer limiter. 
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For long discharges of TORE SUPRA, it is possible to homogenize the 

power deposition on the inner aud outer limiters by a control of the plasma posi

tion with a feedback system monitored by the infrared radiation of the inner and 

outer limiters. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to assume, that the inner and the outer 

parts of the limiter sections can independently absorb the maximum power (8 MW), 

in TORE SUPRA. The limiters are located at the six junctions between modules. The 

maximum available surface will be : 

2 
. inner limiters whole surface area S T, = 1.8 m with L = I cm 

S . = 2.7 m with \„ = 1.5 cm 

. outer limitera up and down limiters S_, = 3.8 m i'." A~ = 1 cm. 

If we assume that the whole thermal load (8 MW) is associated with a 

scrape-off layer decay length \„ = I c..i, which gives *P. = 1.6 *'. , we obtain : 

Votai power towards 

. the inner limiter 

, the outer limiter 
2 

Plasma position monitored with 

I Hz feedback system 

(uniform power deposition) 

L = 1 cm *. = !,5 c» 

*7 = 440 W/cm 
L 2 

f = 700 W/cm 

v7 - 300 W/cm 2 

2 
fh = 470 W/cm 

77 = 210 W/cm 2 

2 
fL = 340 W/cm 

2 
* = 150 W/cm 

L ? 
f = 230 W/cm 

c ) £flÊ££_22..iÎ!DÎ£SI£_£j[_internal_m_= ' â nË 5L« 2_disrugtions -_and ofmaj or 

current_disrup_t^ons 

- MHD activity 

L 

During an internal a = I disruption in the central core of the plasma, 

temperature sawteeth appear on the limiter surface. The Fig. 6.8 shows the soft 

X Rays signal from plasma axis and the infrared detector signal from limiter 

radiation measured in TFR. The phase shift is 1 to 2 ms between the two signals. 

The Fig. 6.9 presents the increase of surface temperature associated with each 

sawtooth during neutral injection for case B, and the corresponding thermal flux 
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for Che 2 <ns energy time deposition which has been measured. Approximately 10 to 

15 % of che plasma energy goes to the inner sector during each disruption. 

For TORE SUPRA with 3 MJ thermal energy inside the plasma (T - T. -
1 4 - 3 e i 

4 keV, n • 10 cm )» the same conditions will produce an increase of inner 

limiter temperature so between 380 and 500°C. The energy deposition during the 

m - 2 mode development just before a major plasma current disruption follows 
approximately the same laws as the m » 1 sawtooth (Fig. 6.10) 500° < A0 < 600° 

2 
during 1 ms are measured corresponding to a thermal flux of 6 to 10 ktf/cm and 

10 % oï plasma energy lost during this phase. 

- Major current disruption 

In TFR, typical major current disruption is shown in Fig- 6.1 J.a in 

case of neutral injection and an Inconel limiter, and in Fig. 6.11 .b for a 

graphite limicer (.5890 PT) with only ohmic heating. The plasma energy is lost 

on Che limiter with a similar time constant as for Che currenC decrease (6 - 8 ms 

for 300 lî A plasma current). More than 50 % of plasma energy is deposited on the 

surface of the inner sector (14 icJ for case S), that corresponds to * L = 15000 W/cm 

during 8 ms and A3 - 700°C. 

For TORE SUPRA a current disruption of 1.7 MA at a similar rate of 
2 

50 kA/ms will give v?T = 5 kW/cm and A6 = 1000 C if only inner limiter surface is 
2 

involved, and <fi. - 2.25 k-W/cm and A6 = 450t,C for the outer one, 

d) Plasma,characterist£cs_m layer 

All the TFR 600 described experiments were obtained with a high density 

plasma with few impurities and low Z values. The plasma characteristics, 1 cm 
13 -3 

beyond the limiter radius, are T = 10 eV, n. = 10 cm (Fig. 6.12). The average 

particle life time varies from 8 to 12 ms (case B) with a recycling coefficient of 

the wall which is lower Chan I during 300 ms [4] . For high density plasma with gas 

puffing during the discharge, one gets a low edge temperature and a high gas recy

cling rate coefficient which gives _j^ \_ 
TE = 3 

If we assume the same ratio in TORE SUPRA and T_ = 300 ms, the boundary 

layer temperature T, is given by [ 4 1 and [ 5 1 
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3j> If , --V-S I i 
X * heat transmission rate. 

one obtains 130 eV < Î. < 160 eV for T » 4 fceV and x " '5- The total conductor 
convection losses are given by : 

PCC * x Tb T*" w i t h N " 2'5 x ' ° 2 ' a C o m s 

p T - 100 ms 
P 

which lead to 6.5 MW < P__ < 8 MW, in agreement to 2.a. The value of the edge 
plasma temperature allows to calculate the radial decay length of plasma density 

X[|6] and [4] beyond the limiter surface : 

n - n Q exp ^ 

and JL - D , 1 ' ( —T=T - n oV 1 n ov - ionization rate small for T e<gl00 eV 
L - L i m n R o f o 

/v 
v. » sound velocity a w — 

m is the number of aperture limiter sections. 
R * radius of the torus and 
D, * perpendicular diffusion coefficient for particles. 

If we assume a mean plasma temperature near the limiter T « -=- T, » 50 eV 
3 2-1 e I o 

and D^ = 6 10 em • (TFR and PDX values). We obtain X = 2 cm. One observes that 
X- cr X- . It means that the scrape-off layer thickness for conduction convection loss 
deposition is the same as the decay Length of the plasma edge density. 

In conclusion the limiter shape of TORE SUPRA are designed with 
2 0.8 < X < 1,5 en and a maximum heat flux of <pT * 700 W/cra for the inner limiters b L 2 

>p. * 230 W/cm for the outer limiters. 

3) Design of limiter sections 

3.1 - General 

Six limiter aperture sections are located in front of the six module 
junction planes. The Fig. 6.13 represents a lay out of one section. Each section 
includes : 
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- outer and up and down limiter panels, made of pipes (Inconel) with square 
cross-section and cylindrical cooling duct. They represent a surface of 

2 3.8 m and their schematic views are presented in Fig. 6.14.a and 6.14.b. 
- an inner limiter module, shown in Fig. 6.15. Every inner section consists 

2 
of 10 elements with a total surface of 2.7 m . The cooling structure is the 
main part of those elements. An Inconel sheet - 3 mm thick - is brazed 
(Ni - Cu brazing at 900°C) to the surface of the hardened copper cooling 
structure. A thick Inconel plate closes the water box ; connections are pro
vided between two adjacent modules. 

The limiter module surface can be moved slightly normally to the 
vessel wall 1 cm for inner module 

2 cm for outer module 

This displacement permits to equalize the thermal flux between the 
six sections, when the toroidal field lines are known. All the limiter sections 
are at the same potential at the inner wall and strongly bolted to it in order 
to sustain the electromagnetic forces due to the plasma disruptions. 

3.2 - Thermal load 

a) nominal conditions 

The limiter thermal load is studied for two cases : nominal and low 
2 

power performances. Heat transfer of 8 MVJ on the 5.6 m limiter surface for a 
time up to 30 sec. forbids the use of inertial cooling. Thus, all the limiter 
modules are water cooled. Heat transfer between the Inconel sheet and flowing 
water is calculated by finite element method (DELPHINE AND THERHIX CODES - CASTEH 
system from CEA). The mesh of a module is shown in Fij*. 6.16. It is a scale 
I.1 view , 

The cooling structure consists in a S mm shick copper front plate 
with 4 mm fins protuding into the water cooling channel. The water flows parallel 
to the fins. 

Heat transfer is performed by forced convections without boiling. The 
water cooling duct has a constant cross-section in all the modules of one limiter 
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section m order to decrease the pressure drop and to have a constant water 
velocity <6 - 7 m s ). Th 
summarized in Table VI.2. 
velocity (6 - 7 m s ). The characteristics of the heat transfer system are 

3 
The total water cooling flow is 250 m /h for a pressure drop of 

6.10 Fa (6 bars). All the modules of one line and the six lines are connected 
in series. 

Time evolution of the Inconel surface temperature is Bhown in 
-2 -2 

600 W cm and V. - 400 W cm . The time coustant of the 
whole cooling structure is 3.5 sand after 10 s the modules at thermal equi-

2 • librium. The maximum temperature for <P, « 700 W/cm remains ldyer than 1200° 
for constant heat deposition. The temperature distribution along the limiter 
surface for t > 10 s is shown in Fig. 6.18, which corresponds approximately 
to experimental conditions where the thermal flux is uniformly distributed in 
poloidal direction (centered plasma). This gives : 

2 
60 feW for 1 module 15 x 20 cm 

600 kW for 1 section 
3.6 HH for the inner liai ter s 

The temperature gradient through Inconel and copper are shown in 
Fig. 6.19 for the maximum value of ̂ .. The temperature at the contact surface 
between copper and Inconel is always lower than 2Q0 0C. 

The copper - Inconel composite structure is chosen in order to decrease 
the thermal flux at the interface water - metal under the critical value of 
200 W/cm2. 

The thermal flux along a copper fin is presented in Fig. 6.20 for three 
different values of thermal flux on Inconel surface. Ic is always lower than 
300 W/cm2. 
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TABLE VI.2 

FIXED LIMITERS HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

Inné- limiter Up and down and 
outer limiter 

Poloidal angle coverage (degr e) 120 240 

Number of sections 6 6 

Total power 
, mean value (MW) 2.6 5.4 

. max value (MW) 8 8 

(time less than 1 s ) 

3 -
Water cooling flow (m h ') 80 170 

AG water (in - out) (°C) 30 30 

(the six sections are series 
connected) 

Total surface area (ni2) 1.8 - 2.7 3.8 

Heat power flux (H cm"*) 

. mean value 150 150 

. maximum value 230 •* 700 230 - 340 

Total hydraulic duct section (cm ) 30 45 

Elementary duct section (cm ) 0.6 2.5 

Metal water temperature difference 

<£S - TW) (°C) 

. maxi 75 50 

. mean 1 5 1 
20 

Heat transfer coefficient (W cm"2°C ) 4 3 

Hydraulic diameter (cm) 0.64 1.8 

Reynolds number I 2.2 I0 5 | 5 >0 5 

Prandtl number ! 1.7 

Water velocity 
-

m s 
i 

7 , 6 

Pressure drop (Pa) i 1.1 I0 5 | 1.3 x 10 5 

Singular pressure drop (Pa) j 5 i 
2.1 10 = , 2.5 x 10 5 
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b) Low power condition 

Two experimental conditions are calculated without dynamic cooling 
during one discharge» corresponding to lower power input into plasma : 

- 6 limiter sections acting only with inertial cooling 
- 2 moving limiter sections. Each section includes three moving sectors covered 
with Inconel or graphite. 

i) Inertial cooling of the six previous sections Fig. 6.21 shows the temperature 
evolution of the inner limiter heated during 10 s by a thermal flux of 

2 700 tf/cm with and without dynamic cooling. In casa of only inertial cooling, 
the maximum temperature is higher than the melting point of Inconel. The equili
brium temperature after S minutes is about 300°C. Table VI.3 indicates the 
values of V, and of the total power for inertial cooling when the temperature 
variations are acceptable : 800°C for Inconel and 2000°C for graphite, and for 
two values of the discharge duration L 10 s and 30 s . The surface area 
inv '< •. *d in the thermal exchange are also indicated. 

Surface 
area t D - io « t D . 30 s Material 

* L (tf cm" 2) 200 120 Inconel 

Maximum Power (MW) 
. inner limiter 
. all limiters 

2 1.8 m 
5.6 m 2 

1.8 
5. 

1.0 
3. 

" 

*L (W cm"2 ) 680 400 graphite 
5890 PT 

Maximum Power (MW) 
. inner limiter 
. all limiters 

2 Î.8 m 
0 

5.6 m" 
6. 

>8 
3.6 

> 8 
" 

TABLE VI.3 
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We can conclude that the maximum power for Tnconel limiters is limited 
between 1 and 3 MW for t- • 30 s . With graphite, the inertial cooling is prac
tically effective to absorb the maximum power. (Fig. 6.22) 

ii) Two moving limiter sections : We have analyzed one technical solution for 
ohmic heating , useful during the first year of plasma operation (P_N < 2 MW), 
The design includes two sections, each built with thre moving sectors (I hori-

2 
zontal - 2 vertical) of 8200 cm total surface area, and two fixed internal 

2 
limiter 9800 cm tmd 60 s extension in the poloidal direction. The total surface 

2 area of such a sy&tem is 1.8 m equal to the 6 inner limiters already described. 
Thus their thermal load characteristics are also available from Table VI.3. 

c) Conclusions 

The limiters, designed from the ohmic heating phase and nominal per
formance of TORE SUPRA will meet all the requirements pointed out from present: 
TFR experiments. At the first stage of operation, two moving limiter sections 
allow to work up to 1.8 MW 10 s with Inconel, to 6 MW during 10 a and 
3.6 MW during 30 s with graphite limitera. 

The 3 mm Inconel cladding or 2 cm graphite tiles allow to satisfy the 
most loaded cases » current disruption, run away electrons, disruptions and 
conduction-convection losses. In TORE SUPRA, this coatings like Tic do not seem 
to be practical, at least with existing vapor deposition technics (20 to 50 ym 
thickness). 

4) Inner wall 

During normal plasma operation the vacuum vessel receives a total 
-2 power of 6 MW, corresponding to a low thermal flux of 7.5 W cm on the inner 

wall. 

The associated increase of temperature for 30 s pulse is about 250°C 
without active cooling. 
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Thus, Che internal chamber must be cooled ; the maximum «all temperature 
admissible from Che thermal exchange with the 80°K shields, is 280°C. The inner 
wall, the bellows shields and the armour plates in front of neutral injectors are 
cooled by water pipes shown in Fig. 6.23 [half circular 0 21 mm cross-section]. 

During aaking water will be at 280* and 6 x 1 0 Pa (60 bars) pressure ; 
in this case, the maximum stress value inside the pipes is lower Chan 150 MPa, an 
admissible value for Inconel 600. 

Bellows shields and armour plates are made from Inconel 600, but the 
internal vessel bellows are made with stainless steel (316), in order Co obtain a 
low enough toroidal resistivity. The inner sheet material of the internal chamber 
will be either 316 stainless steel or better Inconel sr>0, if its behaviour under 
irradiation appears to be reasonable (low enough Co content inside Nj). 

i.) Wall conditioning 

Classical technics used in TOKAMAKS will be performed for TORE SUPRA 
[71 [8] [91. 

a) The inner wall is baked up to 280°C during conditioning in order to increase 
water and oxygen desorption under classical action of atomic hydrogen. All con
nected systems(injeccors, injection lines, gas feeders, ports),are baked between 
150 and 200°Cby r«aistor heaters. The inner wall baking is achieved by 50 Hz induc
tion heating through the poloidal field system. The toroidal induced current 
flowing into the vessels heats directly only the resistive bellows and the bellows 
shields. The heating power is redistributed by the water flowing in pipes, on the 
bellows shields and inner wall as previously described. A circulating pump working 
at 60 bars. 300*C is used to provide an uniform temperature to all the inner wall 
components. The same system is used for water cooling during plasma discharges, 
and thus the wall temperature can be adjusted to an expected value (100 to 280°C). 
During standby between operation periods, on electrical resistor will heat the 
flowing water in order to avoid ice formation in the cooling pipes. 

b) The inner wall can also be baked by the discharge cleaning operation itself. 
During one discharge at 100 kA - 30 ms - 200 kJ are dissipated : 50 kJ inside the 
external chamber (which is independently cooled and thermalized continuously), 50 kJ 
inside the internal chamber (bellows) and 100 kJ inside the discharge plasma. At 
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the discharge end, the plasma energy is damped mainly onto the limiters, but at 
a pulse rate of 1 Hz the heating power to the inner wall is about 50 k.W, large 
enough to bake it up to 280°C (in fact 30 k^ are just necessary Co reach this 
temperature after several hours, cf. chapter part II). During baking operation 
the water pressure inside the cooled limiters is automatically adjusted at a 
pressure lower than 10 bars (10 Fa). 

c) Discharge cleaning is performed alternatively with low T (5-10 eV) and 
high T (50-100 eV) discharges in order to remove 0 and C (30 min. each one). 

e -2 
The high current discharge (200 kA) at low deuterium pressure (1.5 10 Fa) 
removes carbon and oxygen tied with high energy inside the limiter walls. 
Desorbed atoms are ionized and readsorbed at lower binding energy on the surface. 
They are removed by the low current, at low T discharge (50-100 fcA) with high 

- i e 

deuterium pressure (10 Fa) and pumped under the form of CH, and H.O. Discharge 
cleaning in TORE SUPRA will be performed with toroidal magnetic field values 
between I and 4 T. Cleaning discharges with high toroidal field have been tes
ted in TFR 600. 

The main characteristics are : 

B. • 4 T 
- 13 -3 n = 6.10 Jcm J 

I p - 10 k A 
Discharge duration • 30 ms 
Hydrogen pressure * 10 Pa 
Breakdown voltage » 38 V 
Loop voltage at maximum current =» 28 V. 

The production rate of hydrogen atoms is 10 times higher than with low 
magnetic field (B < 0.3 T) for equal hydrogen pressure and plasma current. For 
TORE SUPRA the breakdown voltage will be over 90 V (up to 100 V are available). 

d) - The neutral injectors and all connected large vessels will be conditioned by 
2 -1 

glow discharges (current 20 uA/cm - pressure 10 Pa) under baking conditions, 
according to technics used at CERN and on TFR device. 

- The RF antennae, waveguides and grills may be conditioned by RF glow dis
charges in situ. RF pulse are applied with few KW average power with or without the 
classical cleaning discharge. Glow discharge conditioning of antennae grills and 
waveguides can be performed before installation inside the internal chamber. 
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CHAPTER IV 

POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM 

I- SUMMARY 

One single system of axisymetric coils induces the plasma current, and 
insures its equilibri mi through the control of the vertical field amplitude and 
its curvature index. An iron core magnetic circuit is retained for its lower 
cost and its extension capability. 

The wish o " long pulse operation (half a minute) has led to a system 
of power supplies di sctly connected to the mains. The pulse length limitation 
to 30 seconds at maximum performances comes from : i) the flux suing available 
for the flat top (8 Vb),ii) the temperature rise and the cooling of the water-
cooled copper poloidaj- field coils, iii) the duration of a strong power pulse 
(*= (00 MW) supplied from the mains. None of these limits is absolutely critical 
and the 30 seconds are to be considered as round figures. 

The peloids 1 field coils are located outside of the toroidal magnet 
and vacuum vessels, rut close enough to the plasma, to remain, when connected 
in parallel, a usefu. shell partly forbidding plasma displacements. A feed back 
system will be added -:o definitely control plasma motions. 

II - GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Following the last presentation of the project in November 1979 11 ] 
an effort has been made to increase the duration of the plasma current flat top 
up to the maximum va'ue compatible with the dimensions of the project, which 
means without substei-tial improvement in the available flux swing. 

The total .lux swing available inside the iron core is 14 Wb of 
which 6 are required for plasma current rise up to 1.7 MA (3.7 Cor the flux inside 
the plasma, 1.4 for ie flux between the plasma boundary and the iron core and 
1.0 for the ohmic co sumption inside the plasma during this phase ; see Fig. 19)' 
and 8 for the plasma current flat top. Assuming neo classical laws for transport 
coefficients, the vo cage drop along the plasma columriifor an electron tempera
ture (peak value) of 5 keV and 2 .. -» 1.4 has been estimated to 0.3 Volts. 
leading to a flat top duration a little below 30 s. This has been considered as 
a "rimum realistic value. 



Consequently! the coils and the power supplies, have been dimensioned 
co provide a 30 s plasma current fiat cop duration. Compa eu ta the previe is 
description [1 J the coil cross-sections have been appreciably increased (total 
copper weight * 56 Cons compared Co che previous value, 40 t [ I ] ) specially for 
che coil A (Fig. l) encircling the iron core the cross-section of which has been 
approximately doubled leading to an increase of the main radius of the torus 
(2.25 m compared to 2.15). 

The second consequence of the 30 s flat top for the poloidal field 
system is to change from the T.F.R, fly wheel generator as power supply to a 
direct connexion to the mains (220 kV line). It must be mentioned that there 
is also a limitation in duration (= 30 s) for strong perturbations of the mains 
due to high values of active and reactive power withdrawal. 

Longer flat top duration may be possible under the following condi
tions : 

- voltage per turn <3<0.3 V/turn 
- reverse flux in Che iron core limited in amplitude /ip/ < 2.5 Wb at 

the end of flat top ; if \p goes down to - 4.5 Wb ; the limitation 
on coil A from cooling and temperature rise is noC appreciably 
modified by the reduction of plasma current due to the f&cE Chat 
magnetizing current on coil A. contributes to = JO % of the total 
ampere turns at i|> * - 4.5 Wb 

- no pulse length limitation from the network. 
Under these conditions flat top duration exeeding 1 minute may be poseib~e for 

Ip < 1 MA. 
The transformer has been "dimensioned" to provide a loop voltage up to 

100 V/turn (not including the contribution of the vertical field). The vertical 
field values must fallow those required by Che plasma current rise (-r- - 10 A/s) 

dB and by the plasma heating rate (-7-7 = 5/s) i.e. 2 T/s and 0.4 T/s respectively. The 
maximum available amplitude for «.ne vertical field is above .4 T, (0.44 T) cor
responding for example to S = 4 at full plasma currentfl - 1.7 MA} . 

P \ P ' 

The main characteristics Df the poloidal field system of Torus Supra 
"T S" are the following : 

- a saturated iron core transformer ; 
- a single poloidal field coil (PFC) system : all coils located out

side the TF coils are used simultaneously for premagnetization, 
ohmic heating, vertical field amplitude and index control, feedback 
against horizontal and vertical plasma displacements ; 
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- the necessary power is supplied through a system of thyristor conver
ters ; one of then feeds all the coils in parallel and the others 
provide additional control voltage between different coils. 

The saturated iron core transformer was preferred after a detailed com
parison [3,4,Si . The main argumenta are : a lower cost 1/1.5, a much smaller 
electrical power requirement (1/2) and an extended performance capability not 
available with the air core transformer. Simple scaling Laws show (6] that the 
conclusion will be changed only for much larger machines (R > 3.5 ra). In the 
case of TS, the iron core provides a 5.2 Wb free flux swing corresponding to a 
6.6 MAT saving in the magnetizing current swing (over a total of 14. Wb and 
13. MAT). However the iron core transformer has one disadvantage : when unsatu
rated it destabilises the plasma displacements in any direction, thus the solu
tion requires more feedback power. Detailed calculations show that this desta
bilizing effect can be represented as in [7,8] by virtual field index value 
eff n, » 1.4 for inwards horizontal displacements (smaller for outwards) and 

n e • - 1.15 for vertical displacements. 

A single P.F.C. system allows us to use the magnetic energy stored 
(40MJ) a C the end of the premagnetization phase to provide at the plasma current 
start both the fast flux variation and the required vertical equilibrium field 
rise. Moreover the set of parallel coils provides around the plasma a kind of 
passive shell acting against the plasma displacements. For TS there will be 
9 F.F. coils (Fig. 1) fed in parallel from a main generator G (Fig. 2) ; they 
are divided into three families:A,B.C. The control of magnetic flux between them 
is provided by two auxiliary generators G and G_ ; the first one (acting between 
A and B) contro.s the vertical field index, the second one (acting between A and 
C) the vertical field amplitude. More precisely a rough adjustment of vertical 
field index and amplitude is provided by a proper selection of the number of 
turns of coils B and C ; during the fast rise phase, quasi equal currents in all 
C coils (named D. 3^ E_ E^ Ffa ant1 Ffa) are required as far as S remains ^ 1, but 
fluxes encircled by each C coil ace somewhat different (see section Fl) leading 
to a selection of N Q ^ TSL ^ N- which corresponds fortunately to approximately the 
same electrical resistance for the six coils with an identical conductor cross-
section. Therefore the equal distribution of currents between the coils is auto
matically obtained both for short and long time scales. 

At higher 3 values, the situation is more complex and it is not possible 
to cuntrol a circular cross-section for the plasma with the equality of currents 
ip = i- • ip (see sec Fl, Figs. 18-3, 18-4). There are thus two possibLe choices, 
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either with the arrangement presented in Fig. 2 to accept plasma cross-section 
deformations in the range presented Figs. 18-3, 18-4,, or to go to a more com
plicated electrical circuit (Fig. 3) with two more 6„ generators in order to 
control currents L. < !_, » I_ when going to B > 1 ; the consequence, in the 
latter case is an increase of the thyristor conver 'ers équipement by approxi
mately 16 MVA, G»_ being dimensioned for •=• i at ^ 1 and G-„ _ for the full 
i current at & » „ (- 4), Besidtf the mean adjustment for the fast plasma current 
rise by the number of turns selections G. and G, are used for precise control of 
the vertical field index and amplitude during the whole discharge. G_ is also 
used for feedback control of plasma displacements either radial or verr,v:al ones. 
Plasma displacements induce also changes in currents flowing in the different PF 
coils (in case of TS, their coupling is quite good), which provide 50 Z of the 
necessary restoring force on plasma current. The complementary part is provided 
by powering G„, which is split into two halve? G„, and G „ , in order to control 
separately currents of coils C, (above equatorial plane) and C. (below), driving 
thus the needed vertical and radial magnetic fields. The G.» G-, and G,. are four 
quadrant thyristor rectifiers ; G is only two quadrants, it is used for prema-
gnetization, then» put out of circuit during the fast plasma current rise and 
reintroduced after crossing its connections for the s low current rise and the 
flat top. It is made of two halves G . and G - connected in series during the 
premagnetization, in order to provide the full voltage during this phase and in 
parallel during the other phases»where smaller voltage is required to reduce 
the thermal load on the thyristors. The breaker system required for the plasma 
current fast rise is sketched in Fig, 2. It consists' in a high voltage (20 kV) 
high crrrent (54 kA) fast thyristor valve'*' i n parallel with G . The operation of 
the valve assisted by a fast mechanical switch (IM1) and a fast'* make switch (CR!) 
is detailed in section B-3. It follows mainly that current is flowing only for short 
time through the thyristor valve i its cost can thus be reduced and become similar 
to the cost of a mechanical circuit breaker, an achievement which permits to take 
full advantage of this solution. 

The sequence of operations is the following one. : 

1/ A premagnetization phase at the end of which the G rectifier gives full 
power (54 kA, 1.4 kV). This phase lasts = 1.5 s • G. and G« operation is initiated 
only at the end of this phase (0.1 s . before),the currents to be controlled 
being rather small compared to G current. 

II Circuit breaker operation in order to force the coil currents to flow through 
the resistor R ? to ensure a fast discharge of the magnetically stored energy and 
provide the volts per turn required at the beginning of the discharge. This phase 
will be detailed in section B-3;during it the G converters are disconnected before 

o 
the development of the full voltage across the coils. 
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3/ Fast plasma current rise phase : 
This phase is initiated by the circuit breaker operacion,its duration in appro
ximately 200 ms and the plasma current can reach « L.5 MA. During this phase 
a control step by step of the resistor R, is foreseen. 

4/ The sLou plasma current rise phase : 
When the iron core saturation has decreased G is reconnected after crossing its 
connections vhenChe volCage across Che resistor ft, has reached a value compatible 
with G . In the arrangement of Fig. 2 the G rectifier is made of two equal ele
ments of 0.7 kV each, put in series during the premagnetization phase and in 
parallel after the fast current rise phase. The duration of this phase is 
= 0.25 s and I reaches * 1.7 MA. P 
5/ Temperature rise phase : 
During this phase, the full power on additionnai heating induces a fast rise of 
the plasma B and the G, rectifiers have to provide the corresponding rate of the 
tical field rise. 

6/ Plasma current flat top : 
G contrôles the flux variation required for maintaining the plasma current 
during no more than 30 s 

7/ End of discharge. A control of the plasma current decrease is foreseen using 
Che power supply converters capabilities. 

As shown partly in Figs. 2 and 3 there is a large number of mechanical 
switches and most of them are actually double switches (a fast one with relati-
vely small Coulomb capabilicy and a slow one with large Coulomb capability). 
Fig. 4 shows an alternative for the eleccrical circuit In which Che number of 
switches is considerably decreased. With that arrangement, at the end of the 
premagnetization phase, G , is driven into the inverter mode and the current is 
commucated from G . to T. then IM is opened and CM is closed so that G . and G , oi oi oz 
form since that time, a four quadrant converter. The following sequences are 
identical to the former scheme. The advantages of this proposal are, besides Che 
reduced number of switches the fact chat G has not to be reintroduced after the 

o 
crossing of connections and is always available. The disadvancages are first that 
there is a need for a circulacing currenc inside a four quadranc converter to 
control precisely the passage of current through zero with a non zero voltage. 
This leads to an oversize for G compared to the arrangement of Figs. 2,3. The 
second disadvantage is a large difference in the incegrated loads of G . and 
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G - leading to differences in the construction of these two rectifiers despite 
oZ 

their equal power levels. The choice between the two alternatives is not yet 

done but is not really fundamental because, besides the differences already 

mentioned, the characteristics of all the other equipments in the two schemes 

are unch:" ̂ ed. 

A typical discharge at maximum performances has been analysed in 

details (see Fl) and the results are sketched in Table I and Fig. 5. 

(HA and kV) t 

(s) 

G 
0 

G 
1 G2h + G2b 

Premagneti- - 1.3 

î 

a 
V 
o 

£1 vl L2 v2(0 

Premagneti- - 1.3 0 1.4 0 0 0 0 

zation 0 54 1.4 10 « 0 1.3 * 0 

Fast rise - 0 54 , current 
in R„ 

(in G for 
o 

,0 ] 
O —0.3 

1.3 O--0.6 
0.1 

0.2 

22 1 

- 2 \ 

current 
in R„ 

(in G for 
o 

3 ( 

-, \ 
peak 
± 1 

- 6 

- 13.5 

peak 
± 1.5 

1 
Fig. 4 
only) 

i 

0.2 - 2 - 0.7 - 1 - 13.5 

Slow r-'se 0.1 - 0.1 

0.45 - 11.6 - 0.7 - 1.5 - 15.3 

0.45 - 11.6 - 0.1 - 1.5 - 15.3 

Heating phase to - 0.45 - 1.4 

1 - 19.6 0.2 - 1.0 - 25,5 

Flat top 1 - 19.6 0.05 - 1.0 0.1 - 25,5 - 0.3 

4 - 24 - 1.0 - 26,5 

21 - 30 - 1.6 - 29 

31 - 43 - 0.27 - 2.2 0.2 - 31 - 0.1 

(1) Not included feedback voltage ± 1.5 kV 

TABLE I : Converter currents and voltages for a typical discharge at maximum perfor

mances 
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L Currents for a typical discharge at maximum performances with number of 
turns for coils ; A:192 ; B : 136 ; C : 80 

Figure 5 
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14 Wb from 9.5 Co 

21 Wb 

3 Wb 

7 I 

40 MJ 

830 t 

56 t 

76 MVA 

The total electrical power driven from the mains including 30 MW for 

additional heating in the first stage and 30 MW more for the second one are 

shown in Fig. 6 (active and reactive). The figures concerning the reactive power 

take into account a compensation for 5C MVAR at the level of the rectifiers. The 

main parameters and characteristics of the poloidal field system are shown in 

Table II. 

Total flux swing in the central iron core 14 Wb (from 9.5 to - 4.5 Mb) 

Total flux swing at the plasma magnetic axis 

Flux available for plasma current flat top 

Flux density in the iron core at the end of 

premagnetization 

Stored magnetic energy (end of premagnecization) 

Total iron weight 

Total copper weight 

Main converter power (G ) 

1.4 kV ; 54 kA 

Total power for index control converters G. 24 MVA 

including G. head and tail 1.5 kV, 10 kA 

(head) 7 kA (tail) 

Total power for vertical field converters G_ 112 MVA 

including G,. and G-. head each 3 kV, 1.7 kA, 

5 MVA ; G 2 h and G, b tail each 3 kV, 17 kA, 

51 MVA 

Total rectifier power 212 MVA 

Supplementary power for control of circular 16 MVA 

cross-section at high £ 

TABLE II : Foloidal field system characteristics 

III- ELECTRICAL POWER AND ELECTROTECHHICAL EQUIPMENTS 

1 - Power requirement 

The total required energy for running Tore Supra will be taken directly 

from the "Electricité de France" electrical network. The flywheel energy storage 

originally foreseen for the poloidal system had to be abandonned as the experiment 

duration was increased from 10 to 30 seconds. 

a) Permanent use : Aixiliaries need a power of the order of 4 to 5 >ÎW, 
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Che main pare of which will be for helium compressor of Che cryo-refrigeration 
plant. 

b) Pulsed use (Fig. 6) : In the first stage of operation, the maximum 
power needed will be reached during the premagnetization phase of the magnetic 
circuit ; about 70 MW. During the flat top the mean power is 15 MW at which 
30 MW must be added for the plasma heating by neutral beam or R.F. methods. 
During Che first part of the discharge the magnetic circuit plays Che role of 
an inCermediate energy storage, limiting by Che way the peak power demand. 

In a second stage, plasma heating will be increased, and '.equires 
60 MW. 

c) Connection to the grid : The permanent power will be distributed 
from the 20 kV network already in place, supplied by a 63 kV grid. 

From a different network at 220 kV, an overhead line of about 
3 kilometers will furnish a 20 kV network exclusively reserved Co the pulsed 
circuits (poloidal field system and additional heating). The short circuit ca
pacity is 5.5 6VA at che 220 kV level. A study is in progress at E.D.F. to 
define che maximum admissible perturbations on the public network. Four kinds 
of effects are considered : 
i) The induced network voltage fluctuations : this effect is related both to 
che amounts of pulsed active and reactive powers, it is reduced when working at 
peak hours ; automatic operation of the voltage regulation system on che net
work generators is avoided if the perturbation duration is limited Co * 30 s. 
ii) The active power fluctuations produce torque fluctuations on che network 
generator shafts. 
iii) The reactive power fluctuations induce thermal stresses associated with 
variations of the generator rotor currents, 
iv) The harmonic generation which is, together with the flicker effect due Co 
the voltage drop mentioned in i» prejudicial to che other customers. For this 
last point it must be mentioned that Tore Supra will be Che only customer in 
this 3 km line and has only to worry about its* self polution. 

The results of the study made by E.D.F. are not completely known up 
to now, but it is expected chat the very low utilisation factor (** 20 hours per 
year at full power) makes possible a relief in the allowed levels of perturbation 
compared to an ordinary customer. It is thus hoped that no harmonic filters and 
moderate reac-ive power compensation (^50 MVAR) will be required. 
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2 " £2ÏÏYSE£ÊE£ (Fig- 2) 

The four converters G , G., G-,, G„ will supply the poloidal cir

cuit : 

a) G is composad of two converters in series during the premagneti-

zation phase and only one during the current slow rise and flat top phases. 

During the fast rise, the direction of the current has been inverted by mecha

nical switches (Fig. 2. L, , L,-, L.- open, CM,, CM,, closed). This disposition 

allows an unidirectional current generator. G , and G 0 characteristics are : 
" ol ol 

0-7 kV, 54 kA, 38 MVA each. From the theraial point of view G .* working 2 sec 

could be of smaller size than G ., except if CM., CM. are also closed (in Chat 

case G , and G 2 a r e used in parallel during the slow rise and flat top phases). 

b) G, is composed of two sets of thyristor bridges head and tail, 

with one transformer. It powers the B coil set and essentially contributes Co 

maintain the n index (n • - -r=- . TT) at a value corresponding to a stable equi

librium 

Gj £ i.4 kV + 10 kA (head) 

t 1.4 kV - 7 kA (tail) 

24 MVA total, 14 MVA at the transformer 

c) G„- and G™, as G. must work on 4 quadrants. G 2 + G„. contributes 

essentially to the vertical field production, therefore to the plasma equilibrium 

in the horizontal plane and G 2, - 3„, to the equilibrium in the vertical direction. 

G2b * G ^ ± 3 kV + 1.7 kÀ (head) 

i 3 kV - 17 kA (tail) 

56 MVA total each and 51 MVA at each transformer. 

For the equilibrium control, 1.5 kV would be enough but the 1.5 kV added are 

necessary to power the feedoack loop control. 

Remarks ; 

1) These 4 converters never work at the maximum power (V x I ) 
max max 

except G . 

2) The most frequent working poini. is in the vicinity of V = 0 and 

I = max. Consequently, harmonics and reactive power production ire 

maximized. 
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3) The zero current crossing must be done without interrupting the cir
cuit continuity, to avoid high voltage disruptions. G_. and G„, being 
in a feedback control system, they can cross the zero current several 
times with a period of the order of 20 to 40 ms. (10 to Zo msec is 
the time to return at equilibrium after a displacement of 5 cm). The 
continuity must be insured by maintaining a circulating current inside 
the loop of the two thyristor-sets (head and tail) with a current li
miting inductance. 

4) When the feedback loop needs to pass from rectifier tc inverter mode 
Lhe voltage follows the 50 Hz sine wave and it results an important 
delay indepen.dan.tly of the number of phases. The plasma vacuum vessel must 
have a time constant consistent with an acceptable displacement resulting of 
this delay. The maximum value of the electrical resistance of the 
plasma "acuum vessel for toroidal currents was determined for that 
purpose (Section F-3). Use of a higher frequency than 50 Hz would be 
very expensive and complex. 

5) All the converters will have 12 pulses, at least to minimise harmo
nics. 

Industrial realisation of this set of 200 MVA (Total active power) doe? 
not present major difficulties- however a study is necessary to optimize compo
nents and reduce costs. 

One interesting solution is to choose a low short-circuit voltage for the 
220 kV/20 kV transformer but ] arge enough to permit the use of standard protection 
material ; and to use a transformer for each converter with an as high as possible 
short circuit voltage in order to reduce harmonics, to decouple the converters and 
to reduce the short circuit currents. 

3 ™ The high_yoltage DÇ_cirçuit_and the .thyri s tor ̂breaker 

a ) general description 

The choice of an inductive storage (̂  40 MJ) leads to search for the 
best solution of a DC breaker. 

The maximum available voLtage per turn was fixed at 100 V/turn, -suitable 
for an initial plasma current rise of about 10 A/s. 

http://indepen.dan.tly
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Thus the rating of the DC breaker had to be 20 kV (and 54 kA). 

A comparative study of DC breaker systems leA. v.t the choice of a solid 
state parallel system. The cost reduction of the thyristor valve is obtained by 
shortening as much as possible the current conduction cime of the valve, which 
can be achieved by means of a parallel setting (see Fig. 2). The cost or such a 
type of valve does net exceed appreciably the cost of a more conventional type 
(mechanical or vacuum switch). For an increase of less than 1 X of the total cost 
of the poloidal field system, the maintenance cost will be as reduced as possible. 

As the fast thyristors needed îot the valve are becoming larger and 
larger, the total cost could be t-ven more reduced. 

The thyristor valve T placed in parallel to G will start to conduct 
after the current has reached the chosen value (IG * 54 kA) inside the poloidai 
field coils due to the main generator G . At that time 6 is driven into the in-

o o 
verter mode and T is ignited. 

After the fast transfer of the current (^2 ms) from G to T the pro
tection switch IM, isolating G from the high voltage generated by the operation 
of the breaker, is opened and the second protection switch CR. is closed, putting 
Che condenser bank C. into the circuit. 

Then C. is fixed, driving the current to 0 in T with a dl /dt (= -
120 A/us) controlled by the seIf-induetance L.. The condenser C. then maintains a 
blocking voltage across T during about 120 us, compatible with =* two times the 
restoring time of the thyristors. As the condenser voltage reverses, the current 
is progressively transferred into the resistor R, producing 20 kV across the 
poloidal field coils connections. 

The generator G Q rated for 1.4 kV will never be submitted to the high 
voltage provided that the condenser bank C. is maintained out of circuit ; this 
is obtained by the procedure of opening IM and closing CR. subsequently as des
cribed above. The time dur;ig which the current flows into the thyristor valve 
is given by adding the complete opening time of IM and the closing time of CR.. Using 
the fastest electromechanical switches this time will not exceed 25 msec, permitting 
the ;:* of an overcurrent in the thyristor of about 4 to 5 times the nominal value. 
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b) Model and tests 

A test model a- full size in voltage and about 1/10 in current was cons
tructed and tested [9] (Fig. 7). This model is working under the final (4500 A) 
conditions as the current per thyristor is the full current foreseen for the com
plete breaker (54 kA). Tests of reverse voltage distribution during turn-off time 
(dispersion ^ 2 0 %) , and turn-off without saturable inductance protection 
(dl /dt • - 27 A/us ; recovery time - 40 us) were completely satisfactory. 

So as to test all the characteristics simultaneously, a synthetic cir
cuit has been prepared (Fig. 8), modelling the Tore Supra poloidal field circuit. 
The elec£ro-mech?aical switches are already dimensioned for the final circuit of 
Tore Supra (Table III). The command and control system using a micro processor is 
also a model for the final control system, especially for the fault conditions 
[10] . 

6 : Thyristor rectifier 

T : Thyristor circuit breaker 
working voltage 
nominal voltage 

ZM : Mechanical switch (1) 
total opening time 
Voltage (open) 
or Mechanical switch (2) 
total opening time 
voltage (open) 

"CC * lTO'-""1 -*t m a * c e switches (3) 
closing time 
Voltage open 

5 2 7 VDC - 4500 A 
1.2 s pulse each 4 min 

450C A x 40 ms 
27 kV 
50 kV 

44 kA ; Is 
12 ms-
36 kV 
75 kA ; 1 s 
12 ms 
45 kV 

50 kA ; 1 s 
10 ms 
40 kV 

48 uF step "*- 2 •JF 
36 kV 

Capacitor adjustable up to 

I ductance adjustable up to 1500 UH step "*< 50 JH 
30 kV 

Resistor 6 * 9 -1-
30 kV 
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THYRISTOR BREAKER TEST STAND 
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L : Inductance 22 m H 
P 

30 kV 
R : Internal resistor of L 100 mil 
P P 

TABLE III : DC breaker test circuit 

(1) AEG, GA 736 , (2) Driescher SAS 3/40 , (3) Driescher SZ1 

A first series of testa allowed us to reach the following results [ 9 ] 
(Fig. 9). Maximum interrupted current 3.9 kA with a precharged condenser C. • 
30 uF, 23 kV;L, - 720 uHsdI0/dt » 17.5 A/uBec at turn-off ; T • 125 usee ; max. 
blocking voltage 5 kV J reverse voltage 23.4 kV. The test will continue after a 
change in the load L of the test circuit. 

The :ests have shown that the use of a DC thyristor breaker in parallel 
to the main generator to reduce the cost of the valve by limiting to ~ 30 ms the 
conduction time is feasible. The first series of tests has reached values close to 
the maximum figures of the valve. 

D - IRON TRANSFORMER 

The magnetic circuit is made of three central pieces, one central core 
and two extensions, and of 6 return yokes, as indicated in Fig. ) . 

The main characteristics of each element are summarized in Table IV. 

size (m) Cross-section length (m) Height (t) 

Central core 
lower _ extension upper 
vertical yokes 
horizontal 
yokes 
Total weight 
(t) 

1.34 0 

2.015 0 

1.2 x 0.8 

1.2 x 0.8 

1.4 

3.6 

0.96 

0.96 

1.75 

1.525 

4.8 

5.73 

1 x 19,2 - 19.2 

2 x 41.9 - 83.8 

6 x 36 -2)6 

12 x 42.7 -512 
831 

TABLE IV : Iron transformer 
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Current transfer.' [Blocking 

from 60 to T operation Ci triggered l T = 0 

Experimental results for an interrupted current of 2 .4kA : C) = 30 yF • 14.4kV ; Li = 7 2 0 J J H ; t r = 1 2 7 / J S C C ; d lo , - |0 .5 V T r -
dt 

conducting time of the valve 30 msec 

1 d = 1 v = 1000 A 1d = 1v = 1 0 0 0 A 50^) S / y 1 d = S V = S k V 5 0 v S / d 

- 0 I T ; 1 C 

[End tromFer 
Lstart of transfer-operation C l t r ' 9 9 e r e d 

Experimental results for an interrupted current of 3 .9kA : C1 = 3 0 ^ ; 23 kV ; Li = 720uH ; "5r = 125jisec ; dJo s _17.S T^sec 
dt 
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1) General description 

a) Material : 

The main property of the iron laminations is to give the highest satu
ration field, in order to reduce the. power requirements of the poloidal field sys
tem. 

The chooaen laminations will be non oriented magnetic steel sheets, 
because the iron losses are not an important parameter and .also because such 
laminations are easier to cut. 

b) Thickness of laminations : 

The thickness of the laminations is defined more from mechanical 
reasons (unit weight - handling - stiffness) than by magnetic requirements : the 
damping and the losses of eddy currents would restrict the thickness only if these 
ones were greater than several millimeters. 

c) Width : 

1250 mm width and up to 0.65 mm thick insulated sheets are commercially 
available. This width allows us to use one sheet by layer and simplifies the assem
bling. 

Wider and thicker (1 - 1.5mm) non insulated laminations also are avai
lable. This possibility could be interesting for the central cores, if Che magne
tic properties are not badly affected by having inside the sheets the induction per-
penaicular to the direction of rolling. 

d) Insulation : 

3 to 7 urn thick insulating material is coating the laminations. The 
transverse electrical resistance depends upon the choosen insulations (phenolic 
resin, oxydation,thennoset resin, etc..) but are mainly affected by short cir
cuits at the extremity of the laminations where they are cut. 
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2) Assembling 

2-1 " Return Yokes : 3 types of solutions are under examination : 
a) stacking of laminations clamped together between thick cheek flanges by tie 
bars passing through the assembly 
b) binding of laminations with impregnated glass fiber, thus avoiding trans
verse holes in the limbs 
c) bonding of laminations by thermoset resin preimpregnation. 

The two last jolutions, by avoiding a large number of tie bars, 
offer the advantage of decreasing the overall dimensions of the limbs and the 
thickness of the flanges. On the other hand these solutions have never been 
tested in such dimensions .The expected packing factor could be greater than 
0.96. 

2.2 - Cores : Each core is built with 6 wedged parts, leading Co a 
semi-radial orientation of laminations. They are fitted together by adjusting Che 
last one in order to get a cylinder. Impregnated glass tape binding of the 
wedges or casting resin through the 6 wedges, located in a cylindrical mould» 
can be envisaged. 

Triangular cavities in the upper extension allow the electrical con-
nectionsof the À coil to go through (Fig. 10). In order to get the magnetic 
symetry the same cavities are needed in the lower extension. 

The expected paking factor depends upon the method of assembling : 
0.85 to 0.93. 

2.3 - Limb_joints ; The gaps will be less than 1.5 mm thick each. They 
are mainly a function of the sheet length tolerances and of the capability of machi
ning the pint3 without making short circuits. 

The difficulty is mainly for vertical yokes. The assembly of the limb 
puts all the laminations in contact with a plane surface on one side and so carries 
forward che tolerance on the other side. 

This plane surface will be located on the upper part of the iron circuit 
Co make easier the balance of the gaps by introducing insulated sheets inside Che 
upper joints. 
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L Electrical and hydraulic connections of coil A 
A ! Coil Aj I| J Central core : I : Upper extension 

Figure 10 
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2.4 - Magnetic pressure J At the joints, the magnetic pressure gives 

rise to compressive forces of 2 10 N between central core and extensions, 4.7 10 N 

between extensions and the 6 horizontal yokes and 10°N between horizontal and vertical 

yokes. The corresponding stresses are respectively 1.6, 1.5 and 1 MPa. 

V - P0LOIDAL FIELD COILS 

The poloidal field coils of Tore Supra are all made with water cooled 

copper ; they are arranged as close as possible around the vacuum vessel, but 

outside the toroidal field coils (Fig. I). 

They are divided into three groups : 

- A which is the central coil tightly fitted on the inner iron core. 

- B which are the two coils placed around the two extensions of the iron core. 

- C composed of D,E,Fcoikare the six coils surrounding the cryostat. 

All the coils are fed and connected in parallel and have 192 turns, but 

the number of turns energized in the B and C coils is usually smaller in order to 

provide automatically the equilibrium field rise (step unit:8 turns for B, and 
2 

6 for C). Knowing the A s for each coil the copper section has been chosen in 

such a way that the adiabatic rise of temperature ÛT of each coil will not exceed 

35°C, taking into account that the deionizpd water coolant will enter at 30*C 

and a maximum pressure of 1.5 MPa. The coils are brought back to their initial 

temperature of 30°C within 220 s , equal to the interval between two pulses. 

All the conductors will be tapped with a half overlaping glass-kapton 

t£?e up to 1.6 mm thick before impregnation. 

The working peak voltage has been fixed at 20 kV. 

The major changes from the last design proposal are the increased copper 

sections due to the increase of the flat top duration up to 30 s (Cotai copper 

weight : 56 tons). 

1 - A.goil description 

It will be made of 4 Layers of 48 turns ; each of them will be built 

with 6 imbricated spirals of S turns per layer. Figure it shows the connection 

arrangeaient. 
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Electrical connections between 6 imbricated spirals 

^ !2S 
3£_ ,,1,9 \6«n 2 5 — H 3,4 ,.«, 

Coil A 
r igure 11 
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a) CooLing : Two spirals connected in series ac the lover coil end form one unitary 
cooling circuit. There will be 12 hydraulic circuits of 8 x 2 turns each. At the 
upper end electrical and hydraulic connections are driven into six holes managed 
into the upper extension of the magnetic core and paral*. >.l to the z-axis [Fig. 10] . 
Hater connections will be made as follows : 
- 6 outlets on each internal layers (n° 1, 3 from the z-axis) 
- 6 inlets on each external layers (n° 2, 4 from the z-axis). 

So, the external layers (cold) act as a hoop around the internal layers 
(hot). 

Figure II» shows schematically the electrical connections between spirals. 
This arrangement gives a minimum voltage difference between two neighbor ing con
ductor? : 3.5 to 7 kV according to the spiral. Voltage difference betwe n layers : 
18 kV. 

b) Geometrical dimensions : They appear on the following Table V : 

Coil Conductor 

Internal 
Radius 

AR HZ 4r oz 0 
hole 

total 
length 
m 

copper 
Section 

copper 
Weight 

kg 

672 125 1750 25 31.5 10 853.5 709 5386 

mft 

total 
energy 
to be dissipatec 

HJ 

AT 

°C 

water 
speed 

-1 m..s 

Tensile 
stresses 

M Pa 

axial Cooling 

mft 

total 
energy 
to be dissipatec 

HJ 

AT 

°C 

water 
speed 

-1 m..s 

Tensile 
stresses 

M Pa 

compression 
in median 
plane MN 

cooling 
circuit 
m 

time 

s 
22.9 68.2 32.5 3.75 96 10 71 200 

TABLE V : A Coil 

c) Electrical and hydraulic parameters : Calculated for a discharge at maximum 
performances (30 s flat top ; 192 turns ; i = - 12-5 .<A at end of flat cop). 

Tensile stresses and axial forces are maximum at the end of the preraa-
gnetization phase ; where i * 42 kA and are given for this point. 

The figure 12 gives the copper tempers are along the conductor for 
various times from the end of the current flat op. 
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L 
Copper temperature along the conductor for various times ^rom the end of the 
flat top. 

FIG.12 
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2• n.Coils description 

Each set (upper B coil and lower B coil) will be composed of 5 elementary 
coils fixed on the iron core extensions, (see figure 13). 

B. coils will be wound by layers with connections on the upper faces; 
B~» B „ B , Be coils will have radial connections and be wound by pancakes. 

a) Geometrical dimensions : 

turn Internal 

radius 

Coil Conductor Copper number uni tar> 
length 
of cooling 
circuit m 

number 

Internal 

radius AR 4Z ir Az 
bole 
0 

weight 
per couple 

kg 

of cooling 
circuits 

uni tar> 
length 
of cooling 
circuit m 

B i 96 1080 85 462 14 15.8 8 2048 2 338 
B ? 48 1080 85 232 14 15.8 8 1024 1 338 
B i 24 1080 85 120 14 15.8 8 512 1 169 
B/< 16 1080 S5 84.2 14 15.8 8 341 1 113 ! 
B5 8 1080 85 44.2 14 15.8 8 170 1 56 i 

R 
(136 t) 

energy 
Co be 
évacua 

MI 
ted 

AT 

°C 

water 
speed 

maximum 
cooling 
length 

m 

lenr-ile 
Stresses 

MPa 

Total axial 
force 

kN 
40 3. 2 6 1.6 338 

for !B̂  
7 190 

TABLE VI : B Coils 

b) Electrical and hydraulic parameters : Calculated for a 30 s flat Cop and typical 
values of current : i_ = - 3.68kA (end of flat top) and selected number of turns 
(136 in each B coil). 

3- C-Coils description 

Each coil D, E, F, will be mat.tr. >f S elementary coils composed of two 
pancakes ; each of these will be wound with two conductors in parallel. This arran
gement pennies to get two unitary cooling circuits per elementary coil of 6 x 2 
turns each. The electrical and cooling connections are all located on the external 
face except for the intermediate 6 turns connection placed on the upper side 
(Fig. 14). 

http://mat.tr
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a) Geometrical dimensions 

Coils Conductor 

internal 
radius 

height from 
equatorial 
plane ran 

oR 4Z 

mm 

copper weight 
per coil pair 

kg 

side 

mm 

hole 
diameter 

mm 

D 2760 1700 253.6 348.8 12262 17.1 II 

E 3620 1310 266.8 366.4 15944 18.2 13 

F 4200 450 274 376 18426 18.8 14 

~1 

Table VII C Coils 

The choice of the same hole diameter and therefore of the same conductor 

cross-section would induce a cost reduction of « 2 °/oo for the coils and is 

therefore not interesting, space around coils D and E being limited. 

b) Electrical and hydraulic parameters : Calculated for a flat tap time of 30 s, 

where : I » - 33.3 kA at the end of flat cop ; $ » 4 

• ~ 

turn 
number 

Resistance 
2 cond. 
in .parall. 

mJl 

Energy 

tu 

AT 

°C 

Cooling 
circuit 

m 

water 
speed 

-1 
m,s 

cooling 
time 

s 

* 
Axial 
force 

Tensile 
force in a 
cross-section 

kN 

D 96 79.5 61 25.6 217 2.23 S 200 + 520 886 

E 72 77.5 62.8 27 283 2.13 < 200 - 165 i 443 

F 66 82.1 59.3 24 328 2.06 < 200 - 140 I 240 

The forces in fault condition will be larger but are not yet analysed in detail 

TABLE VIII : C Coils 

Anchorage will be realized in 6 places on the limbs of the magnetic cir-

The figure 15 gives curves of temperature along the conductor for dif

ferent times . 

Summary for the whole poloidal field coil system 

L 
' Total Joule energy during a 30 s discharge 

ÏW - 432.106 Joules 

Average Joule power, dissipated -iuring the discharge 

P_ = 14.4 MW 
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- Peak power to evacuate by thermal exchanger between two consecutive discharges 

(240 s) : 

PMAX " 2 " 7 ™ 

- Total copper weight : 56206 kg 

VI - POLOIDAL FIFU SYSTEM CALCULATIONS 

1) F^ux_oa£_studies 

Flux maps at different times of a typical discharge have been established 

using two 2D codes développée at Saclay : Magnetix and Seed. Both codes are based 

on the finite element method, and treat the iron transformer in a self consistent 

way. 

Magnetix represents the plasma by a space distribution of curi?.nts and the 

user has to iterate by himself adjusting the coil currents until a magnetic surface 

fits the plasma boundary. In our case» the peaked plasma current is represented Ky 

a three steps distribution, adjusted on the numerical results from a self consi--

tent calculation of plasma equilibrium [ill with a parabolic current distribution 

law. 

SCED [12] is a self consistent code of equilibrium, including iron trans

former, which solves at the same time the Maxwell equations outside the plasma and 

the equation of Grad-Shafranov inside ; it has two versions : 

i) in the first one the plasma is treated with a free boundary inside a limiter 

(the current distribution law being given) and the coil currents are fixed. 

ii) in the second one the plasma boundary is given and the coil currents are adjus

ted automatically to obtain the best fit between the resulting plasma boundary and 

the requested one. All the calculation; reported here with the SCED code (Fig. 18) 

have been made by the code authors [ 12 ] . 

In order to illustrate the space definition, two of the meshes used 

respectively with Magnetix and Seed are presented in Fig. 16. 

Fig. 17 presents a succession of flux maps corresponding to a typical 

discharge at the maximum plasma current foreseen (1.7 MA) and using the whole flux 

swing available, but at moderated g value (8 = 0.8). 
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Table IX gives the values of coil ampere-curns and the average fluxes 

inside each coil, A, B, D, E, F (+A *B *D*E *p) and inside the iron core ( f ) at 

the equatorial platte. It results from this table Chat the leakage flux of each 

coil, normalized by the plasma current is independent of Che iron core situation 

(except at the beginning of the plasma current rise and at the end of the flat top), 

which simplifies considerably the calculation of the voltages required on each coil, 

iron flux and air fluxes being quasi independent of each other (Table XI) [l3j . 

From Table IX the selection of turn numbers on each coil in order to provide 

the average vertical field rate of rise during the fast rise of the plasma current 

follows from : ̂  -|A. ~ ! A Ptem, etc... 
"A fB -*B prem 

The ratios.are not completely constant during the fast plasma current rise 

phase, and the selection will be made in order to minimize the adjustable voltage 

required from the convertera Gi, G2h and G2b* Typical values are 

RB - 168 ; N D - 108 ; N E - 84 ; NF - 78 (NA - 192) 

In moderate f> discharges (j^él) the location of coils D, E, F, is in 

agreement with a quasi equal distribution of currents between these coils, which 

will be automatically maintained during long periodsof time (30 s) because 

N DRD SÏNERJ cr NpRp (where R n, R £ I Rp are the coils radii) leading to equal values 

of the electrical resistance for identical conductor cross-sections. More preci

sely an equality of ampere-turns «ill be obtained for short time scales and a quasi 

equality of currents for long time scales. 



Premagnutizatiou 

Past current r i se 
(1 - 0.7 10 6) 

P 
lind of East rise 

(I "1.5 106) 
End of slow rise 

(I - 1.7 iO6) 

Flat top 
(intermediate 
points) 

End of flat tup 

* +A •B •D •E •F •c lA(MAT> I„(HAT) IC(MAT) 

9,7855 9.6077 9.5714 10.0406 10.1881 10.2519 10.1602 8 2 0.1 

7.1270 7.0303 6.9260 5.6738 4.7923 4.4351 4.9671 4.8 0.4 - 0.48 

5.1329 5.0939 4.3940 1.5709 - 0.3748 - 1.1721 0.0080 2.4 - 0.15 - 1.06 

3.8884 3.8657 2.8958 - 0.2261 - 2.4023 -3.2957 - 1.9747 1 - 0.20 - 1.195 

3.1993 3.1732 2.1775 - 0.9476 - 3.1232 -4.0167 - 2.6958 0.27 - 0.20 - 1.195 
2.9034 2.8717 1.8648 - 1.2609 - 3.4361 -4.3296 - 3.0089 0 - 0.20 - 1.195 

- 1.6210 - 1.6922 - 2.8760 - 5.9119 - 8.0479 -8.9239 - 7.6279 - 0,271 - 0.233 - 1.195 

- 4.6375 - 4.6533 - 6.2752 - 9.1630 - 11.1683 -11.9804 - 10.7705 - 2.4 - 0.5 -1.24 

TABLE IX - Results from iTlux map calculations (Magnetix ; B • 0.8) 

ill iron core flux, <6A. 4_, J.„, 4„, $,, flux inside coils A, H. C, D, £ A D D fc. r 
4 average value for $_, «J».., $ ; I , I R, I„ ampere turn s in each family of c 
(for these calculations I_ is divided into equal parts in coils D, E, F). 

-J 
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/able X gives the values of currents and fluxes for larger & values 
(6 : 1 to A) at the beginning and at the end of the flat top ; the correspon-P ding flux maps are presented in Fig, 18. It results from these that it is 
impossible to obtain at high & a circular cross-section for the plasma with 
I Q - I_ » I_ (ampereturns) or L» » i„ * i_ (currents) ; the B coil current 
helps only (at high 8) to control the triangular deformation superposed onto a 
flat ellipse. The circular cross-section is obtained only when controlling 
|LJ « ll_| B |l p| (or |i_| « |i.£| • |i F|K It is also seen that the fluxes 
inside coils E and F are increased while $. •&_ and +_ are practically unchanged 
(see Table XI). If the change in 8 is not too fast (t sec from B • 1 to d » 4) 
the equality of electrical resistance leads to equality of coil E and F current 
so that those two coils can be fed by a single generator ; D coil must be 
driven independently. It is not yet decided if the independent control of D 
at 8 > I will be done by a series or a parallel converter, compared to the 
E + F converter ; or eventually by a series resistor. 

The flux evolution in the equatt._j.al plane is shown in Figs. 19,20, 
21 and 22. Fig. 19 illustrawes the discharge at 3 x 0.8. 

http://equatt._j.al


* *A +B *D *E •F +C •'ACMAT) IB<MAT) ^(MAT) ^(MAT) IE" IF(MAT) 

Temperature 
rise phase 
Circular 
:rosa-sc-ctit>i 

B-3 
S=4 

3.8352 
3.8251 
3.8326 
3.8663 

3.7646 
3.7606 
3.7749 
3.8140 

2.2046 
2.5992 
2.9235 
3.2793 

- 0.5969 
- 1.0545 
- 0.9755 
- 0.6575 

- 2.1071 
- 4.2987 
- 5.7392 
- 6.4957 

- 4.7134 
- 8.8100 
-12.4329 
-15.3146 

1.016 
1.106 
1.175 
1.248 

- 0.323 
- 0.190 
- 0.123 
- 0.107 

- 0.287 
- 0.085 
* 0.190 
4 0.469 

- 0.444 
- 0.666 
- 0.862 
- 1.046 

End of flat 
top 
Elliptic 
iross-sectioi 

B-l 
8=2 
B=3 
li=4 

-4.6080 
-4.5791 
-4.5019 
-4.4191 

-4.6051 
-4.5727 
-4.4807 
-4.3822 

-6.0964 
-5.5847 
-4.4693 
-3.6939 

- 9.3786 
-11.3372 
-12.7268 
-13.6292 

-11.5790 
-14.405» 
-16.6145 
-18.1618 

-12.4223 
-13.5747 
-18.1074 
-19.9082 -17.2331 

- 2.372 
- 2.225 
- 2.094 
- 1.997 

- 0.410 
- 0.003 
+ 0.369 

0.647 

- 1.369 
- 1.912 
- 2.415 
- 2.789 

Dee shaped 
cross-
sei:Li(jn 

li-l 
«-2 
B»3 
B=4 

-4.5926 
-4.6557 
-4.5939 
-4.5453 

-4.5892 
-4.6255 
-4.5192 
-4.4421 

-6.1422 
-4.7886 
-2.7069 
-1.3506 

- 9.3704 
-11.0756 
-12.0444 
-12.6500 

-11.5579 
-14.2974 
-16.2743 
-17.5183 

-12.4095 
-15.5248 
-17.8892 
-19.3771 -16.5151 

- 2.347 
- 2.4 
- 2.4 

- 2.4 

- 0.450 
0.197 
0.718 
1.051 

- 1.344 
- 1.937 
- 2.458 
- 2.79! 

Circular 
cruss-
section 

li-l 
B=2 
B=3 
B-4 

-4.4797 
-4.4817 
-4.4606 
-4.4264 

-4.4889 
-4.4841 
-4.4563 
-4.4171 

-6.4444 
-6.1033 
-5.7545 
-5.4679 

- 8.8930 
- 9.3114 
- 8.4742 
- 8.8713 

-10.9349 
-13.1519 
-14.6027 
-15.3720 

-13.1124 
-17.2550 
-20.8885 
-23.7809 -16.0081 

- 2.155 
- 2.034 
- 1.928 
- 1.836 

- 0.733 
- 0.493 
- 0.350 
- 0.295 

- 0.272 
- 0.072 
* 0.199 
+ 0.470 

- 0.490 
- 0.771 
- 1.031 
- 1.239 

TABLE X - Results from flux map calculations (SCED) 

(Same definitions as for Table IX) Fur n un circular cross-section I., is 
divided into equal parts on coils D, E, F ; for circular cross-sections 
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* A _ * * B " * * D ' * +E " * *F "* 
I 
P 

I P I 
P S I 

P 

B = 0.8 P 
7.127 - 0.138 - 0.287 - 2.076 - 3.335 - 3.846 B = 0.8 P 
5.133 - 0.026 - 0.493 - 2.375 - 3.672 - 4.203 
3.888 - 0.013 - 0.584 - 2.420 - 3.700 - 4.226 
3.1»» - 0.015 - 0.601 - 2.439 - 3.719 - 4.245 
2.903 - 0.019 - 0.611 - 2.450 - 3.729 - 4,255 

- 1.621 - 0.042 - 0.738 - 2.S24 - 3.781 - 4.296 
- 4.638 - 0.009 - 0.963 - 2.662 - 3.842 - 4.319 

a = i 
p 

3.835 - 0.042 - 0.959 - 2.607 - 3.495 - 5.029 a = i 
p 

- 4.480 - 0.005 - 1.156 - 2.596 - 3.797 - 5.078 

V 2 3.825 - 0.038 - 0.721 - 2.870 - 4.779 - 7.438 V 2 

- 4.482 - 0.001 - 0.952 - 2.841 - 5.100 - 7.513 

3 = 3 
P 

3.833 - 0.034 - 0.535 - 2.828 - 5.630 - o.̂ ea 3 = 3 
P 

- 4.461 - 0.0'.3 - 0.761 - 2.362 - 5.966 - 9.663 

6 P = 4 
3.866 - 0.031 - 0.345 - 2.661 - 6.095 -11.283 

6 P = 4 

- 4.426 0.005 - 0.613 - 2.615 - 6.439 -11.385 

TABLE XI - Leakage fluxes normalized 

to a 1 MA plasma current for circular plasma cross-section 
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Flux oaps for different poloitJal 6 values and circular cross section 
(I - 1.7 10 ; I £ • I F ; I A + I + 1 + i E + i p - cte:3 free parameters j end of flat top). 

Fig. 18-2 
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Flux maps for different poloidal 8 values : elliptical cross section deformation 
(I p - 1.7 10 6 ; ^ > I E - I F ; «I A - - 0.26 « (!„ • t E • I F) ; 
*A + *B + *D * lB * *F " c t e : ' f r e e parameter) end of flat top. 

Fig. 18-4 
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Fig. 20, 21, 22 illustrate the changes in 6 for elliptic, triangular 

and circular cross-sections respectively : the last one requires more equilibrium 

flux, which is obtained not by larger equilibrium currents but by a better dis

tribution inside the C coil family. 

An important result obtained from the flux maps is the evolution of 

the poloidal field amplitude at the B superconducting winding. The results for 

a typical discharge at maximum performances are given in Figs. 23 and 24 respec

tively at the inside and outside layer of superconductor for field components 

parallel and perpendicular to the transport current. 

2) Simulation of major plasma current _ disruptions^technical,consequences 

The technical consequences of a plasma disruption have been analysed 

in a previous design [14] [Ï5] and are underway for the present geometry of 

Tore-Supra. 

The situation is complicated by the existence of two metallic toroidal 

vessels and two radiation shields. 

a) Simulation of induced currents by a superposition of typical distri

butions : 

The present analysis is based on the same principles as the previous 

one f14 J [ 15 I : the currents induced in each of the two toroidal vessels are 

resolved into four typical elementary distributions : 

i) a distribution of axisymetric superconductor currents, producing no flux in

side the vessel. This distribution is induced, for example, by the voltage 

applied when the breaker operates. It varies with the saturation level of the 

iron core (Fig. 25) 

ii) a uniform distribution of axisymetric currents : inside the vessels for 

large time scales, it is the limiting distribution of toroidal currents. 

iii) a dipole current ï distribution of axisymetric currents following a cosine 

law, giving no contribution to the total ampereturns but producing a vertical 

field, (another dipole current following a sine law is also considered when taking 

into account vertical displacements of the plasma) 

iv) saddle currents which are closed inside each rigid sector as sketched in 

Fig. 26. 
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In the calculations made with this description, the ampereturns and 

the vertical currents flowing inside the vessels have been treated separately 

through two uncoupled equations. 

- For ampereturns » the superconductive distribution is taken into account at 

first and two limiting cases have been studied : no evolution of the distribution 

or evolution towards an uniform distribution with the average time constant of the 

vessel for the two distributions. 

- The equations for the vertical field treat in parallel the dipole current and 

the saddle currents* This method leads to an overestimate of the tilting forces 

applied to the vacuum vessel as discussed below. 

Two types of situation have been considered : 

- instantaneous disruption ; which can be treated by two indépendant sets of two 

equations 

- fast disruptions (-rr - 10 to 10 A/s) ; which require to solve 8 equations 

(slower disruptions ( -rr < 10 A/s) may again be treated by a limited number of 

equations but have not yet been analysed). 

This treatment requires the calculation of a number of numerical 

coefficients : contribution of each current to the iron core flux, leakage in

ductances and leakage mutual inductances for each coil, for the plasma according 

to its position» and for the various typical vessel current distributions. They 

have been deduced from many "magnetix" calculations ; a detailed examination of 

the results is out of the scope of this paper but the main conclusion is £nat 

three typical situations have been identified, corresponding in each case to a 

complete set of numerical values : 

i) Iron is unsaturated everywhere (̂  ^ 1 Wb) 

ii) The central iron core is saturated (B > 2 T) but its two extensions are still 

unsaturated (2.5 < t|i < 3 Wb) 

iii) The cent'cal iron core and its two extensions are saturated, and only the 

return limbs experience a magnetic induction smaller than 2 T (•]> > '•* Wb). 

This is illustrated, for example, by the contribution of the 3 coil 

families to the vertical field (Fig. 27),It is worthwhile to point out that chese 

parameters cannot be used to calculate a complete situation (the iron properties 

make the problem non linear), but only to calculate perturbations, even large 

ones like major plasma disruptions. 
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a.l) Instantaneous disruptions : 

- Amperecuras : The internal vessel experiences immediately a distribution of 
super conducting current of total amplitude I (I * 1.7 10 A ) . 
The time evolution of the anpereturns in the internal vessel (Ingi^ a n d ^ n C n e 

external one d C R | ) » " governed by : 

(1) L ^ dlshl + M j ; i | e h 1 si^SA + R e h l I c h l =0 

"JU ^ * LcV 4P-1 + R « i x «i -° (2) 

The result for * > 4 Wb is shown in Fig. 28. 

- The dipole saddle currents induced in the internal vessel reach at maximum 
0.7 > 0 6 A ( 1 > . 
Their variations ire governed by similar equations and shovr. in Fig. 29. 
Maximum values for internal and external vessel and distribution between saddle 
easi dipole currents are given in Table XII. 

0.7 10 for case ii, 0.5 10 for case iii, but much smaller when iron core is 
not saturated (case i) because at that time the plasma flux line are attracted by 
the iron core and the vertical field required from the C coils is only 1/3. 

L 
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3 msec 
Instantaneous disruption. Ampereturns induced into the internal (CHI) and 
external (CRD vessels. 

Figure 28 
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L. 
Instantaneous disruption.Dipole currents induced into the internal (CHD) and 
external (CRD) vessels. 

Figure 29 
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Unit MA Inner vessel Outer vessel 

- Maximum current (dipole /saddle) 0.7 0.21 

- Rigid sector with an access port : 
. dipole current 0.552 0.133 
. saddle current 0.148 [0.050) 0.077 
(total below + above equatorial 
plane) 

- Rigid sector without access port : 
. dipole current 0.455 0.116 
. saddle current 0.245 [0.0951 0.094 

TABLE XII - Dipole and Saddle currents for an 
instantaneous plasma disruption (8 • 0,8 ; I =1.7 MA) 
from a calculation treating independently the produced ampereturns. 
Into brackets the value obtained for saddle currents when taking 
into account together ampere-turns and dipole currents» 

It is interesting to note that, in this case (S » 0.8) the superposition 
inside che internal vessel of Che initial superconducCing current and of the dipole/ 
saddle currents gives very roughly an uniform current distribution (Fig. 30). 

This result may be justified directly by comparison of the values of Che 
leakage inductance between plasma and the internal vessel, for an uniform distri
bution and of the leakage self inductance of che internal vessel for the same dis
tribution (Table XIII). 
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~1 
* (Hb) 0 to 0.5 2.5 to 3 4.5 to 9 

"ph.chU 
0.698 4.762 1.973 

LohU 
0.936 4.980 2.646 

Z , ( 1 0 " 9 T/A) St 
p l R - 2 . 1 5 m 

43 220 153 

ZcMJ 
23.4 188 124 

TABLE XIII - Coupling of plasma with internal vessel 

for uniform current distribution in vessel. 
(Zpi and Z C Ry measure the vertical field produced inside the chamber 
by plasma and vessel currents) 

The consequence of this result is that the splitting into two distri

butions <superconducting and dipole) exagérâtes the amplitude of the saddle 

currents. Actually the saddle currents do not evolve from dipole current, but 

only from the part of the quasi-uniform distribution which is flowing at the 

larger radius. The figures obtained in this way appear in brackets in Table XII. 

L 

a.2) Fast disruptions (0.8 1 0 y < - j ^ < 0 . 5 10 A/j ) 

The equations governing this problem are : 

- For the plasma : 

d4> +LP d ie + Ip dLfpl dA + M F d U 4 I dM f A P l d_û 
d t pi d t dA~ dt A,pl dt A dA dt 

+ Ml , d_Ig +IB dMfBpl dA + MJ: , d j ç +lc dMe.p) dû 
B/P' dt ~ d l ~ dt C 'P' dt — d û dt 

+ MF

L . dleMfldil dMdi1.pl- dû->Mf,_ . dlehj>l,un dW^a.pl 4Â 
c h 1 ;P l ~ d t ~ é& dt c h D ' P l d t l i dt 

+ M r m ol d I c R 1 +IcR1 d McRl.pl dû + M.f-D . dlcRD+I—r, dH^BP.pt dA 
C R J p d t dA dt , ? d t dA dt 

http://dMdi1.pl-
http://McRl.pl


CH and CR represent the internal and the external vacuum vessel respectively, 

index I for ampereturns distribution, index D for dipole currents. 

a the plasma displacement (L ,, M , ., Mt . depends on Û). 

dV=av diA+iY diB + av diç+a^. dM+av diehway 
dt aiA dt 3TB dt 31c dt 31pl dt "STdit dt STCR 

The disruption phenomenon is roughly represented by a variation of 

plasma resistance R • a 10 (a and b adjustable parameters). 

dlcRl 
'1 dt (A) 

_10" IQ ( logJL5-c) a Bvo - n Bvfe 4 +ZA I A - V - Z B I B + Z C I C 
R <= R 

+ ^chi I chi + Zchn IchD + ZCR1 IcRi + Z C R D I CRD = 0 

where C is for -*- + 8 - 1.5 and Z are the contributions of the various currents 
P 

to the vertical field ; R • R + A ; a » a - jû|. 

L 

d V + «Achi dlA. + IA d M | ç M + M L u , 4 i B + Ï 8 à MBCM + Mcchl d i e 
d t A C ^t dt B c h 1 dt dt "dT 

+ I c d M £ d i l + L c h 1 d l c M 4-Ieh l d Lchl -vM&H rU dlCRI + In, d McWI.ehi 
dt dt dt dt dt 

+MCRD chi dlcRm- ICRII dMcnr chi + Mnlchl dipl + Ipl dMpLehl d û 
dt dt r dt 4& d t 

dJf + M A c h B dlA + M | e h D d i g + MccnD ëJÇ + l-F d_I_çh_D 
d t dt dt dt c n u dt 

Ç r C f 
+ M C t t i a . s d l C R I 4-IcRl d MfcR1.Ch.P-t-McBP.ChD d l c R D + lJpletiP d i p l 

' dt dt dt r d t 

+ Ipl dM^letil d& + RrhT, T c h D = 0 /-) 

http://MfcR1.Ch.P-t-McBP.ChD
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- For the external vessel : two similar equations (S) and (9) obtained from 

(6), (7) by exchanging the index Chi and CRIf ChD and CRD 

- For the three coil families : 

Coil A : (neglecting the small leakage flux between coil A and iron core) 

d* + lodlA + &> d i s + ?o dlç + po (IA+IB+IC) + Rft TA =0 
dt dt dt dt 00 

Coil B : 

df+(«o + MA B)dIA + («o+£n-L F

B )dr Ë . + (^o+McB)dIS 
dF dt dt V ' «=lb 

r C C 
+ Mci,i6 dJchj+IchJ d MkntB + M ^ J J B d IchJ 

dt dt d t 

F c e 
+ MCRIB dlcRi+IcRi d H e « i B t ^ c M a d ICKP 

dt dt d t 

+ Mpl B dipt + I pi d V\%\ B d_û_+ pe (IA-* IB +lc)+(fi + RB)IB =0 
r dt d A d t c x . ^ j 

Coil C : equation (12) obtained from '!1) by exchanging index B and C and 

index 1 and 2. 

t Zt Jt- p p. p. represent the internal inductances and resistances of 
O 1 £ O I Z * 

All the numerical coefficients are normalized to treat the problem in 

ampereturns and volts per turn. Some results are shown in Table XIV and compared 

to previous calculations [14] f IS ] and to instantaneous disruptions. The different 

values taken for the decay rate of the plasma current show the great sensitivity of 

the results to this assumption ; actual values of the decay rate are more likely 

in the lower range. (Fig. 31, 32, 33) 
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Co 
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« 0 . 5 0 

0.45 

CO 

0.61 

« 0 . 1 

1.3 

CO 

1.44 

0.40 

LU 

0.45 

0.78 

Co 

1.1 

< 0 . 3 0 

0.27 

0.39 

< 0.08 

0.83 

CO 

1 

0.26 

LO 
0.27 

0.32 

CO 

0.78 

< 0.45 

0.14 

LO 

0 . 1 8 

< 0 . 0 o 

0 . 2 9 

Co 

0 . 4 4 

. it. 

TABLE XIV - Results of disrv>-.ian calculations 

Currants induced into the internal and external vessels during fast 
disruptions (Ref . [14] [ 15 ] correspond to a previous smaller 
project R a 1.8 m with no external vessel) 

b) Simulation of the internal vessel by 8 axisymétrie elements : 

In order to derive directly the current distribution induced into the 
internal vessel without going through its splitting into typical distributionst 

the vacuum vessel has been simulated by 
eight axisymétrie elements shown schema
tically. Due to symetry across the equa
torial plane, the 8 elements are treated 
numerically by 5 equations representing 
the effect of an instantaneous disruption 
(the first one is written below) 

Lix *ix + "x.ix T-x + ^ I . I X rxi + M X I I , I X I X I I + M X I I I , I X I X I I I * Mpi,ix r
P
 ( I 3 > 
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This set of equations has been treated for four different sets of 
parameters corresponding to four different values of tfi (flux in the iron core) ; 
the results are given in Table XV 

* Wb hx 4- 4 I h = I b 

XI XI I h - I b 

XII LXII IXIII 

0.5 0.2667 0.2453 0.2050 0.1870 0.1776 
2.5 0.2041 0.2036 0.2039 0.1906 0.1726 
4.5 0.2142 0.2229 0.2010 0.1868 0.1770 
8 0.2131 0.2407 0.1905 0.1810 0.1720 

TABLE XV - Current distribution in the internal vessel 
after irstantaneous disruption 
Currents are given in MA calculation is made for I - 1.7 10 

p 
before disruption. 

Despite the fact that there is a great variety of values for the L. and 
HT. (more than a factor 10 in amplitude and some being negative, for one value of 
ifi, or when going from one value of ty to another one), a rather reproductive and 
quasi uniform distribution is obtained. This confirms the result obtained in the 
previous section. The values of saddle currents to consider are thus those inside 
brackets in Table XII. It must be pointed out that all these calculations have been 
done for a plasma of I « 1.7 MA and a 3 = 0.8 (vertical field amplitude «= 2 kGs) 
for which all the numerical parameters have been established. At maximum vertical 
field (4 kGs for I * 1.7» 6 • 3.5) the coupling terms with the plasma must be 
different and have not yet been detailed ; but the main change in the results is 
the following : saddle currents responsible for the tilting moment an the rigid 
sectors will be two tunes higher, i.e. : 0.2 MA half above and half below the equa
torial plane. 

c) Technical consequences of a major plasma current disruption : 

A very fast plasma current disruption (i.e. time scale smaller than 
the vacuum vessel time constant) has the following consequences when there is a 
single family of poloidal field coils all connected in parallel : 
. The total plasma current is induced first into the vacuum vessel with a current 
distribution which keeps unchanged the magnetic field pattern outside 
. Then the vacuum vessel currents decay with the vacuum vessel time constant 
(3 ms for an uniform distribution) and there is a corresponding change 
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( & - I ) in the total coil ampereturns. The new ampereturn distribution between 
the various F.F. coils keeps unchanged the flux inside each coil ; it can thus 
be determined by the Magnetix code. 

The overvoltages on each thyristor converter and on the AC power 
supply are simply governed by their internal impedances ; they are equal to 
(L- — + R- 61) where L. and R. are the internal inductance and resistance of I T i i i 
the power supplie^ taking into account the transformers, 61 the change in current 
and T the internai vessel time constant. 

These very simple estimates have been checked by detailed calculations 
[ 14] [ 15] . The fastest plasma disruptions give the largest possible values for 
overvoltage on coils and generators» mechanical forces on the vacuum vessel and 
magnetic field variations at the toroidal field coil superconductor ; they are 
considered as acceptable working conditions for all these components of Tore-
Supra. 

The flux lines after a disruption occuring at the end of the plasma 
current flat top (I • 1.7, S - 0.8) are shown in Fig. 34 representing the map 
after the vessel currents have decayed out to be compared to Fig. 17-g before 
disruption. 

- The variations of ampereturns in each coil family Cor several typical cases 
are shown in Table XVI ; 

(MAT) 

- Instantaneous disruption 

"A Sh »C (MAT) 

- Instantaneous disruption 
. End of plasma current rise 0.84 0.38 0.63 

(S * 0.8) P . End of flat top (6 = 0.8) p 

(S * 0.8) P . End of flat top (6 = 0.8) p 0.50 0.50 0.60 
. After plasma temperature 
rise circular cross-section 

. End of flat top 6 = 4 
Elliptic cross-section 

0.70 0.7! 0.50 
. End of flat top 6 = 4 

Elliptic cross-section 
. End of flat top 6 = 4 

Elliptic cross-section 0.80 0.35 0.79 
Tee shaped cross-section 0.70 0.45 0.79 
Circular cross-section 0.44 0.55 0.76 

- Fast disruption : averaged 
values 0.44 0.43 0.57 

TABLE XVI - Variation of ampereturns in each coil family 
due to a disruption. 
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L 
Flux map after instantaneous disruption (after damping of the vessel induced currents) ; 
end of flat top (6 = 0.8) ; 1.2.3. Iron ; A.B.D.E.F poloidal field coils ; 4.6 internal 

P 
external vessel ; 5 toroidal field coils. 

Figure 34 
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- The generator overvoltages will be very limited even for high internal impe

dance transformer (20 %) : the maximum value will be 400 V on G.. 

- The variation of the poloidal field at the toroidal field coil superconductor 

is shown in Fig. 35 to 40 for various typical disruptions ; the maximum amplitudes 

are : 

SB* - 0.55 T 

- The forces applied to the internal vessel are : 

i) pressure on the vessel : 

maximum local amplitude 0.14 MPa 

ii) shear stress in the bellows : 

averaged value 30 MPa 

lii) tilting forces on the rigid sector due to 

the saddle current 4 x 750 kN 

Forces applied on. the external vessel : 

i) pressure 0.03 MPa 

ii) shearing forces and tilting forces negligible. 

750 kN 

750 kN 

- Forces on the radiation shields : 

The electromotive force experienced by any metal piece has been estimated from 

A$/T where &q> is the total flux variation inside the metal piece during a fast 

disruption (measured after all currents inside the vacuum vessel are damped 

out) and T the time constant for dipole and saddle currents in the vacuum 

vessel (T = 3.5 10~ 3 s). 

The tilting forces applied to the radiation shields splitted into 18 insulated 

sectoLj amount to 4 x 120 kN on each of them. 

3) Feedbaçk_con^rg^_gf_plasma^displacements 

ters deliver 

The selected system is a feedback loop such that the G. and G». conver-

i) an overvoltage, the amplitude of which is proportionnai to the horizontal plasma 

displacement and its time derivative 
MH dt 

ii) a differential voltage between them for the vertical displacement ûV 
"HVH ,V 

p"V 

d ( I p V 

L 
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This choice presents some advantages : 
i) the time response of the feedback loop is shorter than in the case of a system 
of converters also fed from 50 Hz but only devoted to feedback control. This 
comes from Che leastamount of variation of the thyristors commutation angle Co 
provide the maximum feedback voltage (30° instead of 90°) . 
ii) all the power which is not used for preprogramming on G„, and G», is available 
for feedback control eventually with a slower time response as discussed above, 
iii) a single system of coils is used, providing around the plasma a kind of 
passive shell. 

The main desadvantage is chat the vertical displacement feedback system 
results in a circulating power between the two converters G?, G„, leading Co 
oversize them by approximately 10 Z. 

The feedback power requirements have been analysed in detail for a pre
liminary design of smaller size (R « 1.8 m) [ 16 I [8 1 in which also Che coupling 
between C coils and plasma was better (distance between C coils and plasma boun
dary 63 cm insCead of 120 cm now). The conclusion was to provide a overvoltage 
for feedback control on G-,, G-. equal to ± 600 V (± 400 V for horizontal dis-/n lu 
placement). Very crude scaling laws lead to a multiplication by approximately a 
factor 2 (± 1.2 kV) when going to the present design. 

A complete recalculation of the feedback power requirements is under 
way» Caking into account the two nested toroidal vessels. The pare relaCed to 
Che horizonCal displacement is almost completed : 

a) Horizontal displacements : 

A system of six equations have been solved numerically using the 
Laplace transform method ; the six unknown quantities are the three coil family 
currents I. I_ !_, the two toroidal vessel dipole currents I ,_ and Ipp D end the 
product of plasma current and displacement I A _ The equations are similar Co 
those used for the plasma disruption studies (equation (6) for the vessels and 
(II) for the coil) except that for the C coils a new term 6V _ = et„ I iu +6 H ""St" 
is introduced. The equilibrium equation (5) is written in a somewhat different 
way : 

hh * hh + Vc + WchD * WCSD + * V = 0 
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where 5 is a function of the effective vertical field index (B < 0 corresponds 
to a self stabilization of the displacement). A virtual index n f f [ 161 has 
been determined using Magnetix cade to deduce the vertical field produced by 
a plasma displacement from an equilibrium situation. For inwards displacement-^ 
(A < 0) which are the most unstable ones, the virtual index reaches 1 in the 
middle of the fast plasma current rise; 1.4 when the iron core becomes unaa-
tured (beginning of the flat top) and then falls down to 0.3 at the end of the 
flat top. The corresponding maximum value of the B parameter is 0.25 10 
T/A cm. 

The stability domain for the ct , 8 factors has been studied for 
various saturation Levelsof the iron core ; this stability domain is Illustra
ted in Fig. 4), and is always limited by minimum values for )cu,| and for |S„I-
The values laJ . and lg„! - for B * 0.25 10" are given in Table XVII for 1 H nan ri'min 
two possible laws of plasma current variation during displacement (I * cte 
and I R = cte where R is the plasma major radius) and 4 values of iron core 

P 
flux <j>. 

* (Wb) 
I = cte P 

I R = cte 
P * (Wb) 

Klmin I S HU» ^HUin ! B

H i m i n 

0 - 0.5 
2.5 - 3 

4.5 
8 

2 I 0 ' 6 

5.5 10" 7 

1.1 10" 6 

1.25 I0" 6 

0 
0 
0 
0.35 I0" 6 

1.1 10" 6 

.o" 6 

1.2 10" 6 

1.5 I0 " 6 

0 
0 
0.8 10" 6 

1.5 I0 " 6 

TABLE XVII Limits of the stability domain for 
feedback control of horizontal displacements. 

(B = 0.25 IO - 7> 

Besides, two practical limits must be considered : 
i) a maximum acceptable plasma displacement (curve 1 in Fig. 41 for A - 10 cm) 
ii) a maximum admissible generator overvoltage (curve 2 in Fig. 41 : 10 V/turn 
i.e. 800 volts on generator for 80 turns). 

Inside the domain limited by :3L.| . , |s„! - , curves (I) and (2), 
H'nun ' H'tmn 

three behaviours are illustrated by the points A, B and C : 



r 
H'* 4.5 vVb R Ip * c t e B - 0.2 10"7 

L 

-10' 

0CH * 

-10' ,-s 

-10- 6 H 

-10" 

-10 -7 -10" -10 -s pH 
Feedback against horizontal displacement. Stability domain ¥ = 4.5 Wb : Rip = cte ; 
B = 0.2 10 . ( 1 ) :aaximmn displacement i = 13 cm ; (2) feedback voltage V G 2 = 10 V/turn; 
A.B.C. are illustrated in Eig. 42.43.44 ; (3) optimum values of ct , S„. 

Figure 41 
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. A (Fig. 42) low lojjl, high |s H| : 
the displacement is stabilized at a different position from A = 0 

. B (Fig. 43) intermediate values for |a^|, |B„| : 
the displacement goes back to zero regularly 

. C (Fig. 44) higher |ccHi, lower (efl| : 
the displacement is strongly oscillatory with a slow damping. 

Point B is convenient for feedback control, it corresponds to a maximum 
plasma displacement of 7 cm and a maximum feedback voicage of 360 volts. 

In conclusion even for B * 0.25 10 which corresponds to the worst 
conditions, a maximum horizontal plasma displacement of 5 cm (for an initio .. 
displacement of 3 cm including measure sensitive limit and initial response time 
of the converters) may be controlled by a maximum voltage o* 300 Volts 
(5 I0"5 < lojjl < 7 10"5 ; 10"7 < | B H J < 10" 6). 

The problem of the vertical displacement will be analysed soon but it 
is well known that it is a less critical problem for circular plasma cross-
sections. The influence of the time response of the converters will be intro
duced in the calculation, but has already been taken into account for che initial 
phase of the plasma displacement. 

b) Vacuum vessel time constant requirements : 

When adding overvoltage for vertical displacement control, a total 
feedback voltage of 1.2 kV will be required. This voltage will be produced by 
the converters Ĝ . G„, which are capable of a voltage range from + 3 kV to - 3 kV, 
and which are working typically at + 1.5 kV during the plasma current rise and 
0.? kV during the flat top. 

The response of the converter to a + J.2 kV increase demand LS very 
fast ; the response to a - 1.2 kV demand is slower and takes approximately 3 ms. 
It is necessary that during this period of 3 ras, the plasma displacement slowed 
down, only by the eddy currents developped inside the vessels^experienced a 
limited excursion. The maximum acceptable displacement has been choosen equal t •> 
twice the minimum measurable value : 
. minimum measurable A -1,5 cm (which seems easy to obtain from present Asdex 
results [ 17 ] ) 

. maximum displacement after 3 ras- : -.. = 3 cm. 
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Feedback against horizontal displacements. Example with too small |ct__| and too 

large f3„f values : plasma is stabilized at an other position (A = 5.5 cm). 

(D : displacement A ; A,B,C current perturbations on coils A,B,C ; H,R, dipole 

currents on internal and external vessels ; V . feedback voltage on G, converter). 

Figure 62 
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Feedback against horizontal displacements. Proper choice for OL, and B„. (D : dis
placement A t A,B,C current perturbations on coils A»S,C J H,R» dipole currents 
on internal and external vessels ; V „ feedback voltage on G. converter). 

Figure 43 
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bâtions on coils A,B,C ; fl.R dipole currents on internal and external vessels ; 

v., feedback voltage on G„ converter). 

Figure 44 
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This choice puts 'requirement on the toroidal resistance of the vessels 
one has to provide a low enough value despite the negative impact on forcesduring 
a disruption and on induced currents during plasma breakdown. The design values 

-3 -3 
of 10 ft and 10 n for internal and external vessels respectively fulfil these 
requirements. 

L 
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CHAPTER V 

CRYOGENIC SYSTEM 

After fixing the main technical specifications and proposing a refe
rence solution (note SBT/506bis-79) the project team is presently concerned 
with the design of the cryogenic system. This work is undertaken in close col
laboration with industrial firms which are established manufacturers of this 
kind of systems. The aim is to find the best possible compromise between re
quirements some of which are peculiar and new and customs or standards which 
should not be modified too much. 

The description given here pertains to the status of solutions at 
the present time which may still change on some particular points after the 
definite choice of a manufacturer is made. 

1. GENERAL LAY-OUT 

The lay-out of the complete cryogenic system is schematically shown 
in Fig. 1. The main components are as follows : 

- In the Torus hall 

Three cryostats called "cryogenic satellites" contain those elements 
of the circuit which are necessarily installed at short distance to the coils 
(7-10 m ) . 

Each of the three satellites feeds six coil modules. They are situa
ted behind three of the six legs of the magnetic circuit at an angular dis
tance of 120°. 

Each of the three satellites is connected to the refrigerator hall 
by a horizontal cryogenic line placed at level - 1 m. 

The place needed for the cryogenic system was reduced as much as 

possible in the vicinity of the torus. 

- In the refrigerator hall 

The cold boxes of the refrigerators are placed near the storage de-
wars of the corresponding liquid. Containers operated at atmospheric pressure 

3 with a capacity of 200 m are used for recovery of helium gas in case of 
warm up of the coils. 
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Rq:1 General lay-out 
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- An engine room 

The different compressors and pumps associated with the refrigera
tors are placed in a special building. 

- The various containers of compressed gas at t Mpa or 20 Mpa are installed 
in an open space. 

II • MAIN FONCTIONS 

The design of the cryogenic system had to take into account the 
whole of the following specifications some of them being very peculiar to 
the operation of a Tokomak type of machine. 

The numbers quoted throughout this section annLy to an earlier 
design. They ire presently being reviewed to fit the actual 18 coil design 
now considered» 

I. Operating modes 

1.1. Cooldown fromrrqgmMtemperat;urg 

This operation should not occur very often» less than once a year. 

The two main conditions to be fulfilled are the following : 

- the whole operation must not last more than 12 days ; 
10 days from 300 K to 100 K, I day from 100 K to 5 K, 
1 day to fill up with liquid and to reach the steady state, 

- temperature gradient in coils small enough to keep at an acceptable level 
the constraints resulting from differential contractions. 

The most difficult condition arises at the beginning of the cooling 
down phase. The temperature difference should not exceed 20 K in a coil cross 
section (difference between the winding centre and the thick casing)» as 
well as along the coil perimeter. The largest difference between any two 
points inside a coil will then be 40 K. 

When the whole device is heated back to 300 K, the same requirements 
of slow temperature rise and small temperature gradient should apply. 

1.2. Çooldown_after_a_guench 

Two possibilities have been considered : 
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p.uençh_of_ the. _1£ çpil£ 

- The magnetic energy is partly dumped in an external resistor. 

In this case, the energy dissipated inside the coils will bring their tempera

ture up to 80 K. 

- All the energy about 600 MJ is dissipated inside the coils and their 

average temperature reaches about 110 K. 

After these events, the cooling down procedure is restarted from 

the respective temperature level, taking into account the large amounts of 

liquid helium stored in the buffers one should avoid boil off. 

OjUetiçh^of ji sjLnjjle^coil^ 

In case a fault condition drives only one coil to quench ; its tem

perature rises up to 100 K, whereas all Che others remain at a temperature 

near 4 or 5 K but have lost part of their liquid helium. 

The cooling down procedure must then be restarted, taking into 

account the amount of liquid left inside the coils. 

1.3. Standby regimes_ (without current and magnetic field) 

Interruptions of Tokomak experimentation can be classified as : 

- Short : about 10 h (night between two working days) - standby at 2.1 K. 

- Medium : lasting about 2 days (week-end) - standby at 4.5 K. , 

- Long : lasting more than a week - standby at 80 K. 

Repair and maintenance operations may enter into these categories. 

They may then be undertaken, as far as possible, on limited parts 

of the installations, whereas the remaining parts will maintain the necessary 

temperature levels. 

1.4. Plasma vessel baking 

Baking of the plasma vessel and its observation ports up to 520 K 

might be carried out before an experimentation period (for instance, at the 
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beginning of the week). 

During this operation, lasting about A hours, the temperature of 
the whole cryogenic system must stay at a level (standby at 4.5 K or 2.1 K) 
which permits rapid re-cooling within the last hour of the baking cycle, 

i 
to the normal operating conditions. 

The cryopumping panels for neutral beam injection which were not 
supplied during the baking cycle will be put back into operation during the 
last hour of the cycle and during the field rise of the coils. 

When Tokomak experiments are stopped a liquefaction rate of 160 l/h 
of LHe is available for other purposes. 

1.6. Normal operation 

The standby regimes only take into account the various permanently 
existing thermal losses. In addition to them several pulsed dissipations of 
heat within the cold structure characterize the cormal operation of the ma
chine . 

Two events and the associated following numerical values have been 
considered : 

- Normal poloidal pulse : repetition rate 4 minutes 

strong casing at 4.5 K : 144 kj 

windings at 1.8 K : 24 kJ 

Plasma disruption : repetition rate 30 minutes 

The strong casings constitute a magnetic shield of time constant T *V 20 as. 

Energy release 

L 

Energy release per cycle 

.strong casing at 4.5 K : 1 MJ 
(adiabatic heating towards 11 K) 

•windings at 1.8 K : 120 kJ 
(adiabatic heating towards 2 K when 
considering 1500 1 of superfluid helium). 
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2. Refrigeration power 

The following table I summarizes the required refrigeration powers 
and liquefaction rates at the three main temperature levels for the principal 
types of operation. 

For normal operationf the indicated numbers are mean values. 

Thermal buffers of sufficient capacity are used in this case in 
order to obtain a quasi steady state operation of the refrigerators. 

Table 1 : REQUIRED REFRIGERATION POWERS 

Temperature level 1.8 K 4.5 K 80 K 

Standby at BO K - - 10 kW shield 

Standby at 4.5 K - 100 W 
+ 40 l.h"1 leads 10 kW shield 

Standby at 2.1 K 
with cryopumps 150 W 

at 2.1 K 

50 W 
+ 40 l.h" leads 
+ 20 l.h" cryop. 

| 
10 kW shield 

+ 20 ktf cryop. 

Baking cycle 150 W 
at 2.1 EC 

50 W 
+ 40 l.h" leads 

j 
30 kW shield | 

Helium liquefaction 
without cryopumps 

-
100 W 

+ 40 l.h" leads 
+ 160 l.h" liquef. 

10 kW shield 1 
+ 8 kW He liquef.j 

Normal operation 300 W 
at 1.75 EC 

650 W 
+ 80 l.h" leads 
+ 20 l.h" cryop. 

j 
10 kW shield I 

+ 20 kW cryop. ! 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

3.1. Main options and adopted principles 

Three refrigerating sources with respective temperature levels at 
about 1.7 K» 4.5 K and 80 K are present in the system. 

Thermal buffers absorbing the periodically released peak energy 
are used in order to obtain a practically constant operation of the refrige
rators. 

In Fig. 2, we will find the following : 

- The windings are placed in a static pressurized superfluid helium 
circuit which consists of two parts : 

. a heat pipe carrying the heat dissipated in the windings 
towards a cold source composed of heat exchangers 

. an integrated thermal reservoir which keeps the temperature 
rise down to a few tens of degrees during energy dissipation. 

- The He II refrigerator which supplies the 1.8 K cold source. In 
normal operation Che refrigeration power will osc.Ulate slightly around its 
nominal value while the temperature of the cold source will evolve with chat 
of the pressurized He II loop. 

- The He I refrigerator which supplies the refrigeration circuit 
of the thick, casings. A thermal ballast filled with liquid helium acting at 
constant volume is placed outside the torus and absorbs the power spikes. 
The refrigerator thus works at almost constant power. The supercritical gas 
of the cycle constitutes the thermal connection between thick casings and 
thermal ballast. The various operating regimes should have no effect on the 
amount of liquid in the He I and He II circuits. 

- The 80 K refrigerator which will have to satisfy various demands 
which depend on the operating regimes and originate from different locations. 

Fig, 3 gives some details of the helium circuit : 

- The He II circuit near atmospheric pressure includes thin casingb of the 
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windings, heat exchangers at the cold source at 1.7 K and extends to current 
leads and safety valves (see details in 3.2.). 

The filling of this closed volume by liquid helium is obtained by 
the complete condensation of the gas by means of the cold source. 

The cold source *t 1.7 K, fed by the He II refrigerator, is provi
ded by the vaporization of liquid helium at a pressure level of about 9 torr. 

- The He I circuit feeds a 10000 liters liquid helium storage dewar. 

Prom this dewar, the liquid helium is distributed to various loca
tions as : current leads, safety valves, thermal ballast, ... 

Refrigeration of the thenal ballast is provided by means of a 
heat exchanger in a closed loop activated by the cold gas ejector where the 
liquefaction of He I takes place. 

By this means, the thenral ballast can be cooled down to 4.2 K or 
less. 

The main flow rate of the helium I refrigerator (about 100 g.s ) 
goes through each of the 18 strong casings connected in series. 

The supercritical helium gas coming out of e c h strong casing is 
first thermalised with the thermal ballast before entering the next casing. 

The high specific heat and the high flow rate of the supercritical 
helium provide a very efficient thermal connection between the strong casings 
and the thermal ballast. Sy this way, the heat dissipated at every field va
riation is quickly removed from the casings in order to reduce the thermal 
load at I.6 K. The cooling down of the thermal ballast will be ensured over 
all che time between two pulses. 

In the case of a quench of the superconductor, the strong casings 
are heated by heat conduction across the thermal spacers. 

In these conditions, It is necessary to reduce the flow rate of 
the supercritical gas by means of a by pass in order to limit the maximum 
value of the temperature of the thermal ballist. 
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If necessary, the liquid of the thermal ballast could be transfer
red to the 10000 1 dewar in order to accelerate the cooling down of the coils 
by using the full capacity (full flow rate) of the He I refrigerator. 

Details of cooling down will be given in 3. 

2. Circuit of He II near atmospheric pressure 

Fig. 4 shows the location of the main parts of the He II circuit. 

Each coil is connected to one of the three satellites by only one 
tube (72 mm inner diameter) acting as a heat pipe including ail the electri
cal connections (power leads, measurements and controls). 

Within the satellite, the tube divides into two branches : 

- one, going to the cryostat of the current leads located at the top (one 
cryostat collecting the electrical leads of 6 coils)* 

- the other one going down to the bottom of the satellite ensuring the 
connection with the safety valves and with the cold source constituted by 
a saturated He II bath. (Only one bath for 6 coils). 

In such a design, there is practically no hydraulic connection 
between two windings and the superfluid thermal connection will be interupted 
as soon as one of the 18 circuits is heated above T.. 

This particular feature has the purpose to impede the quench propa
gation from one coil to another. 

3. Thermal ballast and temperature dividing heat exchanger of the 
He I circuit 

The function of the thermal ballast has already been described. In 
fact it consists of 3 ontainers of about 1500 1 each, placed respectively 
in anyone of the 3 satellites (see fig. 4). 

At normal operation, different exchange surfaces are needed to 
establish thermal coupling of the supercritical gas circulating in the strong 
casings with the fluid of the thermal ballast. 
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During the cool down of the machine, the exchange surfaces have a 
particular action. The initially available refrigeration power (about 20 kW) 
has co be equally distributed among the 18 coils in order to obtain a homo
geneous cooling. The normal operation mode imposes, however, a series connec
tion of the supercritical gas circuits attached to each the IB strong 
casings. He have adopted a solution that ensures compatibility between these 
two constraints. A set of interconnected heat exchangers, shown in Fig. 5» 
provides the means to divide the total temperature difference appearing at 
the refrigerator exit (about 200 K) and to reduce it to a value of about M K 
across each of the 18 coils. A first division by 3 is performed immediately 
at the refrigerator exit in order to partition the power between the 3 satel
lites. Within each satellite, 2 further divisions by 3 and finally by 2 are 
accomplished. 

4. Cryogenic connection lines 

Three main connection lines are needed for the fluid distribution 
from the cold boxes of the refrigerators to each of the three satellites. 

In the torus hall, these three lines run in parallel about I m be
low the ground floor (level : 0). 

Each line, about 400 mm diameter and 15 to 25 meters length is desi
gned in a modular concept. 

Each module, as described in Fig. 6 includes four cylindrical sta
ges corresponding to the four temperature levels (ambient, 80 K, 4.5 K, 
1.8 K). 

Each stage is supported and separated from the others by low loss 
stainless steel supports. 

At one end of the 5 or 6 meters Long module all the supports are 
rigidely fixed while at the other end they can move freely in the axial di
rection. 

Between two modules, all cold pipes are connected by means of me
tallic bellows. 
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5. Refrigeration plant 

Refrigeration output in the ranges of 300 W at 1.8 K, 1000 U at 
4.5 K and 30 kW at 80 K have already been achieved separately but never in 
a compact plant. 

As a matter of fact, several possible solutions exist depending 
mainly on the following considerations : 

- separate or more or less integrated refrigeration processes 

- 80 K refrigerator with He or N, process 

- He II pumping system to be choosen among : 

. room temperature mechanical pump (Hoots or oil ring) 

. cold turbo compressor 

. room temperature or cold and helium or oil ejectors. 

- gas compressor system : oil lubricated, dry teflon ring, dry labyrinth or 
oil injected screw machine 

- the type of cold expanders to be used (turbine or reciprocating machine 
with various pressure ratios) is function of the specific material avai
lable in each considered industrial firm. 

The final decision concerning the refrigeration plant will be "-aken 
by spring 81 based on the result of a call for tender. 

The preliminary design phase presently engaged with industrial 
firms should be viewed at as a step in the iterative process of search for 
the best solution. The following description reflects therefore only a first 
tentative choice. 

5.1. Solution withMpumping of He II ££_room temperature and_He 
Brayton process_at 80 K level 

The flow sheet given in fig. 7 is taken out of a "Tore Supra 
refrigeration plant design study" from British Oxygen Company. 

- The 80 K refrigerator with a helium Brayton cycle operated at 
pressures from 3 to 20 atmospheres includes two gas bearing turbo expanders 
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[25j and fisJ in parallel (only one necessary in standby regime). 

The 80 K shields of the torus are directly fed by the helium gas 
at 20 atmospheres. The shields of the cryopumps are cooled by liquid nitro
gen in a closed recondensing loop. 

In normal operation a helium flow rate of 335 g.s corresponds to 
a power consumption depending on the kind of compressor as follows : 

. reciprocating teflon ring (2 stages) : 580 kW 

. oil injected screw (f stage) : 740 kW 

. reciprocating labyrinth (2 stages) : 800 kW 

- The He I Claude cycle precooled at 80 K includes two stages of 
turbo expanders (23) and (24) respectively near 40 K and 15 K (only one nee
ded in standby). 

The compression of 235 g.s at 1.1 MPa needs ; 

. teflon ring (3 stages) : 633 kW 

. oil injected screw (J stage) : 770 kW 

. labyrinth (3 stages) : 850 kW 

- The He XI process of the Joule Thomson type is precooled at four 
temperature levels (80 K» 40 K, 15 K, 4.5 K). 

The pressure of 1400 Fa required for obtaining refrigeration at 
1.75 K results in large and expensive heat exchangers and vacuum pumps. 

Tne optimization of these two components leads to a heat exchanger 
with a pressure drop of about 500 Fa associated with a pumping speed of about 
50000 m /h. The power consumption for the c 
from 900 Pa to about !00 k Pa is 200 kW. 

3 -1 
50000 m /h. The power consumption for the compression of 17 g.s of helium 

Concerning reliability of the plant, He II pumping system seems to 
be one of the weak points if we look at the experience gained at Karlsruhe 
and CEHSU 

The problems encountered with a vacuum pump system made of 6 to 10 
individual large roots pumps come mainly from cooling conditions, vibrations 
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and air leakage. The units operating at the lowest pressure level, are the 

most concerned. In spite of Che progress achieved in the development of roots 

pumps, we consider some other solutions expected to increase Che reliability 

of the plant» 

5.2. So^t^ç£j^h_çold_çgmp_ressor 

The density of the cold gas near 1300 Fa is sufficient Co allow 

its compression by means of a turbo machinery operated in the range of 4 to 

10 kelvins.Depending on the chosen pressure ratio, a certain amount of com-

pressfenal heat is developped and has to be removed at low temperature. That 

leads to oversize He I refrigerator design. 

As a benefit, the design of the heat exchangers becomes much less 

critical and the low pressure part of the pump working at room temperature 

can be avoided. 

The pressure level at the outlet of the cold compressor has to be 

optimized and depends upon its own adiabatic efficiency. 

Fig. 8, given as an example, illustrates a possible solution where 

an intermediate pressure level of about 5000 Fa is provided by a cold turbo 

compressor. 

The final compression from 5000 Pa to 1 atmosphere can be achieved 

at xoom temperature fay the following ways (alone or by combination ) : 

. roots pumps (3 stages) 

. oil ring pumps (1 stage) 

. helium or oil ejectors 

Oil ring pumps or oil ejector could be use if oil injected screw 

compressors were choosen. 

The cold compressor can be turned off in standby regime. With the 

assumption of an adiabatic efficiency of 50% (remember 60 to 70% for turbo 

expanders) a power supplement of 300 W has to be added to the nominal load 

of 1000 tf at the 4.5 K level. 
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Before selecting such a solution, feasibility of a cold compressor 
has to be experimentally demonstrated. 

5.3. SO^^efrigerator^selection 

The required refrigeration power, including precooling of the He I 
and He XI circuits is in Che range of 42 kW. 

Three types of refrigerators have been considered, namely : 

- Stirling cycle machines 

- Nitrogen liquéfier 

- Nitrogen or helium Brayton cycle 

Stirling cycle machines are very attract!-. . 

They are compact, higly efficient and safe against any risk of 
contaminating the load. 

Unfortunately, the availability of machines of the required size 
is very limited. 

The Stirling machines have the Lowest running cost, however, this 
does not offset their extremely high capital cost. 

The requirement for frequent and expensive maintenance makes them 
even less attractive. 

Standard nitrogen liquéfier could be used with the benefit of a 
long term industrial experience. They have the lowest investment cost but 
running costs are rather high if we consider the nitrogen make up needed for 
leakage compensation. 

The Brayton cycle seems to be competitive with the other options. 

If, helium cycle is used che compressors could be the same as in 
the helium refrigerator. 

If, the required power needed for cryopumps becomes larger than 
presently stated a nitrogen Brayton cycle could be the best choice. 
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5.4, Heiium_£2EEEÊi££E_££iê££i22 

Three types of compressors can be looked upon : 

- Dry reciprocating with plastic piston rings 

- Dry reciprocating with labyrinth piston 

• Oil flooded screw compressors 

Comparisons are made on the basis of investment cost, running cost, 

reliability and flexibility. 

By flexibility, we mean the possibility to reduce the power consump

tion during standby operation modes. 

The point is to find out wether there is an advantage to equip the 

He I and IT refrigerators with 2 or 3 units and the 80 K refrigerator with 

2 units as a result of the available standard sizes. 

Table 2 shows the mass flow (including a 10% margin) and th? duty 

cycle for each operation mode. 

Table 2 : COMPRESSOR DUTIES 

Plant duties Duty cycle % 

Mass flow i 

80 K 
Pressure from 
0. 3 to 2 MPa 

-I 
n g.s 

He I + II 
Pressure from 
0.1 to 1.1 MPa 

Full load 30 335 235 

Standby at 2.1 EC 25 335 95 

Standby at 4.5 K 30 160 75 

Standby at 80 K 15 110 0 
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Table 3 shovs the energy consumption and the comparative costs for 
each type of compressor. 

Data are based on the BOC study and informations received fro*; 
manufacturers. 

Although costs are given in arbitrary units, electrical energy 
cost has been assumed to be 0.2 FF per kWh as a mean value. 

Table 3 : COMPRESSOR COST COMPARISON 

Compressor type Dni 

30 K 

C number 

He 
I + II 

Required power 
at Cull load 

in kW 

Costs (arbi 

Investment 

trary units) 

Total after 
10 years 
running 

Dry plastic rings 2 3 i 1300 ! 1 
1 ! 

6.9 
Dry labyrinth piston 2 2 1650 1.6 9.5 
Oil flooded screw ! 2 2 , 1500 1.1 7.8 

More flexibility is obtained with dry plastic piston compressors 
by using three units in He I + II process and also vith screw compressors 
by using variable capacity control. 

Dry labyrinth piston compressors» the most expensive, have demons-
traced their reliability in helium refrigeration plants during long years. 

Dry plastic piston compressors in helium duty are very sensitive 
to temperature and piston speed which have to be kept at low values. 

Reliability of oil flooded screw compressors is very high from the 
mechanical point of view. 

However, some doubt persists about oil removal efficiency and gas 
purity monitoring. 

In fact, the recent utilization of such machines in continously 
operated helium refrigeration plants does not yet allcw to draw a definite 
conclusion. 
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In any way, the compressor selection will b-a higly influenced by 
Che level o* long term guaranties and technical assistance proposed by each 
firm. 

6. Tests of the cryogenic system 

The detailed tests operations will be listed in programs during 
the detailed design phase of each subsystem. 

At that time, the following principles should be applied to the 
final tests on site : 

- Test I t concerns the refrigeration plant alone. 

The available refrigeration powers will be measured at the outlet 
of the cold boxes. A continous long term operation representative of the 
daily or weekly various operating modes will be completed over about 6 weeks 
(1000 hours). 

- Test 2 : will include the cryogenic lines and satellites. 

The heat losses of these components will be estimated and the re$-
;vnse to transient regimes verified. 

- Test 3 : performed with the full torus on line will give the final answer 
about cooldown regime and permanent and transient heat loads. 

Test 1 will act as delivery acknowledgment of the refrigeration 
plant while test 2 will be considered as provisional receipt of both cryoge
nic transfer lines and satellites as well as of the refrigeration plant. 

Test 3 will be final receipt of all the cryogenic system. 
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CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION 

*i ~ INTRODUCTION 

The control, the monitoring and the data acquisition of TORE SUPRA 
will be done through computers and microprocessors in view of the recent develop
ments, we assume that this technology is available and well adapted. 

The philosophy retained considers a multi-computer system with a hierar
chical structure. These distributed functions allow to obtain a very good flexibi
lity and a sufficient rover. The flexibility is used to define operation for the 
machine (conditions and parameters of the plasma) and diagnostics, to exchange 
software and hardware between the two parts : machine and diagnostics ; the power 
of computers is used for the data acquisition and storage and processing. 
In this domain, experience has been gained in building and running : the data 
acquisition of TFR, the control and monitoring of the magnetic and cryogenic test 
stand (9T - I.8K) and of the DC breaker model test* Study of this complete 
Tore Supra system has just recently started. 

Xf - COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATION.SYSTEMS 

- 1st level : it is the highest level with several computers ; each of 
them has its own role : 

, supervisory of the control and monitoring of the apparatus, 

. supervisory of the control and monitoring of diagnostic devices, 

and acquisition of data sent from lower level computers, 

. sophisticated prot - on the data from many shots, 

. storage of the data on big disks and magnetic tapes, 

. Connection with big computers of the CEA. 

- 2nd level : At this level, both the machine and the diagnostic devices 
are concerned. 

For the machine, it is required to make the control and the monitoring 
for the different phases : tests, pulses, stand by, emergency shot down. etc... 
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For a good efficiency (hardware and software), the machine will be splitted into 
several parts ; each of them will be driven by a computer ; if the work to be done 
is too heavy, it is possible to distribute it among several local units (3th level) 
that will be the actual connection between the experiment and the computer system. 

For the diagnostic devices, it is possible to define several groups 
driven by a computer. Each diagnostic inside a group uill use only a simple module 
or a complicated system (3th level). 

- 3rd level : This lowest level allows to execute locally simple tasks 
with no intervention of the central computer. This property is true for both 
machine and diagnostic local systems. 

- Communications : 

A distributed computer system brings a lot of simplifications in the 
software of each computer ; but this solution asks for good communication modules. 

. communications between computers themselves : messages, orders, data, etc... 
A standard link proposed by the computer manufacturer is the better 
solution : asynchroneous or synchroneous link for the long distances (if 
it is fast enough), parallel link (word or byte) for the shorter distances 
(inside the computer room, for example). 

. communication between computer and machine. It usually corresponds to 
signals as timings, clocks, interlocks etc ... ; that warm directly 
all the computers ; in general, they are originated from outside of the 
computer system. 

TPX - MAM MACHINE INTERFACES 

However inside a hierarchical structure, .iî 'ficulties are due to the fact 
that several computers are working at the same time with different aims and are 
exchanging together. Among different possibilities, the operator can ask infor
mations or send orders, and wait responses with one or several computers at any 
level : 

computer or ^__\ machine 
:") microprocessor^ / 

operator 4 — ^ computer (—V computer "~ 
(level 1) (level 2) <T\ ,. 

\,. computer or /•__>> diagnostic 
*-* microprocessorN ' device 
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In order to make such an operation possible, three points are now under consi
deration : 

a) Synoptic 

The synoptic will be stored in the computers memory and will be displayed 
by parts according to need by graphics, numerical values or small texts» Suppression 
of the direct action by operators or specific switches allows to choose a very 
small synoptic compared to those on present experiments. 

b) Consoles 

From consoles» operators and physicists can send orders and receive infor
mations. Several kinds of consoles will be provided : 

- general purpose consoles for operation who are responsible for running the expe
rimental programme. This kind of console will be provided with color or/and black 
and white screen, keybord, touch panel, TV etc... 

- auxiliary consoles which are connected only with one particular part of the 
experiment, 

- simple screens to receive and visualize a list of data. 

c) Languages for the control 

It would be better to have a single language to communicate with all 
computers {machine and diagnostics). But other solutions are possible and it is 
not possible to choose today. 

p£- STANDARDIZATION AND COMPATIBILITY 

a) Computers : All the computers will be of the same family, thus compatible 
between themselves, except for the host computer used for the sophisticated 
processings. Nevertheless, links between computers and protocoles to exchange 
messages between them should permit as far as possible to include other kind of 
computers. 
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b) Microprocessors 

It will be necessary to standardize around TORE SUPRA the kind of 
microprocesscrs : 3 bit for a simple control» 16 bit for complex one and diagnostics. 
The best will be to choose two microprocessors of the same family (compatible buses). 

c) Diagnostic devices 

The CAMAC standard is adopted by the most part of the fusion laboratories 
in the world (Europe» USA, Japan). Used in TFR experiment, this standard must 
to be in use for the interfaces between computers and devices. 

The microprocessors can be inside the CAMAC (autonomous crate controller 
or crate controller) or outside the CAMAC with an interface. 

d) Connection and insulation 

Fiber optic links will be generalized for the connections between 
computers-computers and CAMAC-computery The new technology allows fast speeds for 
the transfer (several M bits/s). 

Optical insulation will be used for analog signals when the frequencies 
are compatible. 

e) Control and monitoring of the machine subsystems : 

If CAMAC standard has many advantages for the diagnostics, this choice 
is not obvious for the interfaces between computers and machine parts : an inter
national standard is not necessary. Two solutions with a balance of advantages and 
disavantages can be thought. 

CAMAC - the compatibility with diagnostic is good. 

- there is no international standard language compatible with CAMAC. 
Some local languages exist : Casic (France), Caty (Great Britain), 
Nodal (adopted by Cern). For these languages, it is necessary to 
write a compiler or an interpreter in the choosen computer (it is also 



possible to limit the choice of computer to those where these 
language are implemented). 

- the CAMAC links (parallel or serial) are fast at any distances 
(< 200 m). 

No CAMAC and use of standard I/O interface of the computer 

- no compatibility with diagnostic system. 

- industrial control systems exist and thin implementation is easy 
and fast ; possibility exists to use macro language Co define nil 
automatisms. 

- each control unit has its own language. 

- in general, the data transfer is slow (9600 bauds). 

- no high insulation interfaces. 

The choice will be made after a study of the control requirements for 
each subsystem of the machine. 

"gT- SUBSYSTEMS 

a) Diagnostics 

All the subsystems for diagnostics are not defined to day ; a lise of 
those working presently on TFR helps to get figures : 

- magnetic loops - neutron flux. 

- neutrons speccroscopy. 

- charge exchange neutral particules. 

- interferometers. 

- impurity emission. 

- Doppler effect on impurity lines. 
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- laser scattering, 

- microwave scattering. 

- soft x-rays. 

- hard x-rays. 

- bolometers. 

- cameras. 

When on TFR the number of measurements is between 150 and 200 K, it will 
be greater than 1M on TORE SUPRA* This number is increasing because the number of 
channels will be greater and the discharge duration longer. Even if not proportion
nai to the discharge length, each channel having 1000 samples on TFR, will have 
at least 4000 on TORE SUPRA, 

b) Control and monitoring of the machine subsystems 

He can separate the machine into several main subsystems : 

- poloidal field. 

- toroidal field. 

- vacuum and gas handling. 

- cryogeny. 

- heating (neutral beams, H.F.). 

For the whole machine» it Is possible to point out several steps during 
normal operation : 

- stand-by : the system waits for next discharge. 

- parameter set up : modifications of one oi: several parameters for 
the machine or the diagnostics. 

- plasma pulse with three phases : 

. prepulse ; preparation of plasma pulse (test of parameters values, 
conditions to be verified in each subsystems). 
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. pulse : order "G0 M if everything is O.K. 

. post pulse : control of pulse to define if it is good or not, read 

out all data (diagnostics and machine). 

- emergency when failures are detected. 

- tests on the whole machine or locally. 

Some subsystems characteristics are given in the following : 

The poloidal field system (coils and power supplies) is involved for 

different modes of operation for the whole apparatus : 

- cleaning discharges, 

- bake out, 

- plasma pulses. During ic« this system will control the plasma position. 

. For the monitoring, the number of input/output (I/O) is : 

- about SO digital I/O 

- about 50 analog output 

The envisaged time response is about 500 us. 

. For the control of the power supplies, the number of I/O digital or 

analog is presently unknown. 

. For the control of the plasma position» it is necessary to have a fast 

feedback control (1ms). It is necessary to compute a transfer function after reading 

out several analogic signals : 4 magnetic loops - several Rogcwski loops - vertical 

field. 

. A particular problem is to run a virtual discharge without power before 

each pulse in order to be sure that everything is in agreement with specifications. 

ii) ï2E2Ïii5i_£isi£' 

Three main phases can be distinguished : 

- coil current rise and decrease, 

- constant current and d.c. field, 

- safety discharge of the magnetic energy. 
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. For the monitoring, some I/O are necessary. 

. For the control, about 200 analog input will keep memory of the time 

evolution of different voltages, pressures, magnetic fields, strain gauges for all 

coils during normal operation or during quench. 

The safety magnet discharge will be made by both software and hardware 

systems. 

Microprocessors will drive all this system. 

iii) yacwm^and_g£s_hjuidling 

As for the poloidal field, this system is involved in many different 

modes of operation : 

. stand by 

. plasma pulse 

. cleaning discharges 

. bake out 

. leak detection 

In general, the control and the monitoring of this system is very easy : 

the number of digital or analog I/o is small and the constant time is long (Is or 

more). A particular problem remains : the vacuum system is running 24 h/24, as well 

as the cryogenic one. 

For the stand by or plasma pulse condition, the approximation number of 

digital I/O is 400 and analog 200. To this, one or several mass analysers can be 

added in order to follow several masses during the pulse or immediatly after it ; 

they are built around a microprocessor which works indépendant!.;/ and can send 

elaborated data. 

During vessel bake out, it is necessary to survey tuns of water circulators 

and 100 thermocouples j the period between two successive surveys is between several 

seconds and 1 minute. 

For the cleaning discharges, the control of the vesrel is similar but the 

time-rate is much higher : a 30 ms plasma pulse at high density every 3 seconds. 

For each of them, we must read the plasma current, the voltage and the density. 
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For leak detection» the problem is very simple and the number of I/o is 
small (about 20 for both analog and digital I/o). 

i ) Cryogeny. 
The problem will be solved by an industrial control system (local unit), 

that the level 2 computer «ill drive. 

The rate of data acquisition is about 500 per second for all cryostats. 

L 



CHAPTER VII 

RADIATION HAZARDS 

Since only deuterium or hydrogen (no criti'im) are expected to be used 

in TORE SUPRA, the following sources of risk are to be considérai : 

a) Activation of the vacuum vessel : The possibility for personnel of entering 

and working inside the vacuum chamber must be provided throughout the whole life 

of the machine (i.e. 10 years). Consequently the induced radioactivity inside the 

chamber after this period of time should not exceed a critical value, for which a 

technical intervention lasting as about 10 hours would uo longer be possible. 

A policy regarding this critérium is outlined. 

b) Neutron radiation : The neutron emission will mainly be due to the prim ry 

D-D reaction (2.45 MeV neutrons). In addition a small contribution of 14 MeV 

neutrons comes from secondary D-T reactions, tritium ions being produced by thr 

prinary DD reactions (proton branche). The features of a concrete shield hav> been 

evaluated to reduce the neutron dose to a permissible level for staff protection. 

The consistency o£ these parameters with the maximum number of full power snots 

allowed in order Co keep the vacuum vessel radioactivity low enough is di?cussed. 

c) Tritium exhaust : Although no tritium is used as fuel in T.S., the amount 

of tritium produced in a single shot calls for attention to the probler 

d) Run-away electron rati Unions :The characteristics of the ru away 

electrons (RAE) in TORE SUPRA have been scaled from TFR results. Although most presenc 

Tokamaks can achieve discharges without RAE, we show «hat might be some consequences 

of "run away accidents". 

1 - Calculation of the neutron source intensity 

a) Plasma parameters : Predictions based upon empirical scaling laws [ 1 ] have 

been u*ed as a guide to obtain the main plasma parameters in T.S. The predicted 

values are : 

. confinement time T ~ 570 ms 

. temperatures (ohmic heating) T » T = 1.85 keV 
eo -O 

. critical density (central) n c ^ .5 10 cm 
eo 

Additional heating of the plasma will be carried out with neutral injection 

(NIH) or RF methods (ICRH and LHFH). In any case the power deposited inside the 
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plasma is supposed to be 10 MW. In the following the neutron source associated to 
NIH is supposed to be the strongest, in comparison to the sources due to RF at the 
same useful power level, i.e. the ion tail which may arise in LHFH for example 
produces less neutrons than the D "' beam - D + plasma interaction of NIH and the tempe
rature increase in either ICRH or LHFH is at most the same as that of Kill. Conse
quently only NIH will be considered for estimation. The beam ei.ergy is 100 keV, 
the shot duration is 30 seconds, the predictions of a ID transport code and those of 
a Monte Carlo calculation are used together to determine the fusion neutron source 
(except the 14 HeV source which is only estimated) • The central ion temperature and 

14 -3 density are 5 keV and 10 cm respectively during NIH. 

b) Ohmic heating conditions (OH) 

The 2.45 HeV neutron fluence is 4.5 10 for a sitôt with the parameters 
of item a). Temperature and density profiles are assumed to be rather flat 

need b' 
J 3 

2 2 0 5 (~(1 - r /a ) ' ) . In those conditions, the high energy tritons produced by the 

L 

DD reactions - if confined during their slowing down - generate about 1.5 10 
14 MeV neutrons. This source of 14 MeV neutrons dominates the thermal D-T neutre. 
production even though all the tritons are perfectly reflected from the wall. 

c) Neutral injection heating 

For a tangential coinjection of !00 keV D into a D plasma with the 
features of item a), a fluence of 2 10 D-D neutrons is expected. This value accounts 

for the beam-plasma effect which is dominant (1.5 10 ) as well as for the plasma-
plasma neutrons (3 10 ) . The beam-beim production is negligible. The 14 MeV source 
reaches a level of 3 10 neutrons per shot. 

2 - Activation of the vacuum vessel [2]. 

A cylindrical model is used to describe the T.S. rrrangement in which whe 
different parts (vacuum vessel» coils, mechanical structure...,) are concentric 
shells. The various plasma components arc taken into account (including impurities). 
There are three levels in the calculation : 

i) neutron transport calculation (2.4 MeV and 14 MeV) 
ii) calculation of the Y sources in space 

iii) transport of the gammas to the center of the ~.uum vessel. 
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The calculation has been carried out to represent a period of ten years with 
a constant r a t e o i discharges. Radioactivity is calculated for conditions one 
or two days after the last shot, in order to eliminate Che short period radionuclides. 
The fii'i.t result which is obtained from this work is the maximum number of full power 
D Q-NIH shots in deuterium compatiMe with the access to the vessel at time t - 10 years. 
If one accepts that a man can work ten hours within a dose flow of 100 mrem/h in the 
worst conditions, the number of full power NIH shots, supposed regularly spaced in 
time, is 6250. The detail of the contributiinr. to the dose of the £.4 HeV and 14 HeV 
neutrons is shown in figure 1 for either NIH or OH conditions. It is clear that the 
14 MeV neutrons scarcely contribute to the dose while the number of OK shots is 
approximately non limited. It can be seen in Cable 1, Chac Che major role in the 

59 long Cetm activation is played by the Co contained in stainless steel as an 
impurity (0.11% in the calculation). 

REACTION PERIOD % AFTER 1 MONTH % AFTER 5 YEARS 

Cr 5 0(n,Y)Cr 5 1 27.7 d 59 10 

Fe 5 8(n,Y>Fe 5 9 44.6 d 17 4 
Co 5 9(n,Y)Co 6 0 5.2 y 21 85 
Cu 6 3(n,Y)Cu 6 4 12.7h 3 1 

Table I - Relative contributions Co Che dose of the more dangerous radionuclides 
fur 2 times after the start up of the experiment (2 days after the last shot). 

An effort must be done to reduce the cobalt concentration, specially in 
the vacuum vessel so that the number of full nouer D - NIH shots cat be increased 

o 
or the do-:3 flow in tLc chamber at time t years is reduced. A gain of a factor 
of two at least seems plausible. On the other hand a careful strategy must he 
adopted for the NIH experiments (as well as for the other additional heating 
experiments) connected Co permanent measurements of che radioactivity of the vacuum 
vessel. For example, one could use mixtures of either hydrogen and deuterium for 
NIH and LHFH experiments or hydrogen - deuterium - helium for ICRH experiments in 
adequate proportions. 
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3 - Neutron shielding [3]. 

the thickness of an ordinary concrete shielding has been estimated with 
a three step procedure : 

i) A 3D Monte Carlo code (TRIPOLI) calculates the D-D neutron fluxes, currents 
and biological doses within the protection. The machine is described by a set of 
12 identical sectors. The vertical projection of a sector is an isosceles triangle 
containing one and a half superconducting coil and half an iron limb. Twelve 
successive 30° rotations around the main axis generate the machine. The shielding 
itself is a twelve sidedbox, with two planes as floor and roof. 

ii) A Î 0 neutron transport calculation (ANISN) which describes the propa
gation of neutrons in the concrete shielding. The length of the wall is supposed 
to be 3 meters, an excessive length for T.S. which can be shortened with regard 
to the protection criteria. 

iii) An analytical calculation of the inelastic Y and of the neutron capture 
gammas(SABINE) which gives the biological dose in the shielding associated to those 
radiations. 

We have chosen to limit the dose to a maximum of 2.5 rarem/hour which actual
ly is the standard maximum at CEA (i.e. 5rem/year for a worker present 40 hours 
a week and 50 weeks a year) during full power D - NIH experiments. Going back to the 
6250 permissible shots (see § 2) and supposing that their annual distribution upon 
10 years is a bell shaped curve with a maximum equal to thrice its mean value ; 
the most productive year will contain 1875 shots. The same assumption for the month 
distribution leads to 470 shots for the month with most intense work. Finally this 
procedure leads to 70 shots for the best day, a number compatible with the technical 
possibility of T.S.to operate one shot every four minutes (supposing 10 hours work 
in the day). 

These considerations lead to a maximum dose of 0.36 mrem per shot. The 
results of ANISN and SABINE are plotted in figure 2 ; it can be seen that a 
concrete shield thickness of 160 to 170 cm is sufficient to fulfil the dose crité
rium. However the Y dose dominates over che neutron dose at the exit point of the 
shielding. Consequently, adding some S to the concrete could allow a reduction 
of the wall thickness down to a minimum value of the order of 1.4 meter. 

) This assumption is not in strong contradiction with the calculation of the vacuum 
vessel activation for which thts shot distribution Is assumed to be uniform in 
time, since the period of the dominant radionuclide (Co ) is 5 years. 
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A - Tritium production 

The number of tritium atoms is equal to the number of D-D neutrons. 

Converted into radio-activity this corresponds to 8 10 désintégrations par second 
-4 8 -2 

(d.p.s) or 2 10 Ci for the O.S. phase and 3.6 10 d.p.s. or 10 Ci after a single 
shot with D - NIH. These values must be compared to the maximum authorized level : 

5 9 -

2.2 10 d.p.s, per cubic meter for air contamination and 3.3 10 d.p.s, per cubic 

meter for water contamination. Though no tritium will bss purposely fed into the 

plasma* it is obvious that precaution must be taken to avoid accumulation and to allow 

a good evacuation of tritiated compounûs. The 6250 full p.wer NiH shots will produce 

total activity of 60 Ci in ten years. Hereafter, are summarized the main conclu

sions of a preliminary work : 

- Tritium will be released into the atmosphere from the top of the T.S. hall, 

20 meters above ground level. In such conditions, the maximum activity at ground 

level is around 3 10^ dps m~ 3 just after a full power NIH experiment. To avoid tritium 

back streaming, a blast system will blow air into the chimney with a velocity equal 

to 2 m.3~'just after the shot. 

- Tritium absorbed on the vacuum vessel wall and limiters should be removed by 

blasting the vacuum chamber with argon gas before opening the machine to air. 

The same remark holds for the vacuum pipes. 

- The oil used in the pumping system can contain up to \% water (weight). In a full 

power NIH experiment the proportion of tritium atoms with respect to the total 
-3 

gas is 8 10 %. The oil mass in T.S. pumping system is 200 kg which could thus 

retain up to 0.2 g tritiated water (i.e. an activity equal to 250 Ci). Actually the 

number of possible full power NIH shots limits this radioactivity to 60 Ci in 

ten years. This last number shows that a regular control of the oil is needed. 

- Finally the cryopanels of the neutral injectors must be controlled, because they 

can trap tritons back streaming from the plasma chamber. 

5 - Run-away electron hazards f^]. 

It is well known that most Tokamaks encountered more or less severe 

problems due to the creation of large amounts of RAE (TFR, T10, ALCATOR,...) 

specially at the very start of the experiments. As a consequence we consider 

that this risk must be included in the definition of the radioprotection of T.S. 

even though it can be regarded as accidental. 
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A scaling of the RAE behaviour in T.S. has been inferred from some 
typical low density discharges of TFR. The main conclusions are : 

i) The confinement tine of RAE in TFR is equal to 'or larger than the thermal 
particle confinement time (~50 ms) ; if an a scaling applies» the confinement 
time as well as cht discharge duration are long enough for the RAE to reach the 
radiation limit E « 50 MeV in T.S. Consequently the biological dose die to x-rays 
per RAE is strongly enhanced in T.S. compared to TFR (for example the dose associa
ted to a 50 MeV RAE is 3 10 times larger than that associated to a 5 MeV electron 
in the direction of the incident beam). In addition» the number of particles in 
T.S. - i.e. the number of possible RAE is 30 times larger than in TFR at equal 
density. 

ii) Due to the uncertainties in the density and temperature profiles, the 
creation rate of RAE is not precisely known. Nevertheless situations have been 
encountered in TFR in which the hard x-ray dose reached levels as high as 70 rem 
per shot. 

The conclusion reached at, is that megarem doses might be observed on 
T.S. per single shot, due to hard x-rays in the direction of Che incident electron 
beam. Although this dose is considerably reduced by the neutron shielding around 
T.S. (down to some hundred mrem ), it exceeds the authorized maximum. Consequently 
some precautions have to be taken, for example the discharge could be stopped if 
an "alarm " level (say some thousand rem , close to the machine) is broken through. 

Secondary effects must be quoted, connected to RAE. These are : 

- the electro désintégration of deuterium which produces neutrons, 

- the photodesintegration of the limiter material which produces photo-
neutrons and limiter activation. 

The number of neutrons produced in such processes for worst condition 
discharges could reach levels comparable to or larger than the thermonuclear 
production. Actually the "alarm" level intended for the hard x-rays is sufficient 
to reduce the number of neutrons to values for which the concrete shield makes the 
dose outside negligible. The RAE induced radioactivity of the limiter is drastically 
reduced by the same system, down to a low value, say 1 mrem/h at contact for a 
single shot. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

1 - Site Layout 

Site Layout stud'^s have started recently, since the decision to build 
Tore Supra at Cadarache vas taken only in June 1980. Consequently all aspects 
have not yet been investigated carefully and some changes could still occu .nd 
modify the present site Layout. 

Cadarache is located in the south of France near Marseille and close to 
Aix in Provence. It is one of the major center of the CEA dedicated to house 
prototype of big reactor, like, for instance, Rapsodie which has allowed to assess the 
the feasability and reliability of future commercial fast breeder reactors. 

The place where Tore Supra will be installed takes advantage of an easy 
access from the main road, a vast stretch of land which allows alnost any extension, 
a nearly flat ground,, the closeness of the high voltage network and other utilities, 
the possibility to become quite indépendant if required. 

The Tore Supra complex Layout has been designed taking into account : 

- future extensions of almost all buildings : torus hall, assembly hall, 
power supplies hall, etc ... 

- possible installation of an other experimental facility which could be 
fed b> the same major services such as poloidal field power supplies, additional 
heating generators, cryogenic cooling etc ... 

- installation of power supplies as close as possible to the torus hall. 

- simultaneous installation of more conventional laboratories ; besides 
TORE SUPRA all the activities of the Association Euratom-CEA will have to move from 
Fontenay-aux-Roses and Grenoble. 

- north-south orientation of buildings which gives the best living 
conditions in this sunny site. 

- financing of the whole programme which imposes progressive commitments. 
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2 - Experimental complex 

From the torus hall axis (along which it could eventually be extended), 
ve define : 

- The south wing : it houses the poloidal field power supplies and the 
additional heating power supplies and generators* A large area is provided in the 
back for possible extensions. 
On the west end of this wing we find the control room, the computers room! the 
lecture theater, the library. 

On the east end of this wing will be installed the outdoor poloidal field 
power supply components and the 220 kV electrical station. This station provides 
only pulsed power (a 100 MVÀ), quasi permanent needs (ss5 HVA) are served by another 
63 fcv network. A 4 m deep . 3 m wide gallery located along the south side of the torus 
hall will insure interlinks between the specific buildings. 

* The north wing : it houses the cryogenic hall. In the west end of this 
wing, we finds the workshops» the stores, the drawing offices. 

On the east end of the wing, a separate building houses the compressors 
and the pumps of the cryogenic system. The main water cooling exchanger is located 
farther back. 

- In front of the torus hall main entrance, and oriented north-south, 
a line of adjacent halls is envisaged. The assembly hall, in the center, communicates 
on two sides with large areas, which will house development programs of the 
Association not necessarly specific to Tore Supra, but equally using large pieces 
of equipment (neutral injection, RF heating). These area which can also be extended 
along their axis can be partially used during commissioning equipments for Tore Supra. 

On the west side of these experimental halls, will be built all the con
ventional laboratories and offices which are needed for housing the whole programme 
and personnel of the Association Euratom-CEA. 
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3 - Construction processes 

Different processes are envisaged in Che construction of these buildings. 

- The torus hall (and the buildings housing conventional laboratories) 
will be made of concrete» combined with prefabricated compounds such as pre-casted 
beamsf framings and claddings. 

- The operation building which houses control and computer rooms, 
lecture theater and services where people spend a large share of their time will 
be provided with more confort. 

- The buildings housing power supplies will be built in the cheapest 
possible way, however thermally insulated. In these buildings, modular prefabricated 
frame work will be used as extensively as possible. The cladding will probably be 
painted metal sheet. 

The plotting of fundat-jn is designed in or';* to allow wide flexibility 
in partitioning. A grid of 7 m seems to fit the best and each code would be able 
Co bear 40 c. The posts will therefore be sized Co support Che same load. The design 
of posts and framings will have to take into account possible installation of 
additional platforms and girders for 15 t crane. Therefore fixings will be foreseen 
at different heights ; this is still more importan, in case of pre-cast concrete 
posts and framings. 

- The assembly hall and its two adjacent halls will be built on the 
same 7 m grid fundation but the frame work of the roof will be sized for respec
tively 34 o and 28 m span. 

a) Torusjiall 

The inside dimensions of Che torus hall are 30 m in width, 25 m in length 
and the height from the level 0,00 to the underside of the roof is 13.8 m ; 
the hook heighc can reach 10 m from this level. 

The torus hall is provided with a 4 m deep basement. The thickness of the 
walls and roof are assessed from shielding requirements. 
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- The walls are 2 m thick, except in the upper part where they are only 
1,3 m to provide room for the 50 t crane girders, thus increasing the hook travel
ling ; the upper part of the wall between the torus and assembly hall would be 
eventually built in such a way that the 50 t crane could proceed from the one 
to the other during the assembling phase or in case of major transformation or 
repair. 

The 2 m thick south wall would be built from heavy parts which could be 
eventually dismantled (a compulsory requirement if the preceeding possibility 
is not retained). 

- The roof is made of 1.3 a thick pre-stressed concrete beams set side by side 
and poured with concrete after assembly. Ventilation ducts are located in the roof 
as also a number of tie rods for possible provisional hoistering tackle ; some of 
them will especially be located above the neutral beam injectors and will have to 
be able to hoist the cryo-pumping panels, otherwise the height of the torus hall 
will have to be increased by a few additional meters. 

- The level of the main floor corresponds to the level 0,00 of most buildings 
as the assembly hall. The floor is made of steel removable panels supported under
neath by heavy framings, on posts located on a grid of S m. 
The weight of the whole torus is supported separately from the main floor by twelve 
posts, each of them being loaded with 90 t. 

The torus ball has a large doorway 6 m x 7 m sized to accept major 
components like a module of 3 coils or a neutral beam injector unit coming from 
the assembly hall. The torus hall is also provided with a small sliding door for 
personnal access,opening in the assembly hall. 

The basements walls are provided with three widely sized penetrations for 
ducts, feeders, electrical cables, busbar power connections ; each is 2 m wide 
and 3 m high. In order to find a compromise between the conflicting requirements 
of straight penetration and biological shielding, all unoccupied space in these 
penetrations will be carefully plugged with blocks made of polyethylene. 

Recent calculations show this t'okness could be reduced to about 1.5 m. 
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Dedicated penetrations, for the cryogenic supply at least, «ill be provided. 
Anyway, a number of additional plugged penetrations will be foreseen for future 
needs. 

Direct personnel access to the basement will be possible through a 
sliding door from the underground gallery which links all buildings of the south 
wing, specifically the control room, and provides passage for all t sbars, cables, 
ducts and utilities. 

b) Assembljrjiall 

The assembly hall consists of a steel framework designed to support the 
50 t crane and additional platforms if required ; the main posts are sized to 
bear SO t. The fondation is plotted for a post every 14 m on four sides f the 
building with intermediate base fundations every 7 m. 

. The framework of the roof is sized for a 34 m span. 

. The assembly hall is 28 m long, 34 m wide with a height similar to the 
torus hall ; its floor must be able to support 5 t/m2. 

• Much attention will be paid to get maximum luminosity and cleanliness. 
A large entrance doorway is provided in order to accept the larger outer poloidal 
field coils. 

• An additional 10 t crane is foreseen in this assembly hall since the 
50 t crane «ill not be anymore available after the start of operation. 

. The south and north sides of the assembly hall open widely on its 
two adjacent halls. 

c) Poloidal field power supply areas 

The poloidal field power supplies consists of outdoor components, 
mainly transformers, and indoor components, mainly rectifiers, switching devices, 
e t c — The outside transformers *ill be as close as possible to the corresponding 
indoor rectifiers. 
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The building is a two levels construction, 28 m wide by 42 m long with 
a height from the level 0,00 to the underiide of the roof of 10 m. It is construc
ted with the prefabricated framings and posts already described ; a grid of 7 m 
is used for the fundation plotting. 
Additional fixings for possible intermediate platform and 10 t crane girders are 
foreseen, 

d) Add^^onal_heating_building 

The same construction process will be used again. This building will 
house the neutral beam power supply, the ICRF and the lower hybrid heating gene
rators and power supplies. 

The additional heating building is 49 m long, 56 m wide with a height 
from ground level to the underside of the roof of 10 m. It is also provided with 
an intermediate floor over almost all its surface;the height of this floor could 
change from one point to another in order to fit the different requirements. 
Additional fixings and 10 t crane girders are foreseen. Framings, posts, beams, 
cladding and gria will be the sane as those already used in the poloidal field 
power supply building. 
The additional heating building will include, on west side, room which will be used 
for development work of R.F. heating methods an4 equipments, antenna and grills 
prototype testing, etc... 

e) Cryogenic hall 

The cryogenic hall houses the cold boxes and purifiers of the refrige
rators. It is 14 m wide by 28 m long with a height of 10 m ; it is provided with 
a 10 t crane. 
The construction is similar to the power supply building. 

The control room is located on the first floor of the operations building 
which houses among others the main computer room, the sain entrance and exhibition 
room, lecture theater, library, conference rooms. 
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The control room is 16 m wide by 27(5 m long with a height of about 
4,5 m. 
A similar room, is provided just above for the computers and data acquisition 
system. 

The control room could be observed by visitors from the exhibition room. 

This operation building is linked to the torus hall and other irajor 
buildings through the 3 m wide, 4 m high underground gallery. 

L. 


